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WHO DISCOVERED NEW MEXICO?*
By LANSING B. BLOOM

WE SHOULD begin the discussion of our subject
PERHAPS
by asking what we mean by discovery. In early colonial
times, this was the first phase of carrying crown rights into
a new region. The European power whose subject or agent
first actually visited and reliably reported a tierra nueva was
recognized as having a prior claim to that region; and the
man or men who effected such a discovery had a valid claim
on royal favor. Of course, if permanent possession was to
be realized, discovery had to be followed up by more careful
. exploration and by colonization, but in this discussion regarding New Mexico we are now interested only in the initial phase-that of discovery.
In defining "discovery" we recognize two essentials,
neither of which is sufficient without the other: (1) the
discoverer must himself have seen what he reports, and (2)
he must report it in a credible manner. Some of us doubtless remember whe:n Robert E. Peary reached the North
Pole in April, 1909. In due course, he was recognized as the
discoverer, although one Frederick A. Cook claimed to have
gotten there nearly a year earlier. The evidence offered by
the latter was not credited.
. In this connection we might observe that no native ever
rated as a discoverer. The earliest known report about the
.Paper read at the annual meeting of the Mississippi Valley Historical Association, at Omaha, Nebr., May 2·4, 1940.
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Pueblo Indian country was that given to NUllo de Guzman
in, or about, 1530, by one of his slaves. As such information
went, the story told by the Indian Tejo seems to compare
favorably with the later reports by Cabeza de Vaca and Fray
Marcos de Niza. Going as a boy with his father, Tejo had
actually visited large towns in the north and his story was
given weight-at least, this was true later when Guzman
seems to have used it to back up his claim to prior right of
discovery in that region. But Tejo himself was not a discoverer; he was merely an Indian slav,e.
We need to agree on what we mean by the word "discovery"; we should also be clear in our use of the term "New
Mexico." If we are thinking of the region which later came
to be known by that name, we may agree upon a discoverer
much earlier than if we look for the first report of the region
when it had this particular name. Suppose we proceed,
therefore, first to trace the name back to its earliest appearance and consider the various men who claimed recognition
as "discoverer of New Mexico," and, second, to consider any
earlier discoverers of the same region before it received its
permanent name. With these latter, of course, the title
"New Mexico" will be an anachronism;
As early" as 1889, H. H. Bancroft1 noted the appearance
of the name "New Mexico" in the 1560's, and some attention
. has been given by later writers to the two instances briefly
described by Bancroft. From a brief. testimonio de autos
first published by Pacheco and Cardenas 2 it appears that
in 1568 Francisco Cano was an administrative officer of the
newly opened mines of Mazapil when, with sixteen soldiers,
he made a prospecting journey northwards and discovered
a lake to which he gave the name "Laguna de Nuevo Mexico." Usually Cano's lake has been .identified with the Lake
of Parras in southern Coahuila, but the Mexican historian
Lie. Vito' Alessio Robles has shown recently 3 that this dis1.

2.
3.

Bancroft's Works, vol. xvii (Arizona and New Mexico), pp. 72-73.
Colecci6n de documentos i;'u§ditos, xix, pp. 535-540.
Coahuila 11 Texas en la epoca colonial (Mexico, 1988).
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covery lay more to the east. In any case, it was far from the
present New Mexico and is of interest to us now solely because of the light which it throws on contemporary thought.
As Bancroft remarked, there was a "tendency to find
a 'new Mexico' in the north." What idea did the name
"Mexico" convey to Spaniards of the sixteenth century?
Today the name at once suggests the entire country which is
our neighbor on the south, but under Spanish regime that
country was the viceroyalty of Nueva Espana. For three
hundred years the name "Mexico" was restricted to the rich
prize which Hernan Cortes and his followers had found and
won. When they' marched down into the Valley of Mexico,
the great lake of Texcoco was much more extensive than it
is today, but it is not difficult to visualize what they saw
before them: the Aztec city of Tenoctitlan like a new-world
Venice with canals and causeways, temples and palaces, and
around the shores of the lake other cities which paid rich
tribute to the ruling Moctezuma. "Mexico" meant that valley and the Spanish city which had risen on the ruins of
Tenoctitlan, mistress of the Aztec world. Is it any wonder
that ardent conquistadores dreamed \ of discovering other
"Mexicos"? Such dreams were to persist just so long as
there were undiscovered regions beyond the· advancing
frontiers. "Plus ultra" was the motto of Spain and of the
conquistadores.
,
So with Cano. In formal legal style he reported that.
he had found such a region: a broad rich valley with a
great lake, and that many "smokes" were evidence of a considerable population. He told of "a very large number of
rancherias of Indians, fisherfolk and warriors, of certain
nations which seem to be cif the Indians of Florida."4
Farther to the west and several years earlier, a similar
use of the name "New Mexico" appeared in th~ activities of
Francisco de Ibarra, whom the viceroy in July, 1562, had
4. Doc. irnld. o xix, p. 536. There are now in the Coronado Library, University of'
New Mexico. facsimiles of these and other documents relating to Cano, from A. G. r. o
Patronato 22 and Guadalajara 51.
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commissioned as governor of provinces which he was to
discover "beyond the mines of San Martin and Avino." Ten
months later (May 3, 151;3) Don Francisco wrote a hurried
but enthusiastic letter from the valley of San Juan to his
uncle, Don Diego, at the mines of San Martin. Within the
hour, Don Francisco had returned from a new discovery
fifty or sixty leagues to the west; he meant to stay at San
Juan until after the rainy season and then leave to settle the
new province. Don Diego forwarded this letter, enclosed in
a short one of his own, to the viceroy ; and the latter in turn
wrote the news to the king, transmitting the above two letters and also a written relaci6n, taken by Don Diego from
the soldier who had brought his nephew's letter. The viceroy's letter thus carried three enclosures.{)
It is the last paper, undated but thus identified, which
gives an intriguing account of Ibarra's new discovery.
Guided by an Indian woman through and over the mountains, they had reached some plains where there were groves
of trees and a river; and she told the Spaniards that, if
they would climb the heights beyond, they would see the
people and town known as Topiame. Six soldiers, sent by
Ibarra, reported back· that they had seen many Indian
houses, all white and terraced, and there seemed to be many
Indians who were well dressed in white and in other colors
after the manner of the Mexican people, and from the' appearance of the people, "surely it must be another Mexico."
The Spaniards remained concealed and thatnight, with the
greatest caution and on foot, they approached· nearer and
heard the playing of teponaztles like the music of the Mexican people. Their guide was asked whether there were any
more such towns, and she replied that the one which they
had seen was as nothing to others which were on beyond
other mountains which were near there. The Spaniards and
their horses were so worn and exhausted and' the Indians
were so numerous that it had been necessary to return to
San Juan, said the messenger, but the governor was talking
6.

Doc. 'Md•• xiv. pp. 668-661.
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about having discovered "the new Vizcaya" and "the new
Mexico."
However, Topiame proved disappointing, and later
when Ibarra pr'essed on "over the hills" he found to his disgust that he had come out at Culiacan, in parts already
settled on the· western slope. Legendary Copala, ancestral
home of the Aztec people, was the principal object of his
search during these years, and from San Juan on the Rio
Fuerte, late in 1565, he was toiling northward and inland
through the mountains of southern Sonora. The province of
Paquime which he finally reached is probably to be identified
with the r~ins of Casas Grandes, Chihuahua. Here Ibarra
found many evidences of a well advanced native culturebut the inhabitants were gone, although it seemed that they
had left but recently.6 Perhaps it was the sought-for Copala
"whence the Mexicans had gone forth to settle in Mexico,"
but if so, it was an older Mexico and not a new one.
The over sanguine reports of Ibarra and Cano were
still recent history when the name "New Mexico" finally
reached its permanent home in the land of the Pueblo Indians. Here as in the other cases there was a reason, an
appropriateness in the use of the name; in fact, it was its
fitness which caused the name to stick and outlive the various other names proposed by early discoverers. In all America the Spaniards found sedentary Indians, natives far advanced in the arts of civilization, in only five regions; of
these, the valley of Mexico was the first and most spectacular
-New Mexico was the fifth and last.
To the best of our knowledge, the earliest use of the
name as now applied is found in documents relating to the
expedition of Fray Agustiu Rodriguez which set forth from
Santa .Barbara in June 1581. In Mexico City on May 16,
1582, the viceroy took sworn statements of Pedro de Bustamante and Hernando Gallegos, soldiers returned from this
6. J. L. Mecham, Francisco de Ibarra and Nueva Vizcaya, p. 174, BaYB "the
wooden supports had rotted away." The wording of Betanzos, u que aun estauan 'par
pudrir las maderas," means that the timbers were still unrotted. A. G. I., Mexico, 168,
Betan~os to the king, 5 junio 1566.
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entrada, in neither of which does the name "New Mexico" .
appear. 7 As published by Pacheco and Cardenas, next in this
group of documents is a short similar statement of another
returned soldier, Hernando Barrado, at Mexico on October
20, 1582, who uses no regional name except "that country of
Puaray." Then follows an important letter of the viceroy to
the king, November 1, which shows that he had twice consulted Don Rodrigo del Rio de Losa, lieutenant of the captain-general of Nueva Galicia. The two opinions given by
Rio de Losa are among the accompanying papers and, although undated, they are definitely placed by their being
cited in the viceroy's letter. In the earlier of the two, Rio
de Losa speaks of "the new discovery ~hich they are calling
the new Mexico"8 and expresses the hope. that the missionaries may still be alive; in the other 9 they are said to be
already dead-and here the region is called "the new Mex-'
ico and province of San Felipe," and again simply "the new
Mexico."
It is a remarkable fact that the name is not found in the
relaci6n, the writing of which was finished by Gallegos on
July 8, 1582. It seems conclusive that only with their return
from the north and with the spreading of the news which
they brought did these soldiers, and people generally, begin
to use the name "New Mexico" in an informal and popular
way. Antonio de Espejo, writing from San Bartolome in
October, 1583, shortly after he returned from his rescue expedition, said that he had spent more than a year in "seeing and discovering the provinces of the new Mexico to
which I gave the name Nueva Andalucia," and he began his
relaci6n with mention of "the provinces of the new Mexico."lo At about the same time, Francisco Diaz de Vargas,
an official in the city of Los Angeles (Puebla), in seeking
permission to follow up the new discovery expressed the
view that the Mexican people had had their origin from the
7. Doc. in"d., xv, Pp. 80-95.
8. Ibid., xv, pp. 142-146.
9. Ibid., xv, pp. 137-142.
10. Ibid., xv, PP. 162, 163-189.
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nations and towns of that northwestern region "which is
what we are now calling the provinces of San Felipe del
Nuevo Mexico."ll Later in the same document Diaz stated
that the Rodriguez party reached the people and cities where
Vazquez Coronado had had his camp "and which he called
Cibola but which these named San Felipe of New Mexico."12
We may sum up our discussion thus far by saying that
the name "New Mexico" came into use during the year 1582
as a result of the Rodriguez expedition, and that in no form
or manner prior to this time" was the name connected with
the Pueblo Indian country.13
A corollary of this statement is that any undated document which uses the name was not written before that year.
Take, for example, an original document, signed but "undated, which we photographed last year at the Archive of
the Indies.H In it Captain Vicente Gonzalez at Santo
Domingo tells of being sent out by Pedro Melendez Marques,
governor of the province of Florida, up the coast toward los
bacallaos in search of a" reported "fort of the French." In
a great port which extended for thirty leagues inland Gonzalez was told, among other things, that back of the mountains and distant not more than five days' travel was "the
new Mexico. . . . Here there are great houses four stories
high and plastered outside. There are many small cattle
and much silver, because the Indians themselves so informed
him." Study of this paper may throw some doubt on an
exploration of 1573 which has been credited to this governor 15 but Lowery credits Gonzalez with another later
voyage in 1588. With its mention of New Mexico, this docu11.
12.

126-137.
131.

Ibid., xv. pp.
Ibid., xv. p.
As first used in the Chr6nicas of Baltasar de Obregon (Hammond and Rey
edition, p. 41) the name is an anachronism. Obregon finished this writing at Mex-"
nearly six months after the return of the Espejo party. He
ico City in April,
simply uses the name already then in vogue when speaking of the interest of Vieeroy
Luis de Velasco in the 1550's in reports of tierras nuevas.
A. G.!., Mexieo
See Woodbury Lowery. Spaniah Settlementa in the U. S.: Florida. 15611-74.

13.

1584,

pp.

14.
15.
381, 459.

1841.

"
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ment could not be as early as 1573, whereas 1588 is credible.
If our name "New Mexico" came into use first in 1582,
we may well show vigorous disrespect for some inscriptions
which have been imposed on our friends in Arizona. Apparently about ten years ago, someone laboriously made a group
of rock inscriptions in Pima Canon, a few miles out from
Phoenix-in an effort, we judge, to prove that Estevanico,
Fray Marcos de Niza, and Coronado passed that way. I
believe that it was Dr. Harold S. Colton of the Museum of
Northern Arizona at Flagstaff who, in 1933, first identified
the alleged "Coronado" inscription as a clumsy plagiarism
from the well known Vargas inscription at EI Morro, New
Mexico. The last half of that inscription reads: "a lareal
corona todo 'el nuebo mexico a su costa, ano de 1692." The
Phoenix fake shows, in the same style and arrangement, the
words italicized, and the date is altered to read 1539. The
names of Estevanico and Fray Marcos are scratched nearby,
and of the above legend you are expected to accept "corona
to" for Coronado. It was a fatal mistake for the perpetrator
of the hoax to retain the words "el nuebo mexico"! We have
not a shred of eviderice showing that name in use before
1582, and a stick of dynamite would be well expended in
definitely ending the imposition.
.
Turning now to consider the various men who claimed
to be "discoverers of New Mexico," we take first Don Antonio de Espejo. Various writers seem to regard him as most
entitled to the honor, and much might be said in favor of
this view. For example, at Madrid in the summer of 1748,
Juan Antonio Valenciano submitted a voluminous narrative
describing the provinces in the viceroyalty of New Spain. 16
In the section upon the province of New Mexico the first
paragraph reads:
The Kingdom of New Mexico is found situated
between the 29th and the 39th degrees of north
latitude, extending on the north as far as Quiyira
16.
before.

A. G.!., Mexico 1849. Its compiling had been ordered by the king a year
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and on the east to Florida. It ends to the south
with the Kingdom of Mexico and on the west with
the sea of California; and likewise the same name
is given to the Provinces which are found at the
source of the Rio del Norte. It lies at a distance of
400 leagues from the City of Mexico, and was discovered by Don Ant(;mio de Espejo in the years
1581 or 1582.
The point of interest here is that, nearly two centuries after
the event, Espejo should officially be mentioned as the one
who discovered New Mexico. From the dates given it is
evident that the rescue party-as we may call the BeltranEspejo party-was not distinguished' from the preceding
missionary party,-as we may style the Rodriguez-Chamuscado party. The rescue party left San Bartolome (now
Allende, Chihuahua) in the fall of 1582 and did not return
until a year later. Then, from October 1583 until late in
1586, Espejo was seeking royal favor which would allow
him to follow up his discovery with an occupying and devel·'
oping of the new region. The records show that his claim as
"discoverer" received tacit recognition at court; but his
petition was not granted. He had influential connections,
but his record was against himP
But meanwhile, as, already noted, the soldier-survivors
17. His son-in-law, Pedro Gonzalez de Mendoza, was probably related to the
historian, Juan Gonzalez de Mendoza; at any rate, the latter ma.de use of Espejo's
Telaci6n in his important history which was published in Madrid in 1586.
On the other hand, Espejo ,was one of the defendants in a criminal suit involving the death of two, men which was initiated at Queretaro in April 1581. In writing to
the viceroy on Oct. 31, 1583, he hoped to prove his innocence; but in April 1586 he
was petitioning for pardon. He s~emB to have secured this in December of that year,
but meanwhile his petition to be allowed to follow up his discovery in New Mexico was
simply ignored.
That Espejo was, however, even then tacitly recognized as discoverer of New
Mexico is shown, for example, in a royal cedula of Apr. 21, 1585, which commended
to the favorable attention of the viceroy his son-in-law. As recited in the cedula,
Gonzalez had presented a Telaci6", of the services of his own father; he wanted to
emulate that example; he was married, and lastly he had come to Spain to report
"the discovery by his father-in-law Antonio de Espejo of New Mexico, in which he
had expended much of his property." (A. G. I., Mexico 1091, C 11.) The very next
cedula entered in this record book and of the same date ordered that Pedro Munoz de
Espejo and Juan Rodriguez be allowed certified copies of the criminal case aganist
them-doubtless the same one in which Don Antonio was involved.
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of the Rodriguez party had returned in the spring of 1582
and their reports had at once been transmitted to Spain by
the viceroy. In fact, Hernan Gallegos (who had been made
their leader upon the fatal sickness of Captain Chamuscado
during-the return journey) was sent by the viceroy to report
in person at court. At least a year before Espejo's agents
were at court urging his claims, Gallegos himself was there
-and was being referred to officially as "the discoverer of
New Mexico." In March, 1583, he addressed the foliowing
petition to the king :18
Very Powerful Lord: [I], Captain Hernan
Gallegos, discoverer of New Mexico, state that, by a
previous petition and memorial and records which
I presented, it is shown how I came from the provinces of New Spain by order of Your viceroy, to
report to Your Highness how I went with eight
others, companions, and with three Religious, having a permit from Your said viceroy for the discovery of the said New Mexico; and. [to report]
what happened to us on the said journey, to me and
to the others, as is set forth in the records which
are in Your council .[ of the Indies], in which· I
prayed Your Highness to do me the favor to command that I be given the· conquest and pacifying of
that country, in accord with the laws and ordinances and as has been done with others who have
gone on similar discoveries.
And it seems that Your Highness has not
granted me [the favor] because I did not declare
in the said petition that the conquest would be at
my cost.
And since it is, and always has been, my purpose to serve God Our Lord and that those barbarous people be reduced to the fold of the Holy
Mother Roman Church and [be made] subjects of
the government of Your Highness, acknowledging You as king and lord:
BY THIS [PETITION] I say and offer that, if
Your Highness so please, I will undertake the said
conquest at my expense and cost, and will furnish

---18. A. G. I., Guadalajara 10.
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500 men and more for the pacifying of the said
country, if I am allowed the [same] terms and conditions as those which Your Highness ordered
made with Francisco de Ybarra, your late governor
of the province of Chiametla, which is the most
nearly adjacent country of Christians, and with
any other terms convenient to secure the said pacifying of the said province.
LIKEWISE I say that, since for the said conquest
there is no need of people going from these partsowing to the many in New Spain who will be glad
to go with me on the said journey-and since, nevertheless, I am told that in this court and in the
city of Sevilla there are many persons who have
served Your Highness in those parts and who will
be of much use and benefit since they can serve as
officers of war on the said journey, I pray and supplicate Your Highness to order that I be given a
permit to take along of these said soldiers up to
the number of thirty for the said purpose, since
this will be agreeable to the service of Your Highness.
Hernan Gallegos (rubric)
Accompanying this petition and of earlier date is what
seems to be a brief summary of the earlier petition mentioned by Gallegos. 1n It reads as follows:
S. C. R. M. [Sacred Caesarian Royal Majesty]
Captain Hernan Gallegos, native of Sevilla,
says that he went to the provinces of New Spain
some ten years ago, wishing to be employed wholly
in the service of Your Majesty, and God has been
pleased that he should realize his desire well. Not
contenting himself with what he might accomplish
in following up the purpose and measures taken by
others, he chose to venture his person and property.
in going to the discovery of New Mexico-whither
went Cabeza de Vaca and Francisco Vasquez Coro19.
Gallegos
. correct,
such as

Dr. France V. Scholes reports that there is a. probanza record of Hernan
in A. G. 1., Patronato 77-1-7. Study of it may show whether our surmise is
but the papers here given make the situation sufficiently clear. This brief is
was usually made by a fiscal or secretary of the Council of the Indies.
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nado and others, and they were not able to accomplish the said discovery.20 .
He brings information of that discovery, certified by the royal audiencia of Mexico, that there
were eighteen cities and fifty-three pueblos with
six. discoveries of mines. Of these the viceroy ordered an assay to be made, which showed thirty-six
marks to the hundred weight-as appears from the
relacion and the memorial which he brings thereof,
and [also] of other great matters which are worthy
of being heard and understood.
He prays that Your Majesty command a consideration of the records which he brings regarding
all that is here stated, whereby will be evident the
services he has rendered, and his expenditure of
more than 8,000 pesos and the dangers [encountered] and the benefit which may come out of all
this, so that God our Lord and Your Majesty may
be served.
And in accord with his labor and costs and expenses incurred in the journey which he has made
on behalf of thediscoverers 21 [he prays] that you
make him a grant, in conformity with the ordinances relating to entrance for discovery, both of
the trading-rights and administration ([actoria y
alguazilazgo mayor) of the province of San Felipe
del Nuevo Mexico, and of succor for the said, journey, [all] in the form and manner which are customary in granting such governments. For he
hopes in our Lord, from what he saw and learned
and the dangers and captivity which he endured 22 ,
that there will be as much profit from this discovery and from what remains to be discovered
(which is, without compare, more and better than
that here stated) as the greatest that there has
been in all the province of New Spain. For there
are cities of which the houses have from one to
seven stories, and a great number of herded cattle
and land fertile with many fruits and great har20. More of these two men later. The meaning here is that a discovery

not
followed up is not "accomplished."
21. He thus includes his fellow-soldiers in his petition.
,This must refer to the trouble he had with officials of Nueva Viscaya upon
his return from New Mexico.

22.
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vests, besides the said mines and towns for the developing of them.
And since he comes to give news to Your
Majesty of all that is here stated, as the one who
remained as leader of the people who were found in
the said [journey of] discovery, and it is convenient
that he return shortly for its continuation, he prays
Your Majesty that he be succored and dispatched
promptly, because he came in this packet-ship with
the assistance given him by the viceroy for this ob-·
ject, [and] he asks the same succor of Your
Majesty for his maintenance and return from the
said journey. And [he says that] it would be of
much importance that he depart with this fleet
which is now being made ready.
This summary of his first petition was endorsed on
March 14, 1583, and referred to the Council of the Indies,
where its disposition was indicated by a line: "This matter
is already cared for as is convenient," while a similar endorsement on the petition of March 30 said in effect: "Let
Gallegos take his appeal to the viceroy."23
This does not mean necessarily that Gallegos and his
companions were discredited as discoverers. 24 The very fact
that the record as drawn up and certified in the Audiencia
of Mexico was filed among the archives of the Patronato
shows that this discovery was regarded as important in any
validating of Spanish crown claims in New Mexico.
But now we come to still another Spaniard who claimed
to be the original discoverer of New Mexico, a Captain
Melchior de Alava. This aspirant to the honor seems to
have been quite unknown hitherto, and yet in 1584 he made
23. The two endorsements read: uYa eata proueydo esto como conviene"; u que
acuda al Virrey." The explanation seems to be that reports direct from the viceroy
regarding New Mexico had already been acted upon. and it had been decided to have
him find the right man to follow up the discovery: Although the royal cedula so ordering was not dated until April 19. these Gallegos papers would show that the decision had been reached Borne weeks earlier.
24. See. for example. a recomendaci6n of 18 October 1588 in A. G.!.. Guadalajara 230. secured for Gallegos by Gon~alo Rodriguez. "for services since he came
of age. and for going with Chamuscsdo and eight others to the discovery of New
Mexico."
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the remarkable claim that it was he who had first given
news of New Mexico not only to Espejo but also to Fray
Agustin Rodriguez!· Moreover, he declared that, ten years
before (1574), he had brought news of that country to the
king in Spain-although at that time, as we shall see, he
called the new country "the land of Quivira."
Fortunately \Ve have a pretty clear picture of the part
played by Alava on the northern frontier through a probanza of the year 1584.25 From various endorsements on
the opening pages of this record we gather the following
facts: that the probanza was dated at Guadalajara on March
6 of that year, and was presented to the Council of the
Indies in Madrid on October 27 following. The secretary,
Juan Ledesma, wrote at the top of the cover-page: "Captain
Melchior de Alava asks the office of alguazil mayor of the·
mines of Sombrerete,"and it was then turned over to a
relator named Varros who, immediately below, added the
following summary of the various documents embodied in
the probanza. 26
Captain Melchior de. Alava, resident of the
Villa of Llerena and the Mines of Sombrerete
which is in the New Kingdom of Galicia [represents] :
.
That he came to this court in the iear 1574 to
give an account to His Majesty of the services
which he has effected, from the mines of Zacatecas
to Santa Barbara, in discovering and pacifying the
country and settling it all with General Rodrigo del
Rio de Losa as it is now settled by Spaniards. He
has been serving for twenty-seven years in this
and iIi other ways which have offered and as he has
been ordered by the Audiencia of Guadalajara.
Likewise, that he gave news to His Majesty of
the country and settlements of New Mexico and
Quivira; wherefor His Majesty granted him a·
cedula so that he might confer with the viceroy,
25. A. G. 1., Guadalajara 34.
26. A last endorsement here notes that on Oct. 30, 1584, the matter was Been
by four men named,--€vidently members of the Council to whom Alava'B case was
referred. Its disposition will appear below.
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Don Martin Enriquez, regarding the discovery of
that land.
,
That while he was sick, three Religious of
Lord Saint Francis asked for a permit to go with
seven companions to this discovery and, through
the account which he gave them, they entered and
found to be true all that of which he had given
acccount to His Majesty.
,
And [that] Anton de Espejo arrived in that
season at Sombrerete, like a man who might be of
service to the Religious so that they should not be
killed among the Indians; and the same Melchior de
Alava gave to Anton de Espejo the same [information] so that he might not lose his way, because he
[Alava] remained in Sombrerete serving His
Majesty in his office as lieutenant alcalde mayor.
And in view of this, and of the reports which he
presented with the opinion of the Audiencia of New
Galicia-HE REQUESTED the office of alguazil
,mayor of the Villa of Llerena and Mines of Sombrerete; and His Majesty directed that he should
ask something else.
Also he gave an account of the great frauds
which were being, and might be, committed against
the "royal fifths" in the dealings of shopkeepers,
exchanging of metals, miners who refined silver,
and other things which result therefrom: and His
Majesty conferred on him the favor of appointment,as judge in all the mining settlements of New
Galicia and Vizcaya, and in this form the grant
was transmitted to the president and members of
that audiencia, and instead of judge they appointed
him [public] accuser, which likewise His Majesty
made him in addition to the said grant of recommendation. These grants, he says, have been without benefit to him and [thus] to the injury of the
royal treasury. And always he has served although
without being compensated; and now, thus burdened, he has come to make new representations of
his services, discoveries and settlings, with a letter
of recommendation from the audiencia [of Guada-'
lajara] approved by the fiscal, in order to seek
greater favors, [desiring that] His Majesty may
recognize the service he has rendered and with
what toil and expense, with his sons and arms and
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horses, against infidel highwaymen and always to
the benefit of His Majesty's treasury.
[He represents] that he is married with a
daughter of one of the first conquerors of New
Spain and New Galicia, named Ana de Bobadilla,
lawful daughter of Pedro de Bobadilla; and that
one of his sons was killed in His Majesty's service
in the fights with Indians.
In view of his age and extreme poverty and because he has three marriageable daughters, and in
view of what has been stated, he prays that he be
granted the wand [office] of alguazil mayor which
he requested ten years ago; also the office of judge
representing His Majesty in collecting the "royal
fifths.". He asks also a renewal of the recommendation [of 1574].

It is of passing interest to know that Alava did secure
his new recommendation, 27 but our concern just now is to
know what basis Alava had in 1584 for saying that he had
discovered "New Mexico" by 1574.
An informacion de officio which was drawn up at Guadalajara in February-March, 1574,28 yields various facts as to
Alava's services in the mining camps of Nueva Vizcaya
and· in defending the towns and roads against hostile natives, but it has not a single allusion to the country north of
Santa Barbara; also when he secured this document, the
favor for w:hich he meant to ask the king was appointment
as alguazil mayo]' or corregidor of the villa of Llerena. Late
in 1574, however, he was in Madrid and presented two petitions which were more ambitious. In one, directly to the
king, he offered to post 100,000 ducats in bonds if he might
have a contract for the supplying of quicksilver at the seven
mining camps from Llerena to Coneto and Santa Barbara;
and again there is no mention of regions beyond. But the
27. Endorsement to this effect on Nov. 80 is on the cover-page. The resulting
cedula. dated 5 Dec. 1584 and renewing that of 12 Dec. 1574. is registered in A. G. I ••
Mexico 1091, C 11.
.
28. A. G. I., Guadalajara 47.
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second petition gives us the information we want. It reads
as follows. 29
Very powerful Lord
I, Melchior de Alava, resident of the villa of
Llerena and the mines of Sombrerete in the New
Kingdom of Galicia, say that I have long been engaged in the service of his majesty, conquering and
subduing the Chichimeca Indians, highwaymen who
roam in the neighborhood of the said villa of
Llerena and mines of Sombrerete and their ranches
and mines of San Martin, Harhuites and Santiago,
Coneto, Abifio and many other places and high:ways, who have done and are doing very great
abuses, killing and robbing, on the roads and in the
said mines and their settlements, the Spaniards
who reside in them or who are going there to prospect, seizing their pack-trains and supplies and the
silver of his majesty and of private citizens .which
is being transported; and so serious has been, and
is, the damage which the said Chichimecas have
done, and are doing, that they have put,and are
putting, the said miners every day to great trouble
and distress. And just lately in the month of January last, they stole from Pedro Gil and Francisco
de Munera some sixty mules from their [patio]
mills, so that the reducing of ore by these miners
was stopped; and since there was no captain nor
anyone with authority of Your Highness 30 to go
against the said Chichimecas, they accomplish what
they please without meeting any resistance.
And by information [gotten] from some of
them [the Chichimecas] whom at times I have captured, I have received reliable [news] that, a hundred leagues inland to the north, there is a great
population of natives who treat and trade with the
said Chichimecas and encourage them and give
them aid and assistance in order to commit the said
injuries [on the Spaniards] . They barter profitably
with hides and metals rich in silver (this is what
29. A. G.!., Secci6n de [ndiferente, 1384.
80. This petition was signed with rubric by one, Alonso de Herrera, who scema
to have acted for AJava in bringing it before the Council of the Indies. Written in
the first person, it begins with references to the king. in the third person-and here.
curiously, switches to direct address.
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discovery of New Mexico at his own cost." One of them said
that he had seen the Ybarra party leave San Miguel, and
had also seen them return ten months later. Clearly this
was Ibarra's northern expedition which, as we have already
seen, reached Paquime but fell short of reaching the Pueblo
Indian country-a fact which is twice definitely admitted
by Obregon in his history. He relates that they could not
understand an "Indian of the plains" whom they captured,
because their interpreter had run away; unable to learn
about the country beyond, they failed "to reach New Me~
ico."37 Again, in the council of war, Obregon explains that
the "cowardly soldiers" outvoted the "good soldiers" and so
"we failed to carry out the undertaking and to reap the
benefits and. honor of the discovery of New Mexico. . . We
may rightfully affirm that we saw the walls of its enclosures
and towns, and had we gone ahead it would have been discovered. . . ."38
Almost in his next breath, Obregon contradicts himself
and asserts that where Ibarra turned back they did obtain
"much good news of provinces and t<?wns," of storied houses,
of peaceful industrious people who wore cotton blankets and
harvested corn, beans, calabashes and fruits, who possessed
all sorts of game and fowl and made great use of the "woolly
cattle." Apparently he was here confusing his sources of
information. The history which he finished in Mexico City
in April 1584 was based, as he himself states in various
places, on facts learned in part from members of the
Beltran-Espejo party (only recently returned from the
north) ; in part also from soldiers who went earlier with
the missionaries; and lastly he says that he talked with
men who had been with the Coronado expedition. As a
youth in Mexico City, Obregon must have known Vazquez
Coronado himself by sight-it may even be that he talked
with him. At least, Obregon was able to write: "I have com87.
88.

Of). cit., PP. 198-199.
Of). cit., PP. 210-214.
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pared these three expeditions,"39 and he showed that the
"tierra nueva de Cibola" discovered and explored by Vazquez
Coronado in 1540-1542 and the "San Felipe de Nuevo Mexico" reached by the Rodriguez party in 1581 were at least
in part identical. Yet of the latter he wrote: "It is a new
discovery and I do not doubt that they saw some towns not
visited by Francisco Vazquez Coronado or his captains,"40
and later in his portrayal of the new discoveries he speaks
repeatedly of "Cibola, Paquime, New Mexico and the other
provinces in these regions" as if they were distinct from
each other. 41
An analytical study of Obregon's history suggests that,
when he began to write it, he intended to arrange his material in three books, leading up respectively to the discovery of Cibola, Paquime, and New Mexico. Later, realizing
that the journey to Paquime had not attained its goal, the
first two were combined in one book, and the second book
was then devoted to "the new discovery" of 1581-1583.
Lastly, he seems to have realized that what, after Coronado's time, was popularly called "the new country of
Cibola" and what in 1582 was first named "New Mexico"
were really one and the same region which had merely been
reached by different routes; so we find him distinguishing
between "first" and "second" discoveries. In the prologue
to his second book, Obregon avers that men are entitled to
immortal fame "if they have preceded others in discovering
and bringing new lands to our knowledge and dominion,"
and he exclaims: "The will of God our Lord will enable us
to convert, rule, and exploit the natives of the newly found
provinces of San Felipe of New Mexico."
He then continues: "The places were discovered by
Father Agustin" who "obtained the grant and commission
for the leader and the people who discovered it."42 Throughout his account of the Rodriguez-Chamuscado expedition he
39.
40.

41.
42.

Op.
OP.
Op.
Op.
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cit.,
cit.•
cit.•

216.
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225; 814.
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. By:'.strict:'definitibnlcHernan·iGa:lIe!iossa:ridihisLfel'lowswere
theC'·ftr'sfi~disc(jverers~6f'(! f New1 'MexiC'o:~;; rbu f; {certainly etIl ere
were'Europeanl.explorers:ii1~oUr,
S outhwest a"loni:generation
before theRodrigUez:~ex~editi·6hJt01(j.'~':\;c;;: ,'Jb':< .:;'1' 'T, ~~' OJ
The earliest of 'them:were'tne';follr:Jfanrous sutv·ivorsJ'of
the Narvaez:'expedifiort:otocIFloriOa, .AIvarr;Nunez;Gabeza de
Vaca~ landxthr.ee c'onipani6ns'," r,wno ofinally 'irnide""tneir.~;way .
across: ,to tne; Pacific:Jslope) andc,\vaIkedd into ;~Mexic6 'inT the
surnmer)of :i:1536i'.)!Stu'dents':of~jtheirlplacet iin~ itheJearly; his~
48.. Op. eit., p. 282. The italics are ours.
.J! ~ . \.1 ,.', i", .:" ()
~j}.:
44, In his first book, Obreg6n touched only Iightlyl~oiir'Cabeza"'ae,'Vaca,'JiFray
Marcos, and Coronado, using them merely to build up·fhis ;'account:~of ,the services
of Ibarra which culminated in reachina- the abandoned PaQuim~.,(j ,,~h .qe S~

torYi of :our Southwestllia:ve 'varied\ greatlyanrti"yi'iig,.t& 'lOcate
the:V'hinde'rin:g trail w:hichJtney 'followed'!:; 'Some' have'trailed
themr noith'into therneart ;of.Ltne,Pueblo ccountry, an'd'w'est! to
Zuiii. before ::headirig; southward' -,to r'Culiacani 'ahd:tMexico';
others'nave' 'qmistionedf whetherfthey"evenenteredi New: :Mex~
ico. ,We 'arefbrtunate,'iwhavingia receIitveryiable :stu'dy 'of
this -route by -Cleve::HalleiibecK.i.~' 'The; widely:\ia"riant: routes
offered: by f:earlier'writers',.ha\7e ::DeeIPh-rtalYzed~[!a:rid th~
sources :have rbeen i restudiedc·in tne;light,of :the' aiItho-r'si:ritl~
mate acquaintahcewith much bf.the~regioh, itsclirriate'ahd.
lifeform·s. ,; If, wei accept:lhis';w'ell; 'reasoned tracirigi:Qf'tlie
route; ithis i little' party diaentell,whabis)'iIdW: ,New:;M(=ixico'~'
indeed, theylcrQssed rrii:iJ:e. of'its thirty~One c<:lunties:;lyet 'even
SO,i j they ,did not' ;actiIally: lsee' 'a~ singlet towh:ofI ,the': Bueblo
people.t 6 '·What 'they:sajd :lahir.'in ~Mexico'',Gity: -ab6u,f N~ui';'
vira"~was:based solely oniwhat tlft~y 'had leatned'from' nati"V'e
infortmiilts:,~7,We"cannot;,therefore; regard-fthenY as' discov':'
erers of New Mexico within. our rdefinitioll :of. :th'eSEl'>termS;,ll
-, ,J' More';~discussed recently' .tli~l.li·,!tlfe 'rolite:J6f~ Cab~za de
Vaca ,has' bee'n the' part pUtyed,'oy "FrAy 'Marcos~"de'Niia>
Francis'can missionary'Whbwas selected 'Iii ViC~r:oy'A~t6nio
dg ';Mendoza· to :Cfollow up' the' news"~egatdihg.'a"civjiized
:,-..·f- '\'," .,' ......, .. "I""
ri
pe'opTein:the northland;c"-In fact; the controversy regarding
, ,.;' ,r ' "
I',rr':-"~" ,'" :-; ...... ;-·r'I('~·:,- ·.··\/ ..,:.f .. r ~1··,·iJ'.r~J"
"
Fray' Marcos~has raged'mtermIttently for four centunes~
having oeehBegJnby 'Frahdscb\T~~qtieza~Cdr;oh~d{ih'!:l
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to' CrOBB ·the co-ntinent of North Am"ric". 1591,-1596. (A. H, Clark Co, 1940) See also
a'n :i~terestingl r'~view_ byJ..:Chas.. Keil~y
lthe' NEW" ME~ICO':' iI·IS;.\ R~Ew'J~ xv -: (Jati~
_ l-:

to

1940). pp. 79-81.
, _:46. . Twice they were within 70 or 80' miles of thein.-':On the ',Ttilarosa"·river they
~ere inot. ·far : from" 'the Saline, ,pueblos ';" later when. they struck { west~lfrom': the Rio
Grande they were even nearer to thePiroJtoWDS.' ~ ,:," .: .. I
.'
~.:"
,. " .
,"," .47..:-.; .The ,place-nam-e uQuivira JJ;. seems. to,have. oriidnate'd :with' :this. 'party~ It is not
an.lndian·.word.but appears. to be a Spanish-,formlof.the' A'rabic quivir, meaning',ubig~~~
,As the negro Estevanico came from the west,'coast"of Mo~occo,"he·.maY:lha've,~~been
responsible _for "itst,use.:'" Before this 'party reached "Mexico, there' -had', been talk of
the fabulous "Seven Cities" which Nuno de Guzman had sought in the'llnknown:'north,;
after their arrival the term uQuivira" first appears in the records.. 1' ""~" ..; '
,.u:
I
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Granada."48 Speaking of the road which they had followed,
he declared that "everything which the friar had said was
found to be quite the reverse," and again, after giving much
circum13tantial detail, he said, "In brief, I can assure you
that in reality he has not told the truth in a single thing that
he said, but everything is the reverse of what he said, except
the name of the city [Cibola] and the large stone houses."
We might remember that Fray Marcos accompanied the
Coronado expedition, that he was in Cibola when the above
letter was being written, and when it was dispatched Fray
Marcos went along (as the soldier-historian Pedro de
Castaneda later wrote) "because he did not think it safe
for. him to stay in Cibola, seeing that his report had turned
out to be entirely false, because the kingdoms that he had
told about had· not been found, nor the populous cities, nor
the wealth of gold, nor the precious stones which he had
reported, nor the fine clothes, nor other things that had
been proclaimed from the pulpits."49
The veracity of Fray Marcos was vigorously defended
by Adolph Bandelier just fifty years ago. 50 Winship, who
completed his work on the. Coronado expedition only three
years later, studied the evidence pro and con very carefully
and has given us the famous· dictum, "Friar Marcos undoubtedl~ never willfully told an untruth about the country
of Cibola, even in a barber's chair,"51 yet in the saine paragraph he qualified this by saying, "Friar Marcos was not a
liar, but it is impossible to ignore the charges against him
quite as easily as Mr. Bandelier has done."
,
In 1924 "The question whether Niza ever saw the famous 'Seven Cities'" was again discussed by Henry R. Wag48. The text is given by Geo. P. Winship in his The Coronado Ezpedition. 15/,0·
15~ll, published by the B. A. E., i~th Annual Report, Part I (Washington, 1896).
Pl>. 552-563. This text will be cited below as Winship.
49. Wi1l8hip. Pl>. 484-485. Castaneda also tells us (P. 483) that when the Spaniards first saw Cibola. "such were the curses that some hurled at Friar Marcos that
I pray God may protect him from them,"
50. Contribution to the historl/ of the southwestern portion of the United States
(Cambridge.
51. Wi....hip. p.

1890).
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ner, who expressed himself in the negative. 52 Two years
later, Percy M. Baldwin offered a fresh English translation
of the Fray Marcos Relacion, and in his introductory discussion of sources and commentators, he reviewed adversely the
early statements by Hernan Cortes and Pedro de Castaneda,
remarking that "some historians have been almost as unkind
to Fray Marcos." Among those favorable to the missionary
he listed Frank Cushing, Bandelier, Winship, and Charles
F. Lummis; and he himself concluded that Fray Marcos had
not even exaggerated. 53
In 1932 appeared a monograph by CarlO. Sauer which
was a regional as well as documentary study of the matter,
and in which the findings presented were decidedly disparaging to Fray Marcos. 54 This author concluded that it
was a physical impossibility for Fray Marcos to have traversed the distance involved within the time allowed by his
own report. Henry R. Wagner followed in 1934 with additional evidence which seemed to discredit the missionary's
reputed claims ;55 and in 1937 Sauer was able to clear up
some points in his earlier study with data which he had
secured later. 56 Such are the high lights of this controversy
in its recent stages, and some regard the matter as conclusively settled. May I say that I do not regard the case as
closed, simply because not all the evidence has been properly
.weighed.
Without attempting a complete review of the evidence
already offered, we recognize that at present the consensus
of opinion seems decidedly adverse to Fray Marcos' veracity.
52. H. R. Wagner.· The Spanish Southwest, 1542-1794 (edition 1924; re-edited
1937 through the Quivira Society).
53. UFray Marcos de Niza and biB discovery of the Seven Cities of Cibola," in
New M.",ico HUlt. Review, i (April, 1926), pp. 193-223. Later the New' Mexico
Society issued this with the Spanish text as Publication8 in Hi8tof'1J, vol. I (Nov.,
1926), 59 pp. Citations below will be to the latter. Baldwin's conclusions drew
vigorous dissent from Wagner. N. M. H. R., i. p. 37154. The Road to Cibola, in the series, [bero-Americana, No.3 (Berkeley, 1932).
56. "Fray Marcos de Niza," in the New Mexico Hist. -Review. ix (Apr., 1934),
184-227.
56. "The discovery of New Mexico reconsidered," in ibid., xii (,July, 1937), 270287.

W.e')h3;vec~twb;.ext~e1Jles,ss'ome_ plainlyd expresslng ,tHer v.iew
thabhe.:.:wasra j li;:tr~'arid~ hisfialleged\]disco"veJiy :ic:hQaxf[others
thaHie \yas :.Habsolutel;yI t~uthfuhW5k nG ertainlyN,)oth: of ~th'ese
opinions cahnoLbe,right;Jpossibly.JlleitherJofrthemdswWhether
thEdssiIe}wilbever.oe i resolved' ~satisfactorlly,depends;.in ,:pa·rt
on [ar;more' judiciousr,use!.!of-,lsoiB:,ce,imateriaI:t.tnan:i:we:,have·
had:, thus:;.fari.i J 'As'dBaldW:in'"remarked·;' whenr~editi:p.g,'i;the
Relacion;- ,'fWh.eri"aIL' is. 'saidblth~ f~iriest; t'reatmeh.tfnvei icari
give~hinB [Fr'ay ;Marcos] iisLto, let'\himispealblfor,himse16.'~5_~
It is unfortunate that, until now,'hbbone',Qf iUsJhas;made
careful, use rbf(FraY)M;arc~s:<originabtextB:,rA.m6b.;gjthe first
q.ocumentsjwhic.n:I: listed; at~Sevma':inj!l.928;;fo't'.;.fac.!>imile3re,:;
ptbdu¢ti6Ii-were two Niza.:titIe§ ~hichrIt found·findRatroriato
20,: arid theY'!have been·.available i'at~theJmbpar:Y of Gohgres~.
to ;any; studentJ since 1930-.59, '~III -'!rilisti;confess f.thakk,did ;-not
study Ithese,papersJUntiI .thisflast,;winter,swhen iwe'lgohthem
ouf in{conne"dion:with:work;.'Qn·,a7seties.-lof;JEor,onad.o'·pub",
lications.'; We at oIice:foiind:that;.photographed; as; they. ha'd
beenjfoundHn.Sevilla',' the'sheets' Were. llotdn' 'pro,p'et sequen,Ce~
When :placed ,in Jpr6per,ot'der,Lwe haver;t;woi complete .c~rtified
copies'of,the:original 'R!3.laci9.n':off-Fray,Ma:rc·os.~o{c-J:~:~fJ::J', r; }.,
." -.; NaturaUYc,these 6fficia:lrcopies_shoull;l"be~basic:in:anyjreal.
sonable ·stud;)rIQf:;questions atdsspe. tegar,aing;Fray'~arcos;.
ahd'Ollr:present· use::oLthemsna's..-br0ught :out: so'me::interest-"
ing facts. Collating with the text as it was publi'shediby
PacneCO' ana <1ardenas: 6 Uhe one' relied.jone-most 'gen~rally by
I~·~'_ i."·.·~~ ::{": ~~r[;J~:""~~ t;·~ .\~rfj· '.:.\)f~;',,-·~":-;~; ;:..;-·r· fh ,\ .. '='J.-, i!·p.(f'r~~~
...57.

See Chas. F. I;ummis(J'he Spanish Pionee.r,s <,I~93),p. 80.
. '.
.
C".··l.~'·l;JJ~ \~;!l:'-·I·[~J~:.l) ;,nlYJr1 fUJf.[f{'r() t~ .

. ',:J:58t:':Bajdwin:;~;'op;Jcit,~,~,p:{8: r:j

59. Because the Librarian of Congress had requested me not to work-at Sevilla
independently,[ weJhlid.,agreed ·to-secure 'suchllmateriahthrough. the:.Lilirar'y,.H :-',;
60. Dr. Wagner. in describing these papers in the.iAr'~hive·,at;:Sevilla{,(.The·
spa~
iSh' Southwest. both-l1924',andr1937 editions'l\ says,that!,they-,'are")'qtiitel-readable'J but
his niisstatements show:that: he ·has not really' stuuied'thein.,or ,even reau them' through.
If'the :ha'd•. he would:, liave'~discov-ered.lthat:·.the· -leaves; are inot"fin tproper:-!seQuence. v.-"",;·IP;",
""l'Ji'When',sorted' otit:.ithe,:twolco'pies'1do not .rhrillpage'ffor page~;~;-not counting (titlepages, one COpy runs to 18 pageBr;~ the other,writ'ten~more~eompactly;fihas:)15~'pages.
This! ,is ,fo"rtunate. !beeause)!wh·ere'l1thel·edges~!of~-~onei copy .~are \-damaged '/the\"reading is
supplied ,by. the' other; "','The', text'';s' identiCaI.,,;xcept . forlo\mimporlant \Variation. like
the abbreviating of a word.
,7S~<-I·ar
·G;'~~ 61.~t:Colecci61i de·,documetitojj.:iniditosr",~·;.:d<iI,o;Archi"o de' Indias.-, iii, 'S25c351~'Tbis
text may be consulted also in Baldwin, OJ). cit" pp. 37-59.
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stildents,;jshows; Jnu,inerous; mistakesdn :;tlie:: latte~LJP.ost:J;>f
them' o:f.~.minordmport~p.~e;i l'I':b~:r:~i'.ar~,.~~.~yerl!l,·):)(rw.~:vex,
which;are w()rtb~'9katt.enti.o:lr;:<i[n:)L ,'j! t',; :'If ,iu: ,iTiid dji,r
!' ;,'''·We.fiI).d,·fq:L:,e~~Ip.ple;
t h.,at¥ray, 1,\?;~rJ~()~ spq~e 9J,:r.9ton~
t~~~ ~fLwes} :f~o.Ill, Cibol,a!, not, ,~9pthe~'~~"J6~ Ag~.iP!,,:~g.r,~Yr~~P
hi~: ac.c9.~p.t:!;le, tell.~ ,?of a, ~~tt}~~,le¥,is>}} }~~P?rt~d~ iI).land!1 'X~**
!J.~ de,cide,9- r)to, leave\until
his: r,et~rIlL.J'be,cause,
,~'rp:y'. i"",~(3f/,ti:Q1J,
.I..1.1:',J~.Jh.... !L·l~f
1) 1 . . . . /_, ,·j.l:l~. ,~j '.Il~.)
~~~." t? SF~Yj new· }~e,"c8flJt,.,~,',~~,;~hr"%i~iR~J}b?~,l?~,,\h~frr,h~
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11is i1IJ'or't ilJiid 'it' might' be
for his'c'rritics 't6LstudyltQ~m
-··l'~~- ~'.'"'~ ' .. :~rtr ·'.:';)rJJ~··~ :'··r.{J,L:-''',~j·:''~f((~·} ,t I);:lt (' ..·...11 i'u":~rrr:r 1~';. '.d" ' .
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then
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varIOUS
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South 'Seacoast: 'If lie 'had"meant to misrepresent, 'would
h~' libtlHavk r~pMted 'thle['depositiNg:of:'l'eft'ers' anltlielm~rK!.
ing of trees as he was instructed to do?
,.,"~ IJ()i
. 1-::.:_ lri~thisl'c6hnectidn'W~; inighUreniehIberhow dependent
Fray 'Marcos was':lbh 'Esfeva·r\.:::andr the 'Iridian l lenguas
·(tongues',~ ;,inter.preters')iftit-nished; him 'tby, the; viceroy,;, ,as
he,~ proceeded:'nortliward' he: ,relied ','on 'these ;)~toIigues'!, iIi
talking'. with :the 'natives,;;\"InLi:l! similar 'way,'EIiay.:!Marcos
relie,d: 'on th~ ey~s,of! l11~tiyeJlle$sen,ge.r!?: J"aml (ipfQrm~nts, ,to
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days behind this braggart slave, certainly did not know him
as well as did those who had trudged across the continent
with him, but he evinced considerable scepticism of him and
his messages. Yet as he pressed northward-and herein
the dramatic element is most strongly revealed-the confirmatory evidence became more and more circumstantial
and convincing. And then, when according to his own account Fray Marcos was still three days' journey from Cibola,
came word of the killing of Estevan-so disastrous for Fray
Marcos' plans. I believe that one who enters into the spirit
of the document will find it conservative rather than extravagant; the facts as therein stated check remarkably well
with the Pueblo people and their culture as we know them
today.
As to what Fray Marcos himself had done, the case
against him has been analyzed in greatest detail by Dr.
Sauer; and this brings us to ariother and more serious error
in the printed text on which he relied. The textual mistake
occurs in the latter part of the reladon, of which Dr. Sauer
has offered no analysis, simply brushing it aside with the
comment "I consider [it] impossible."64 When Fray Marcos
received the last message sent him by Estevan (to the effect
that the negro was then entering the last despoblado), the
. fraile says that he himself was then 112 leagues "from the
first place where I had news of the country;"65 also for
three days he had been traveling through a settled valley
and was at a place where the. natives informed him that
"there was a despoblado four jornada,s thence, and from the
beginning of it to the city of Cibola would be a march of
fifteen· days." Pacheco and Cardenas have the misreading
"four leagues thence,"---'and correcting it invalidates the
Sauer analysis. The true reading fits in with the San PedroGila region. Fray Marcos states that he entered that "last
64.
65.

The Road to Cibola, p. 28.
Baldwi'.'. op. cit.• p. 23.
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despoblado" on May 966 and, according to the travel arrangements made by his native friends, "journeyed twelve days."
This should have put him within three days of Cibola when
he got word of the killing of Estevan.
Neither Dr. Sauer nor· anyone else has seriously questioned that Estevan was killed at Cibola-which means that
he certainly crossed that last wild stretch from the Gila
valley to the Zuni country. To regard the Cananea plateau
as "the last despoblado" does not make sense.
And may I suggest that, comparing the facts regarding
. time and distances as given by Fray Marcos with the analysis offered by Dr. Sauer, we may arrive at a very different
conclusion from the latter? From Culiacan to Vacapa 67
took eleven days of travel; to the Mayo river was three days
more-Estevan did this in two days. If, as Dr. Sauer says,
this was a fourth of the distarice to Cibola, forty-two days
more at the same rate of travel would suffice to reach the
goal. After Fray Marcos realized that the negro was not
waiting for him, he says re.peatedly that he hurried on, yet
various delays on the way are evident in his account. If we
say it was May 25 when he had his view of Cibola from a
distance, could he have gotten back to Compostela by early
July?68
By his own account, there was no dallying on the return
trip. After emerging from the first despoblado, he says, "I
hastened in fear. . . The first day I went ten leagues, then
I went eight and again ten leagues, without stopping until
I had passed the second despoblado." In other words, he
66. This was considerably behind schedule. Accepting Sauer's identification of
the crossing of the Mayo river 8S the place where. on April 9, he got the ufirst news"
and whence the natives told him he could reach Cibola in 30 days' travel, Fray Marcos.
a month rater, was still 15 days' travel from his goal.
67. Even bearing westward to watch the trend of the coast, according to one of
his explicit instructions. Apparently it was here that Fray Marcos reported islands
in the offing.
68. It has been argued that Fray Marcos was in Compostela before July 15. on
which day Coronado was writing about him in a letter to the king, when reporting
on various matters in his governorship. The original was photographed in A. G. I.,
Guadalajara 5; parts of it have been used by both Wagner and Sauer. We shaH speak
of this letter again, but for the moment we follow the trail with Fray Marcos.
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rebellious 'natives. 'It was during. this, stay; at Vacapa that
Estevan had, sent back from the Mayo river the first "very
great 'cross" , with ,messengers, one of whom had himself
visited "the greatest country in the'world,",.the first. city of
which:- was named "Cibola."70 It· would' ~be· exceedingly
strange if Fray Marcos did not send 'off ·.from Vacapahis
first" r.epor.ts·to 'both.the;viCeroy, and,Cbronadoi;and ,he could
easilydiive'-lse:ilt.ilater :hews,~after: ;he',r~ached the :Mayo
r.iv:er~perhaps ievehfrom the'Soh:ora~,valleY;I'~However;. reportsJfrom,Nacapa,' supplemented. by routine correspondence
between ithe ':Viceroy and ;Cbronado; 'can account Jor;ahything
in the Compostela:.let'ter1of":Jillyd5;',]l539J: SIJ Ii ' d J \ ';.1"
This survey of a long-standing controversy is not intended to be either comprehensive or final, but it will suffice
to show that we ought not to ignore Fray Marcos de Niza
in discussing our main subject. So we now ask: did he discover New Mexico?
Even if we take his own account at its face value, there
is nothing to show that Fray Marcos saw and talked with
a single individual of the Pueblo people. Like Moses and
the Promised Land, he saw one of the towns of Cibola from
a distance but did not enter in. The ethnological data which
he gives checks remarkably well with what we know today
of the culture of this people, yet he had nothing of this at
first hand until he returned the following year with the
Coronado expedition and actually entered one or more of
the Cibola towns.
No, Fray Marcos fell short of real discovery. Crushed
by the angry resentment of the Spaniards who felt that
they had been bitterly deceived, again he took the back trail
-this time never to return. His name will ever be associated with the "new country of Cibola" but its actual discovery and exploration w~re carried out by those whom he
had guided thither.
As the first discoverers of New Mexico I give you,
therefore, Don Francisco Vasquez de Coronado and his fol70.

Incidentally, this is the earliest appearance of this name.
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lowers, the 400th anniversary of whose coming into the
Southwest we are celebrating this year. They were the
first Europeans who really entered and explored the country
of the Pueblo Indians; and as we have seen, it was the culture of this native people which gave rise, a generation
later, to the name "New Mexico."
To go into any discussion of the Coronado expedition
would take us beyond the scope of our subject. Whatever
of praise or blame may attach to that historic event-and
there has been much of both; whatever were its successes
and failures, we recognize and honor those Spaniards of
1540 as the true discoverers of New Mexico.

NEW MEXICO'S FIGHT FOR STATEHOOD
(1895-1912)

By MARION DARGAN
III.

THE OPPOSITION WITHIN THE TERRITORY
(1888-1890) *

HE GREAT MAJORITY of the politicians and of the newsT papers
of New Mexico in the late nineties enthusiastically championed the immediate admission of the territory
to the union. What, however, was the attitude of the people?
Did they have the same enthusiasm as their leaders? How
much popular opposition was there, and why?
It is easy for the historical worker to find the opinions
of those who supported statehood forty or fifty years ago.
The fight was taken up by the most articulate groups in the
territory. Countless editorials, reports of speeches, lettersall advocating' immediate admission-are found in the newspaper files available today. But it is unnatural for human
minds to agree so unanimously. Hence, one suspects that
there was considerable opposition among the people of New
Mexico to the program outlined by the leaders. When, however, we attempt to determine the extent of this feeling
and to determin'e the reasons for it, we run into difficulties.
The statehood movement became more and more a popular
crusade which it was dangerous to oppose. It was felt that
men who expected to get along in New Mexico and to prosper
°The first two articles in this series, which appeared in the REVIEW for January
and April, 1939, deal with the attitude of the political leaders and that of the territorial press in the latter half of the 1890's, However, on turning my attention to
the attitude of the people, I have chosen the year 1888 as the best starting point. in
view of the material available. As considerable opposition was evoked by the statehood efforts of 1890. this article will close with the vote against the constitution in
October. The fourth article will then trace the story of popular opposition through
the .decade.
I am indebted to Mr. Archie M. McDowell for assistance in collecting newspaper
sources for this study and the one to follow. His thesis, "The Opposition to Statehood within the Territory of New Mexico, 1888-1903," may be found in the University
of New Mexico Iibrary·.-M.D.
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must have faith in their fellow citizens and in the future of
the territory. To express doubts of either was unpatriotic,
and might even be disastrous for the individual. Under
such circumstances it. is naturally difficult today to find
much evidence of opposition within the territory. Men "hollared" for statehood, even though they did not believe it
would attract the immigration and capital predicted by
enthusiasts. Their real. opinions were rarely expressed
except in .private. Occasionally, however, one finds signs
of dissent and opposition. Later, the politicians and newspapers combined to silence the opposition. Even then, one
finds occasional proof that some independent thinkers refused to go along with the leaders on the statehood question.
The fullest expression of opinion from the citizens of
New Mexico throughout the entire struggle for admission
came toward the close of the 1880's. This was not spontaneous, however, so we must first consider the legislation
pending in congress which evoked it.
The oldest of the territories, New Mexico had been
subject to remote control from Washington for almost forty
years. For four years she had had a Democratic governor,
Edmund G. Ross, who had been appointed by President
Cleveland in 1885. A native of Ohio, Ross became a journeyman printer at an early age and edited haIfa dozen newspapers in the middle west, Kansas and New Mexico during
his career. In the fifties he led an armed party of "freestaters" to Kansas and took part in the border wars of the
time. A union officer during the Civil War, he is said to have
had three horses shot from .under him and his shoulder
straps shot away in one battle. While serving as a United
States senator, lJ.e was repudiated by the people of Kansas as
a "traitor" and a "skunk" when he voted-in spite of tremendous pressure-for the acquittal of Andrew Johnson.
Defeated for the governorship of Kansas in 1880, he had
moved to Albuquerque two years later. After three years as
a journey-man printer, he was appointed governor of the
territory. His administration was marked by struggle with
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what he asserted was a corrupt ring, and he antagonized
Democrats as well as the Republican legislature. Able, honest and fearless, Ross was headstrong and brusque and
seemed to rejoice in opposition. Fortunately so, since he was
in hot water throughout life. Possibly his most bitter enemy
in New Mexico was Col. Max Frost, who showed his hatred
and contempt in almost every issue of the New Mexican.!
Shortly after the inauguration of President Harrison,
Ross was replaced by the appointment of Le Baron Bradford
Prince. A member of an old Long Island family, and a
descendant of Governor Bradford of Plymouth, the young
New Yorker had studied law at Columbia and then served
in the state legislature. His break with Roscoe Conkling in
1876 led President Hayes to offer him the governorship of
Idaho. Declining this post, Prince had accepted that of chief
justice of New Mexico in 1879. Here he readily adjusted
himself to frontier conditions, a circuit as large as his native
state, primitive means of transportation and the use of the
Spanish language. In spite of long hours in the court room,
he published a compilation of the laws of the territory in
1880. Having resigned from the bench two years later, he
devoted the next five years to the practice of law, yet found
time for historical research and for writing for the press.
He helped to establish the bureau of immigration of the territory and the Historical Society of New Mexico. A keen
politician and an ardent Republican, he was closely associated with the bitter enemies of Governor Ross. His own administration, like that of his predecessor,. was a stormy one,
especially since his advocacy of bimetalism for a time split
the Republican party in New Mexico. Noone was a more
persistent champion of statehood for the territory than Governor Prince. He never ceased to work for the cause until
the goal had been reached. He then published a brief sketch
of the movement which closed with the triumphant note:
1. Dictionary of American Biography (20 vols., New York, 1928-37), vol. XVI,
pp. 175-76; Twitchell, Ralph Emerson,. The Leading Facts of New Mexican History
(Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 1912), vol. II, pp. 496-97.
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"The· people of New Mexico were no longer serfs but Freemen; no longer subjects but Citizens; no longer to be treated
as aliens but as Americans. HALLELUJAH !"2
The delegate to congress from New Mexico from 1885
to 1895 was Antonio Joseph. One of the ablest political
leaders in the history of the territory, Joseph had a remarkable career. His father, Antonio Joseph Treviz, was Portuguese-a native of the Azores who had been shipwrecked on
the gulf coast. Making his way to New Mexico in 1840, he
had opened the first general store in Taos. He married a
woman from New Orleans and their son, Antonio Joseph,
was born in August, 1846, a week after Colonel Kearny
entered Santa Fe. Two years later, the father's store was
destroyed by the Indians, and Antonio and his mother were
carried into captivity and held for several months until rescuel by Col. Sterling Price and his troops. The boy received
. a good education, attending Bishop Lamy's school in Santa
Fe and a business college in St. Louis. After his father's
death in 1862, Joseph took charge of the mercantile establishment which he continued as long as he lived. In 1880 he
moved to Ojo Caliente, long famous as a health resort, where
he established a hotel and sanitarium. He was never
wealthy, but came to own considerable property in land,
hotels, and stores.
A popular man, who had a real sympathy for the people,
Joseph naturally turned his attention to politics. After
fighting a losing battle with the Republicans for some years,
he finally experienced a streak of luck. The Republicans of
the territory having split, Joseph was elected delegate to
congress in 1884. Furthermore he went into office just when
the Democrats were taking over the national government.
This gave him control of the patronage in the territory from
post offices to the governorship. He was soon so well entrenched that he continued to win elections even after the
2. Prince, L. Bradford. New Mexico's Struggle for State/wod (Santa Fe, 1910).
··PP. 127-28. For Prince, Bee the article by Paul A. F. Walter in Dk.tionaru of American Biography, vol. XV, PP. 229·30; New Mexican, Dec. 9, 1922.
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Republicans had secured control of the patronage with the
inauguration of Harrison in 1889.3
Joseph was not as persistent a champion of statehood as
Governor Prince. Apparently indifferent to the cause during
his early years in congress, he gave it his support for a
time-only to withdraw it when it appeared that the Republicans might win a partisan advantage if the territory were
admitted immediately.
When Ross was in the middle of his term as governor of
New Mexico, almost one-third of the total area of the United
States was still under the rule of congress. 4 For twelve years
there had been no chance for a successful statehood movement for any of the territories. After their mistake in admitting Colorado in time to cast three decisive votes against
their candidate for the presidency in 1876, the Democrats
had little disposition to admit a~y more new states. It was
not until March, 1889, that the Republicans gained full control of the government. Meanwhile, Dakota, the largest of
the territories and the nearest to the east, clamored for
admission as two states. The Democrats offered singlestatehood only, refusing to believe that the majority of the
people wanted a division of the territory. The people of
Montana and Washington had formerly been indifferent, but:
were beginning to show signs of statehood life. 5
A number of statehood bills were introduced in congress
in the 1880's without success: several to divide Dakota,
others to admit that territory as one state or to confer statehood upon Washington or Montana. Doubtless the first
"omnibus bill" presented in the Fiftieth Congress was drawn
up on instructions from the Democratic caucus for party
reasons. At the same time, Daniel W. Voorhees, the Demo3. Twitchell, op. cit., p. 464, vol. IV, p. 453; Albuquerque Morning Journal.
April 19, 1910; Albuquerque Tribune Citizen, April 19, 1910; New Me",ican, April 19.
1910; interview with B. C. Hernande.z.
4. Frederick Logan Paxson. "The Admission of the 'Omnibus' States, 1889-90,"
Proceedings of tILe State Historical Society of Wisconsin at its Fifty-Ninth Meeting
Held Octob61' ~6, 1911 (Madison, 1912), pp. 77-96.
5. Utah persisted in its struggle for statehood, 'but· need not be considered here as
it was not included in the "omnibus" bill.
,.
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cratic leader of the senate who sponsored the bill,6 had a
personal reason for being interested in the outcome. "The
Tall Sycamore of the Wabash,"7 as he was sometimes called,
has been described by James G. Blaine as "a Democrat of the
most pronounced partisan type."8 His son, Charles Stewart
Voorhees, sat in the house as a delegate from the territory
of Washington. 9 The father, who held his seat in the senate
for twenty years, attaining "the eminence attached to long
service and oratorical abilitY,"lO may have entertained hopes
of Washington's becoming a Democratic state and sending
son Charles to sit by his side in the senate. At any rate, on
Dec. 12, 1887, Senator Voorhees being absent, a bill to
admit Washington, Dakota, Montana, and New Mexico to
the union was introduced at his.request by a colleague. l l A
similar bill was presented to the house by Delegate Voorhees
on the tenth of the following month,l2
On studying the four bills referred to it, the house committee found itself divided strictly along party lines. Accordingly on March 13, 1888, it brought in a majority and
a minority report, each of which went into conditions in the
territories in considerable detail,13 The former, presented by
the chairman, William M. Springer of Illinois, introduced,
as a substitute for the Voorhees bill, another "omnibus bill"
which provided for the admission of the same four territories. 14 The author of this bill was described by the Silver City
Enterprise some months later as "a true friend of New
6.

James A. Barnes, John G. Carlisle, Financial Statesman (New York, 1931),

p. 276.

7. Dictionary of American Biography, vol. XIX, p. 291.
8. James G. Blaine, Twenty Years in Congress, vol. II, p. 600. See also I, 329;
II, 138, 436. Voorhees. who was an outspoken critic of Lincoln during the Civil War,
was accused. of being a "Copperhead," but the evidence is inconclusive. Dictionary of
American. Biography, vol. XIX, p. 291.
9. Dictionary of the American Congress, 1774-1926 (Washington; Government
Printing Office, 1927), p. 1652.
10. Dictionary of American Biography, vol. XIX, p. 291.
11. Congressional Record, vol. 19, part I, p. 29.
12. Ibid., p. 362.
13. Congressional Record, vol. 19, part 3, p. 2021.
14. Ho;"'e Reports, Fiftieth Congress, First Session, vol. 4, Report no. 1025,
pp. 1-18, esp. 13-17.
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Mexico."15 The Enterprise added: "Mr. Springer has frequently visited New Mexico, and is perfectly familiar with
our resources, our people and our needs."
The minority report was presented by Representative
I. S. Strubble of Iowa. It recommended that each territory
stand on its own merits: that Montana, Washington and
South Dakota be admitted to statehood; that North Dakota
be organized as a territory and New Mexico be continued in
that status. This report aroused great indignation in New
Mexico, especially because it included very uncomplimentary and out-of-date quotations regarding the customs,
morals, superstitions, education and agricultural methods of
its people. 16
Several of the concluding para:~aphs of this report are
quite pertinent to the present discussion. The report said:
Finally, we' submit that the people of New
Mexico are not now seeking admission into the
Union, and have not since 1875. No agitation of
the question in late years has been noticeable.
Neither the Delegate from that Territory nor any
one has for years, in so far 'as we are advised, introduced a bill looking to its admission. Neither he nor
Governor Ross, now and for months at the capital,
has urged action by Congress, and it can truthfully
be said, so far as the minority of your committee
have information, that the only person responsible'
for the suggestion that New Mexico should come in
with the other three Territories named in the substitute is the honorable chairman of the Committee
on the Territories, who introduced the bill a few
weeks ago.
It seems to the minority of your committee
somewhat remarkable that, with an intelligent and
able Delegate in Congress from New Mexico, and
an experienced legislator and ex-Senator of the
United States in the person of her governor, himself present during most of the pending session, it
should remain for the chairman of the Committee
Silver City Enterprise, Jan. 18, 1889.
House Reports, Fiftieth C<mgress, First Session, vol. 4, Report no. 1025,
pp. 27-54.
i5.
16.
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on the Territories to decide upon the time and
qualifications of New Mexico for admission into the
Union. If her people were as fully prepared for
statehood as are those of Dakota, Montana, and
Washington, the minority of your committee would
regard it a matter of solicitude if they were not
desirous of joining our great and beneficent Union
of States, for we conceive it wise to enlarge this
Union to the extent of all the Territories as soon as
the people thereof become entitled in all those respects relating to qualifications of statehood, to be
members thereof.
The majority of the statehood committee while
conceding that no official action by the legislative
assembly of New Mexico, looking to admission of
the Territory, has been taken since 1874, and while
knowing full well that of recent years no bill has
been introduced in Congress except that one introduced recently by the honorable Mr. Springer, and
that no convention has been held by the people on
this subject, attempt to maintain and to show that
they do in fact desire admission into the Union.
This claim has its sole foundation upon a
newspaper article quoted by the majority. While
all reliable expressions of the people of New Mexico on the subject of admission should receive due
consideration, the minority do not feel that such action as the correspondence of a single paper in
the Territory with certain other papers and persons should be accepted 'as conclusive of the desire
of the people for admission in the face of nonoffiCial or convention' action, and also in the face of
the silence of the various Delegates from the Territory since 1874.
It would seem, if a general desire for admission existed, it would be made to appear from the
action of the people of the Territory through their
legislative assembly, or by a convention held for
the purpose of memorializing Congress,17

The bill introduced by Delegate Voorhees was the only
one mentioning New Mexico before the committee when
Representative Springer decided to include it in his "omni17.

Ibid., p. 63.
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bus bill." New Mexico had not asked for admission. Apparently its people were indifferent. The conclusion is therefore obvious that the plloposal to admit the territory at this
time was a bit of strategy on the part of Democratic leaders
in congress who hoped to slip in a territory ,that seemed to
be Democratic to offset others which promised to be Republican.
On February 14, 1889, when the Fiftieth Congress was
discussing the Springer bill, Representative G. G. Syme of
Colorado pointed out that during the preceding congress
neither Delegate Joseph nor Governor Ross had ever
appeared before the committee to ask for the admission of
New Mexico. 1s He stated that in concurring with the minority report of March 13, 1888, he had put his opposition "to
the admission of New Mexico on the ground that her governor, delegate to Congress, or her people have not in any
way asked for admission at this time."l11The gentleman continued:
When the Fiftieth Congress met it appeared that
the matter of admission to statehood had been
worked up in New Mexico. How it had been worked
up I do not know and I do not care. Suffice itto say
that the people of New Mexico did then come before
the territorial committee of the Fiftieth Congress
and ask for an enabling act. 20
The Springer report had raised the question: "Does
New Mexico desire admission?" In reply, the report cited
two. documents·. The first of these was a memorial to congress adopted by the legislative assembly in 1874. Arguing
that the population of the territory. entitled it to statehood,
the memorial claimed that the legislaure "being able to
know and understand the wishes and views of the people on
this subject, which has been so long and so fully discussed
18.
19.
1025. p.
20.

Congressional Record, vol. 20. part 2, p. 1909.
Ibid.: H0'U8e Reports, Fiftieth Congress, First Session. vol! 4, report no.
54.
Congressio1tal Record, vol. 20, part 2, p. 1909.
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among them, speak for. and in their behalf" in urging the
immediate admission of the territory.21
After citing failure of the statehood efforts in the middle seventies, the report stated:
Since the failure of New Mexico to secure admission during the Forty-third and Forty-fourth
Congresses, there has been no authoritative expression of the people of that Territory on that sub:'
ject. Since the introduction, during this session, of
a bill to provide for the admission of New Mexico,
there has been considerable discussion of the question of admission in the newspapers of the Territory. Th.e daily New Mexican, published at Santa
Fe, has. given special prominence to the subject,
having addressed circular letters to prominent citizens and the press of the Territory on the subject,
soliciting opinions. A recent editorial in that paper
is as follows :
"To the New Mexican's circular, calling on
prominent citizens of New Mexico to give their
views regarding statehood and the advisability of
the Territory's admission into the sisterhood of
states, 122 replies were received. Every county in
the Territory is represented therein. There were
91 in favor and 31 against the admission of the
Territory. Of the 91 in favor there were 41 Republicans, 33 Democrats, apd 17 of no particular
party affiliations, or whose politics were not known.
Of the 31 opposed there were 11 Democrats, 10
Republicans, 6 of no particular politics, and 4 who
professed to be independent.
"The 91 in favor contained 26 lawyers, 16
merchants, 15 stockmen, 3 bankers, 6 mine owners,
4 real-estate agents, 2 clergymen, 7 farmers, 2 surveyors; 2 Federal officials, 1 school-teacher, and 7
newspaper men, who wrote individual opinions.
Amongst the 31 opposed there were 12 merchants,
11 stockmen, 2 bankers, 1 lawyer, 1 dentist, 1 Federal official, and 3 farmers.
~'Of the newspapers in the Territory the following are in favor of statehood : The Citizen
21.

PP.

House Reports, Fiftieth Congress, First Session, vol. 4, report no. 1025;

15-16.
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(daily), at Albuquerque, Republican; the Chieftain (daily), Republican, at Socorro; the Sentinel
(daily), at Silver City, Democratic; Headlight
(weekly), Republican, at Deming; Leader, Republican (weekly), at White Oaks; the Stockman, Republican (weekly), at Springer; the N. W. New
Mexican, at Chama, Republican (weekly); Rio
Grande Republican, Republican (weekly), at Las
Cruces. Opposed to statehood there are the Enterprise, Republican (weekly), at Silver City; the
Democrat, Democratic (daily), at Albuquerque;
Independent (weekly), at Lincoln, Democratic.
The other papers published in the Territory, and
there are a good many of them, have hardly expressed sufficient of an opinion to be classed either
for or against statehood; furthermore, the opinions
of one or two of these are not worth repeating or
considering.
"From the above and from communications
and' interviews with prominent Republicans and
Democrats other than those published (because
permission to publish could not be had), and from
its knowledge of the affairs of the Territory and
the people of New Mexico, the New Mexican is of
the opinion that a large majority of the people of
New Mexico desire statehood, and that the proposition would be carried by a large majority if submitted to the people.
"The newspaper accounts sent out by certain
interested parties, that only politicians desired the
admission of New Mexico as a State, are untrue in
every particular. The classification above shows
this to be quite the reverse: Some of the very best
citizens and largest tax-payers in the Territory desire statehood. The N ew Mexican believes the Territory is in every respect fitted for statehood, and
that its citizens are as good to-day as those of any
other State or Territory. "22
.
The replies to its circular filled column after column
of the New Mexican during the early months of 1888. Unfortunately we cannot assume that these letters were truly
representative of the people of'the territory. In announcing
22.

Ibid., pp. 16-17.
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the results of its enquiry, the Santa Fe paper stated that it
had received a letter from "a member of Congress, a Democrat in politics and a man of great prominence in his party"
who wished to know "how the people of New Mexico feel in
regard to the admission of the territory."23 We scarcely
need to say that this enquiring statesman was Representative Springer, and that he thus secured the hearty cooperation of the cleverest master of propaganda in New Mexico.
Col. Max Frost, editor of the New Mexican was by nature
a strong partisan who possessed few scruples. As he fought
consistently for statehood for years, it is natural to assume
that he eagerly undertook the task of furnishing the evidence needed. With a congressional committee anxious to
recommend the admission of the territory, there was not a
chance in a thousand that the wily editor would report that
the people ofNew Mexico were indifferent to, or opposed to,
statehood.
Since the most articulate groups in the territory and
the manager of the survey were likeminded, we can be sure
that the dice were loaded from the start. It is probable that
a good proportion of the enquiries sent out were addressed
to politicians, newspapers and others known to favor statehood: Nor can we be certain that those selected for publication are truly representative of all received. Some writers
stipulated that their replies were not for publication. Very
likely these opposed statehood; at any rate all of the replies
appearing in the later issues of the New Mexican were favorable. The headlines used in the issue of February 16 were
significant: "Swinging into Line. And Still the People Continue to Clamour for Admission to the Union."24 Two weeks
later it was announced: "The New Mexican has sifted the
question well.and is able to say to the world that the people
of New Mexico are ready and anxious to be. admitted to
the union of states. If called upon formally to express this
23.
24.

New Mexican, March 8, 1888.
Ibid.
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desire at the polls, they will vote for the state of New Mexico."25
The effect of the publication of these letters on statehood varied with the individual. D. P. Carr of Georgetown,
N. M., wrote the editor of the Silver City Enterprise as folfows:
.
I have, as you know, been an opponent of the
immediate admission of New Mexico as a state.
One obj ection was that made by Congressman
Symes o~ Colorado. . . . that there was no demand
for it by the people. Until recently I was not satisfied that any but the scheming leaders of both
parties, who could see visions of congressional halls,
the governor's office and the judicial bench graced
by their presence, was desirous of the admission of
the territory as a state. The recent expression of
public opinion in conventions throughout the territory and through the press, convinces me that a
majority of the people are in favor of statehood.
This disposes of one principal objection. Other
objections relating to the expense of maintaining a
state government are disposed of by the donation
of public lands for state institutions, and the proud
privilege of home rule. 26
Other readers, however, came to quite different condusions. One of these was Numa Reymond of Las Cruces, a
native of Switzerland who had come to New Mexico in the
fifties and made a fortune from his stage coaches and star
route contracts to carry the mail. The survivor of many
fierce encounters with Indians and outlaws, he became a
merchant and a cattleman after the coming of the railroad.
He was a short stocky man with shrewd, blue eyes and a hot
temper. While he never lost his European mannerisms entirely, he was a leader in politics as well as in business, and
one of the best known men in the southern part of the ter25. Ibid., March I, 1888.
26. Silver City Enterprise, Jan. 25, 1889. Apparently Carr changed his mind
again during the Year. The Morning Democrat for Dec. 8, 1889, stated that Carr,
"although a republican, opposes statehood under the constitution drawn up by the
convention dominated by republicans:'
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ritory. He is said to have been largely responsible for the
location of the agricultural college at Las Cruces, and served
on the first board of regents of that institution. In his reply
. to the New Mexican, Mr. Reymond said: "I notice all the
politicians on both sides favor statehood, and all the business
men and tax payers are not in favor; so I am not in favor of
statehood at this time."27
Miguel A. Otero, the future governor of New Mexico,
was at that time a young business man of twenty-nine. He
tells us that he "was greatly interested in reading" the letters in the New Mexican, and that he· "rather favored" the
answer made by Mr. Reymond. After quoting the gentleman
mentioned, Oitero adds:
In checking up the different answers I found
the situation just as stated by l\%r. Reymond, and as
a whole the opinions were about equally divided.
For a great many r~asons I did not think that New
Mexico was ready for statehood at this time. The
taxes, I thought, would be much too heavy for our
citizens to carry, and, as we were without a system
of public schools in the territory, I believed that
this condition would prove unsatisfactory to the
people, generally, throughout the United States. 28
In order to avoid repetition, the reasons which other
citizens gave in their replies to the New Mexican for their
opposition to the admission of the territory to the union may
be summarized as follows:
The' native people-which comprise threefourths of the population--cannot be easily
moulded into a free, self-governing commonwealth.
Race prejudice, fostered by the existence of
two different languages, prevents the voters from
selecting the best men for public office.
The backwardness of the state of Nevada and
the rapid development of the Territory of Dakota
show that it is a fallacy to expect statehood to bring
27.. Rio Grande Republican. Nov. 9, 1889; History of New Me",ico (Pacific States
Publishing Co.. Los Angeles, 1907), vol. II, p. 564.
28. Otero,· Miguel Antonio, My Life on the Frontier, 188!!-1897, vol. II, pp. 222-23.
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aI!y great increase in population or wealth to New
Mexico.
The increased cost of state government would
make taxes so high that people would be driven
from New Mexico.
Getting the land titles of the territory settled
is more important and would bring an increase of
population and wealth, state or no state,
Statehood should be delayed until the laws and
finances of the Territory have been put in good
shape and the people have been educated to think
and act independently.29
According to the N e1V Mexican, "By far the most frequent and perhaps the strongest objection urged is the supposed increase of expenses and consequently of taxes. 30
Apparently "the danger of the nat~ve people controlling the
new state" came second. 31 The two or three editors who opposed statehood at this time were charged with "trying to
make the outside world believe that 'the level of intelligence
is lower' in New Mexico than in any other state or territory
of the United States . . . ."32 While the New Mexican
admitted that some good men were opposed to statehood, it
declared that the arguments of the two or three territorial
editors who opposed statehood "show very plainly that they
are sorely afflicted with race prejudice and are the very
worst enemies to society in the territory."33 Moreover, it
announced that New Mexico would soon be a state, "much to
the chagrin of the non-progressive element and the Mexican
haters."34
The Las Vegas Stock-Grower noted that "various news29..

19,

1888.

Santa Fe New Mexican, Jan.
and 26,
30. Ibid., Feb.
The New Mexican stated that this argument had been
used for years to keep Colorado out of the union. "And with what result? The rate
of taxes was not raised a mill on the dollar (when the territory was admitted) but
rathered lowered. The increased valuation of all property all over the state, the
exemption from carpetbag rules that governed. or mis-governed as the whim suited
them, increased values 80 much that the percentage of taxation was rather decreased
than otherwise."
31. Ibid., March 22,
32. Ibid., March
33. Ibid., March
34. Ibid., March

9, 1888.

1888.
15. 1888.
1, 1888.
8, 1888,
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papers of New, Mexico" were "whooping up the question of
statehood for the territory.'~ Admitting that there was a
"very faint possibility" of congress passing an enabling act,
the Stock-Grower said:
The cattlemen do not wish to gratify the ambitions of politicians and grabbers and have the
territory become a state at present and of this
same opinion is the great majority of good taxpaying citizens. To the tax payers statehood means
doubling of the tax assessment, to say nothing of
elevating to power a host of petty officers, many of
whom are wholly inefficient by reason of the preferences and prejudices of the heavy end of the population.
It may be said that the cattlemen are few and
their wishes in the matter are not worth consulta- ,
tion-but remember that the cattle industry pays
nearly one-half of the entire tax of the territory
and would be called on to do the same for the state
of New Mexico.
In conclusion, the Stock-Grower declared that it would
be better if the cattlemen paid more attention to politics,
and that it was "time that this statehood farce was dropped
-New Mexico is not yet ready for statehood-explanations
are not necessary-there are many reasons and we know
the most of them."34a
It will be interesting to cite editorials from some of the
newspapers which the ]:oj ew Mexican so scorchingly denounced. The Las Vegas Optic suggested that there were
two sides to the question. It said:
-At least some of our best citizens so think. They
say in general that the advantages of statehood
cannot be denied, but that ours is a peculiar casein fact, so peculiar that it cannot be estimated by
general rule. According to the census of 1880, out
of a population of 119,565, nearly one-half, or
57,156, are set down as unable to write their
names, a very large proportion cannot write, read

---34a.

Las Vegas Stock-Grower, quoted by Santa Fe Herold, March 24, 1888.
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or speak the English language, they are no more
Americanized than they were the day the country
was wrested from Old Mexico. They know not the
independence of thought and action common to the
American voter. They are led by a few old and
wealthy families, and any movement these leaders
may agree upon will be sure of securing a majority
of the votes cast. These few leaders will have the
destinies of New Mexico in their hands; and
should they be actuated by a dislike of the present
regime and a desire for the return of affairs which
existed before the American came into the country,
a feeling with which some of them are charged,
they could easily manage affairs so that the anticipated influx of men and money would never be
realized. 35
The Deming Headlight-so the Silver City Enterprise
for Jan. 28, 1888, declaredadmits that there is a vast amount. of ignorance
among the native population but draws consolation
from the fact that they are always controlled by a
few intelligent leaders. This is all true, but the
Headlight should be careful in using such an argument in favor of a state, as it is apt to prove a
boomerang with intelligent people. A people that
is controlled by a "few intelligent leaders" can
hardly be considered competent to govern themselves. When the few intelligent leaders are deposed as rulers, then it will be high time to ask for
admission.
Several weeks later the Enterprise published an interesting commentary on the forces for and against statehood.
It said:
New Mexico had never sought entrance. Her
people do not ask it. Some of the papers are in
favor of the measure, but the papers generally
speak the opinion of the politicians. Letters pro
and con have been published, but the majority of
business men and the masses have not spoken.
Perhaps three out of five have not weighed the

---35.

Quoted in the Silver City Enterprise, March 16, 1888.
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question enough to have a decided opinion. In the
lead in this movement has been the N ew Mexican,
which has ever been the organ of parties willing
to be senators. In opposition there are two of
the best dailies, the Las Vegas Optic and the Albuquerque Democrat. The bill provides that the chest.nutty name "Montezuma" shall be hung like.a millstone around this territory. The Washington politicians evidently think that the admission of New
Mexico will give more senators to the Democratic
party. But we believe that the territory would be
a Republican state if each of the nominees should
be of Mexican descent, and if neither were. The
wish of the Democratic party in regard to the wooltariff being removed would be one great influence,
as is proved by the haste with which Delegate
Joseph has avowed his opposition. As to the political result of admission it,looks as if the rings at
Santa Fe have agreed to pull in support of the bill
and each take a senate plum for the first term. The
capital city is also desirous of having a long drawn
out constitutional convention and an annual legislative session. We believe statehood will help politicians and newspapers but will burden the people
at present~36

Late in January, 1889, the president pro tempore of
the senate, John J. Ingalls of Kansas, presented an unusual
document to that body.37 This was referred to the committee on territories and ordered printed. It read as follows:
PROTEST OF CITIZENS OF NEW MEXICO AGAINST
THE ADMISSION OF THAT TERRITORY INTO
THE UNION OF STATES

The honorable Senate and House of Representatives
of the United States:
The undersigned, your petitioners, would re. spectfully represent that it is not to the business
interests, nor is it the desire of a great majority
of New Mexico's citizens who are engaged in commercial pursuits, that New Mexico should at the
present time be admitted into the Union as a State.

----

36. Ibid.. March 2, 1888.
37. Congressional Record. vol. 20. part 2, p. 1233.
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Your petitioners would further represent that
New Mexico is at present totally unfitted for the
. responsibilities of statehood, because first, the
greater part of her population are unfamiliar with
the English language, and, though honest and of
good intentions, are a class of people over whom
the designing, dishonest, and untruthful politicians
readily acquire a power that enables the latter to
sway the former almost without limit; second,
because up to the present time it has been demonstrated that political power in our Territory has
been controlled and held by those whose movements
and whose apparent aims are inimical to an honest, upright, and intelligent administration of public affairs, and that the average character of our
legislatures has been such as causes the gravest
fears that if left to enact laws, which the people
could not take to your honorable bodies to have
annulled, that our code of statute laws would
become a disgrace to us as a State and to our sister
States, with whom we would be associated in the
National Government, and would bring ridicule
upon us from the entire civilized world; third, that
our political leaders have been politicians for revenue only; the only limit to their rapacity has been
the amount of money raised by taxation, and the
amount of indebtedness they could heap upon the
Territory at a profit to themselves, and the only
check to their unconscionable schemes has been a
realization of the fact that our governors and
judges have been appointed by the different Presidents, and were not subject to the whims and caprices of these political vampires.
Your petitioners would further respectfully
represent that they are not office-holders, but are,
and for a long time have been, residents of the city
of Albuquerque, and are all personally engaged in
business pursuits in Albuquerque, which is now the
commercial center of New Mexico; and that it is
your petitioners' earnest belief that before our
Territory should be admitted to statehood, your
honorable bodies should provide some convenient,
speedy, inexpensive, and certain method to settle
the present anomalous condition of title to the
vast area of our most valuable lands, w:hich are
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now claimed largely by unscrupulous and designing persons as grants from the Mexican and Spanish Governments; and that your honorable bodies
should enact such laws as would compel our territorial officers to transact all public business and
keep all public records in the English language, and
require the English language to be taught in our
public schools, and make it a qualification of
teachers, jurymen, and officials of all kinds that
they should be able to speak and write the English
language. When you have done this, when the
masses of citizens come to thoroughly understand
the true responsibilities and privileges that are
theirs, as voters and citizens of the United States,
and would be theirs, as citizens of a State, when our
wonderful agricultural, timber, and mineral lands
have the present clouds, in the shape of land grants,
removed from their title, so that an intelligent immigration will come among us to take advantage of
our productive soil, unsurpassed' resources, and
salubrious climate, and when we can be assured
that the spoilsman and the political mounteba.nk
no longer has the masses fettered, bound, and under
his control, and we know that honesty, economy,
and virtue will prevail in the administration of
public affairs, then will your petitioners be most
urgent in the claim that New Mexico should be admitted to statehood" and to assume the duties and
responsibilities of State~ government; but until
then we will ever most earnestly protest against
our Territory being admitted to the Union as a
State.
Ernest Meyers, of the firm of Lowenthal &
Meyers, wholesale merchants.
Joshua S. Raynolds, president First National
Bank of Albuquerque.
T. M. Folsom, vice-president Albuquerque National Bank of Albuquerque.
F. M. Rose, general machinery merchant.
'Solon E. Rose & Bro., plumbers.
S. lfeustadt, clerk.
J.' W. Malette, of the firm of Malette & Weiller,
gen~ral merchandise.
D. Weiller, of the firm of Malette & Weiller.
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Howard J. Clark, clerk.
M. Mandell, of Mandell Bros. & Co.
F. Mandell, of Mandell Bros. & Co.
D. Mandell, of K. Mandell & Co., of New York.
M. Mamroth, book-keeper.
J. A. Weinman, of Goldstein & Weinman,
wholesale and retail dry goods.
F. Lowenthal, of firm Lowenthal & Meyers,
wholesale merchants.
.
W. Y. Walton, druggist.
John F. Pearce, M. D., physician and surgeon.
A. W. Culano, jr., wholesale grocer.
W. S. Burke, editor.
And thousands of others if necessary.
Approximately half of the signers of this protest were
Jewish business men of Albuquerque. Two of special interest were Gentiles.' Joshua S. Raynolds was one of the
most prominent bankers in the territory. A native of Canton, Ohio, he had known William McKinley from boyhood, so
we may be sure that his name must have carried a good
deal of weight, not only with the popular congressman from
Ohio, but with the many friends of the latter as well. The
name of W. S. Burke 38 also attracts attention, since the editors usually favored statehood.
An indignation meeting was held in Old Albuquerque,
and several counter petitions were sent to the territorial
legislature and to congress~ One signed by 178 citizens of
Albuquerque denounced the original protest as "misleading
and false," declaring that it did not "represent the sentiment
of one per cent of the actual residents" of that city.39 These
were not printed in the Congressional Record, however, and
were probably lost in the files of the committee on territories.
There can be little doubt that the unusual protest against
statehood attracted much attention. Shortly before, Chairman Springer had written Governor Ross that "the greatest
38.
1939,

See my article on the attitude of the territorial press in the REVIEW for
April.
esp. p.
39. Proceedings of the Legislative Council of the Territory of New Me",ico.
Twe-nty-eighth Session (Santa Fe,
p ..
See also pp.
Congressic...u Record, vol.
part
p.

127.

20,'

.

3,

1889),
1999.

257.

259, 260, 262;
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impediment in the way of New Mexico's becoming a state is
the impression that the people do not desire the change."4o
Consequently when a printed copy of this petition lay on the
desk of every member of congress, we can be sure that this
impression was greatly strengthened.
Appearing when the rivalry between various towns of
New Mexico had been intensified by competition to secure
the location of projected territorial institutions, this petition did nothing to increase good feeling in the territory.
When Albuquerque sent a large delegation to Santa Fe to
try to secure the agricultural college, the Las Cruces Rio
Grande Republican queried: "Wonder if it contained any of
the signers of the petition against statehood."41
During the second session of the Fiftieth Congress, certain New Mexico leaders exerted themselves to work up a
statehood movement in the territory. Apparently L. Bradford Prince, who was to serve as governor of the territory
from the spring of 1889 to 1893, started things off. He issued an appeal from New York on Dec. 15, 1888, declaring
that a number of territories were to be admitted, and that
if New Mexico were not among them, it would be taken as
proof of her backwardness and lack of progress. He. said:
Every acre of our land would lose value and
every industry be injured by such an event. Dispatches appear every day from Dakota, Montana,
and Washington on the subj ect. Scarcely a day
passes that I am not asked whether New Mexico
will not have population enough before a great
while to make application! My answer that we
have had population enough for years, and are far
more ready in every respect than either Montana
or Washington, is received in surprise and perhaps
a little incredulity, and they say, "Why, I haven't
noted any movement there on the subject. 42
.
Developments carne fast during the closing days of the
40.
41.

.42.
16, 1889.

Las Vegas Optic, Jan. 2, 1889.
Rio Grande· Republican, Feb. 9, 1889.
Quoted by Delegate Joseph during the debate on the omnibus bill, January
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session. Delegate Joseph spoke on January 16 and again
February 14, demanding statehood for New Mexico. 43 Representative Samuel S. Cox of New York,44 widely known as
a ready and witty speaker, took 'part in the debate on the
last named day, showing that he was interested in the development of the west, as well as in tariff reform and civil service. Reference had been made to rumors that efforts would
be made to get the house to recede on the omnibus bill, and
that several members, including Cox, were going to recede.
That gentleman then stated that he favored the bill, but that
"it was temporary and was so intended."45 He said plainly
that the effort to bring in the bill was in pursuance of caucus
instructions, that personally he would have preferred that
each of the territories should come in on her own merits.
Furthermore, he despaired of securing the consent of the
Republican senate. Consequently he proposed new instructions for the conferees with that body.. The first of these, .
"That the Territory of New Mexico be excluded from the
bill," was adopted by a vote of 134 yeas and 105 nays, with
84 not voting. 46 The next day Delegate Joseph introduced a
separate bill for the admission of New Mexico, and on the
following day Chairman Springer reported it favorably.
A well advertised movement was soon under way in
New Mexico, and a decided effort was made' to secure immediate statehood. These efforts were doomed to defeat
by opposition within the territory, which manifested itself
in lack of cooperation among the leaders and an adverse vote
of the people of the territory.
It had been suggested from Washington that New
Mexico was handicapped because she did not have a constitution to present for the inspection of congress, hence the
territorial council on February 28, 1889, authorized a convention to supply this lack. The bill, which had been introduced by Col. George W. Prichard, a Republican member
43.
44.
45.
46.

Congressional Record, vol. 20; part I. pp. 862-67. Ibid .• part II. p. 1911.
D. A. B., vol. IV, PP. 482-83.
Congressional. Record, vol. 20. part 2, p. 1905.
Ibid., p. 1912.
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from San Miguel County; provided for 73 delegatesapportioned among the various counties. The Albuquerque Morning Democrat declared that the apportionment designated
would give the Republicans control, which would be unfair,
since the last three elections had shown that New Mexico
was Democratic by a majority of 1,500 to 2,000. Although
Governor Ross allowed the bill to become a law without his
signature, other Democratic leaders refused to accept it as
fair to their party. L. Bradford Prince confessed twenty
years later "perhaps there was some merit in their objection."47 - Committees of both parties sought to effect a compromise. 48 The Democrats .offered to allow the Republicans·
37 delegates in the convention to their 36-giving warning
that the rejection of this proposal would mean the failure of
statehood. 49 As their opponents refused to agree, the Democrats, acting on instructions from W. B. Childers, chairman
of their central committee, declined to take any part in the
election. The result was that only one Democrat was elected
as a member of the convention. This strongly partisan body,
however, went to work and in nineteen days produced a constitution. English and Spanish copies of the document were
then widely circulated throughout New Mexico, but it was
not voted upon by the people.
The Albuquerque Morning Democmt may be taken as
representative of newspapers which strove to belittle the
whole movement for a constitution. Commenting on the
small vote cast for delegates to the convention, the Democrat
remarked that ·"the people have shown M. S. Otero and his
gang that they would prefer smallpox to statehood under the
control of the republican gang bosses . . . ."50 The constitution was "designed to perpetuate boss rule in New Mexico,"51
but the election showed that "the people are opposed to statehood as promulgated by the bosses Perea, Catron, Chaves,
47.
48.
49.
50.
61.

Prince, op. cit., p. 48.
Albuquerque Morning Democrat, June 2,
Ibid., June 25, 1889.
Ibid.• Aug. 8, 1889.
Ibid., July 14, 1889.

1889.
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Pritchard, &C."52 Finally the Democrat declared that the
document was "three times as long as the constitution of the
United States, including all amendments. It re-enacts that
document," the editorial critic declared, "the bill of rights,
the declaration of Independence, and the moral law and enlarges and improves upon all of them in the estimation of the
constitution carpenters. The fact that the conventioners
attempted legislation so largely, shows their want of confidence in subsequent legislatures, and is a strong argument
vs. statehood."53
.
About the time of the adjournment of the convention
the Hillsboro Advocate asserted that "everybody in southern
New Mexico, with the exception of a few self-seeking politicians, is dead opposed to statehood at the present time."54
This conclusion was immediately discounted by the Republican press, and during the following months various groups
and sections of the territory were claimed in support of the
new state constitution. "The majority of the native population of New Mexico" were said "to favor statehood and free
schools."55 "The leading stockmen of northeastern New Mexico favor statehood pretty generally." It was predicted that
the central and the northwest portions of the territory would
give large majorities for the constitution when a vote was
taken. It was claimed that the counties of Lincoln, Chaves,
Eddy, Socorro, Sierra, and Grant would favor the constitution by majorities of 500 or 1,000. In the late spring of 1890
the Silver City Enterprise summed matters up by saying,
"The sentiment in favor of statehood is growing rapidly
throughout the territory," while the New Mexican announced "The statehood movement is crystalizing despite
the Democratic sorehead politicians, who hope to ride into
popularity opposing it." The Clayton Enterprise rejoiced
that statehood was gaining friends even in northeast New
Mexico and that Colfax County was "the only county in the
62. Ibid.• Aug. 11, 1889.
63. Ibid., Oct. 30, 1889.
64. Quoted in the Rio Grande Republican, Sept. 28, 1889.
65. Daily Citizen, Nov. 30, 1889.
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territory where the non-progressive newspapers are in
the majority."
During her sixty years as a territory, New Mexico sent·
a number of delegations of her citizens to the national capital to work for her interests. Without doubt, the strongest of these and the most successful was the group sent in
the spring of 1890. The suggestion apparently came from
Col. William L. Rynerson of Las Cruces, one of the most
prominent men in the southern part of the territory. Born
only a few miles from Lincoln's birthplace, the young Kentuckian had walked over a part of the Oregon trail, arriving
in California in time to do some mining before enlisting in
the union army in the sixties. 56 Settling in New Mexico
after the war, he had taken up the practice of law and had
been promptly elected to the territorial legislature. Aroused
by the bitter, slurring criticism of John P. Slough, chief
justice of New Mexico, Rynerson had killed the latter in
1867 and been acquitted on a plea of self defense. District
attorney and member of the territorial council for a number
of years, Rynerson was also a member of the constitutional
convention. When he and Catron visited Washington early
in 1890, they carried a letter of introduction to President
Harrison which identified them as "the two leading Republicans in New Mexico."
It was at this time that the Las Cruces leader penned
the following letter which appeared in the New Mexican
under the headlines "Statehood and Rynerson. Wake Up,
Fellow Citizens."
To the Editor of the New Mexican, Santa Fe, N. M.
Washington D. C., February 10, 1890.
As you are aware I have been here some time
and while here I have taken notes of the prospects
of New Mexico's admission as a.state. I believe we
have a good prospect if we make the proper effort.
The delegation of the leading citizens of the territory should at once be sent here in the interest of
56.

Twitchell, op. cit., P. 412.
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statehood. Such delegation should include such
men as the Hon. M. S.Otero, Col. J. F. Chavez,
Judge Trimble, John H. Riley, Gov. Prince and
Major Llewellyn. Others who could come should do
so. Their earnest and united effort would gain us
admission. The senate committee have unanimously agreed to report in favor of the admission
of Idaho. Wyoming and Idaho will be promptly admitted, arid we might have been admitted if we had
voted and adopted our constitution as those two
territories did. We should convince our Republican
friends in congress that our territory is certainly
Republican and furnish them with statistics and
proof to wipe out the many slanders that have been
and are now being used against the people of the
territory.
I hope that our people will wake up to the importance of action and at once go to work.
Yours, etc.,
W. L. Rynerson. 57
Commenting on this communication, the editor stated
that he had received "similar information from other
sources and from members of congress." Furthermore, he
pointed out that Rynerson was "a keen observer," and an
excellent judge of the situation. Accordingly the New Mexican strongly advocated acting on these suggestions. The
matter was taken tip by the bureau of immigration, which
was controlled by Editor Frost, its secretary, and Governor
Prince was formally requested to appoint the delegation. 58
Thoroughly in accord with the idea, that official appointed a large committee, headed by himself and three former chief justices of the territory. Of the fifty-four named,
only twenty-nine actually went to Washington. The group
was acclaimed by the press as a representative one, but it is
iJ.lteresting to note that only one Spanish-American made
57.
·58.

New Mexican, Feb. 15, 1890.
San Marcial Reporter, quoted by New Mexican, May 13, 1890; Prince, 01'.
cit., p. 74.
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the trip. 59 The press made a variety of comments regarding
the personnel of the delegation. The Daily Citizen described
it as "well supplied with facts and figures relating to the
resources of New Mexico."60 The unsympathetic Morning
Democrat quoted Senator Edmunds of Vermont as follows:
"Since seeing that delegation from New Mexico I am more
than ~ver convinced of the necessity of public schools in
that territory.61 The Industrial Advertiser thought that "if
the Governor would have Congress understand the true situation of affairs he should appoint a few anti-statehooders."62 As Governor Prince was a strong champion of
statehood, we may be sure that he did not intend to act on
this suggestion, but time was to show that he did so umvittingly.
Of course, establishing a lobby for statehood was only
one of several purposes behind the appointment of the delegation. Congress was also to be urged to provide for the
settlement of the vexatious question of Spanish and Mexican
land grants in New Mexico, and to grant the territory lands
to support schools and institutions of higher education. In
fact, it was along these lines that the delegation won its
greatest success. Its work led almost immediately to the
creation of the special land court and, after several years,
to the donation of lands for educational purposes. A correspondent writing to the Denver News from Santa Fe county
at this time opposed the admission of the territory to statehood "until the titles to these lands are settled and the terri. tory is more largely filled with Americans."63 It is not
59. Trinidad Alarid of Santa Fe, who was territorial auditor at the time. See
Twitchell, op. cit., p. 513. The names of all who actually went to Washington are
given by Prince, ap. cit., p. 75.
60. Daily Citizcn, April 21, 1890.
61. Morning Democrat, May 20, 1890.
62. Industrial Advertiser, March 29, 1890. This paper evidently thought that
there was little chance of an enacting bill being passed by congress. In the same
issue, it said: "It is painful to see a few papers struggling to make people believe
that New Mexico is ab~ut t~ be admitted as a state. . . . . New Mexico stands about
as much sh~w of being admitted as Max Frost has of becoming an angel,"
63. Denver News, as quoted by New Mexican, May 9, 1890. The News added:
':He speaks of a Santa· Fe ring which seeks admission with a view to electing two
Republican United· States senators and officers of the proposed new state,"
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unlikely that some members of the delegation entertained
the same sentiments.
Contemporary press accounts of the objects of the delegation differ widely. After discussing the other aims, the
Chicago Tribune gave only a single disparaging sentence to
the statehood aspect of the matter. It said: "There appears
to be no haste on the part of the. New Mexicans to assume
the expensive responsibilities of statehood and to get from
under the protecting wing of the federal government."64
On the other hand, the Denver Republican said:
It is probable that while in Washington some
of the delegates will take occasion to say something
in favor of the admission of New Mexico into the
union.. There is a possibility that congress will pass
an act at this session allowing New Mexico to enter
the union under the constitution framed by the convention which met in Santa Fe last fall. There is a
considerable element in congress in favor of such
action; but it is rendered inactive by the opposition
of a large number of the inhabitants of New Mexico. If the delegation which is now on the way to
Washington should urge the passage of a bill permitting the people to adopt a state constitution,
a bill of that sort might be passed.
Naturally the appearance of a large delegation to voice
the needs of a remote territory attracted considerable attention in congress and in the national press. Calls were made
upon the president and other federal officials, there were
hearings before seven congressional committees, and many
conversations were held with prominent members of congress.
Max Frost rejoiced that the New Mexican's fight for
statehood was "assuming grand proportions," and that the
territory was getting lots of "free advertising."65 This was
quite true, but, unfortunately from the standpoint of the
editor of the New Mexican, differences of opinion among the
64.
65.

Chicago Tribune, quoted in New Mexican, April 29, 1890.
New Mexican, April 24, 1890.
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citizens of the territory on the subject of statehood were
given wider publicity at the same time. The Denver News
suggested that not all of the delegation favored statehood,
and evidence was soon forthcoming that this was correct.
Before the delegation arrived in Washington the Kansas City Journal published an interview with one of the
delegates who threw discretion to the winds and boldly opposed statehood. This gentleman, Mr. A J. Bahney, the
Democratic postmaster of Socorro, was quoted as follows:
Weare going to Washington to present our
claims to congress. We want a public school law
that will allow us to levy taxes, issue bonds and
build school houses. We want an endowment for
our school of mines at Socorro, and an allotment of
school lands, as has been made to most of the states.
We also want an appropriation for a national park.
The site chosen, in the mountains north of Santa
Fe, is the most captivating in the world and should
be taken advantage of by the government. If the
government allows us these requests there is no
doubt but that New Mexico would gladly become a
state. The trouble has been that we were afraid to
trust such legislation to the_ state legislature we
were certain to get. The Mexicans can outvote us
and will elect their class to make the laws to govern
the state when the territory' is admitted, and by
their past life we are assured that they will not
urge the cause of public education as it would be.
Unless we have such laws as we ask from Congress
it would only 'retard our progress to make a state
of New Mexico. 66
~
66. Quoted from the Kansas City Journal by the New Mexican, April 25, 1890.
The New Mexican reproved Mr. Bahney for his indiscretion in its issue of April
25, 1890., and A. L. Morrison contributed a letter to the New Mexican for April 28, in
which he further criticized the Socorro man. In defense of the native people, he Baid:
"As I understand the case these 'Mexicans' and their fathers have inhabited these
mountains for nearly four centuries, and have earned the proud title of Americans if
any people on the continent have. I don't know when the first Bahneys honored the
world with their presence, but I do know that if they landed at Plymouth Rock from
the Mayflower the heroic sires of these 'Mexicans' were in New Mexico half a century
or more before them, and if the men of today are worthy sons of the men of that ,day
they will not permit themselves to be insulted in their own land by Mr. Bahney, nor
the party he represents. . . . . One thing is certain, and that is that the New Mex·
ican voiced the feelings of the Republicans of New Mexico when it condemned so
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We may be fairly certain that other members of ~he
delegation had doubts about the advisability of immediate
statehood, even though they avoided discussing them with
newspaper men. Thus Henry L. Waldo, the generalsolicitor of the Atkinson, Topeka and Santa Fe railroad in New
Mexico, had the reputation of being a difficult man to interview. He evidently kept his usual reserve, when a reporter
for the N ew Mexican found him on his return from Washington. After stating that the principal object for which
Judge Waldo worked was the settlement of land titles in the
territory, and praising the excellent work being done by
other members of the delegation, the interview concluded:
Judge Waldo took no particular interest in the
statehood matter, representing only the interests of
the Santa Fe railroad company, more particuhirly
in the matter of the settlement of the land grant
question, and did not think it proper to have anything to do with any matters politica1. 67
Many of the delegation were strongly in favor of statehood, and felt that they were getting in some effective work
for the caus~. One of these was W. C. Hazledine of Albuquerque, general solicitor for the Atlantic and Pacific railroad, whose attitude toward the cause had been shown by an
interview which he had released early in January. "The
speaker said he had travelled through the territory," so the
New Mexican reported,
and discussed the state movement with a large
number of citizens, and he felt certain that interest
in the subject was constantly growing. In his
travels east and west throughout the country he

---67.

New Mexican, May 12, 1890.

promptly and emphatically the insults flung in the faces of the native citizens of New
Mexico. The Republican party . . . . will trample down any and every attempt to draw
a line of demarkation between the ancient race whose forefathers landed with Cortez
at Vera Cruz, and the other race or races' who arrived here yesterday. Any man who
holds opposite views to this is not worthy to become a citizen of the state of New
Mexico, and should depa~t for some more congenial clime as rapidly as possible. In
the meantime we commend Mr. Bahney to the 'Mexicans' of Socorro and hope they
will be able to convince him that 'their class,' as Mr. Bahney calls "them. is worthy
'to make the laws to govern the state when the territory is admitted.'''
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found New Mexico a topic of great interest to pub.lie men, and many who have for years opposed,
through a misapprehension of facts, state government for this territory are today our friends, ready
and anxious to help us if we only display an earnest
effort to help ourselves. At Washington city our
cause has made rapid advancement since the last
session of congress; many of the leading newspapers there have displayed the most friendly
interest and will say a kindly word when the proper
time comes. 68
.

Hazledine returned to New Mexico some time before
the other members of the delegation. The New Mexican
reported that he had "been very successful in greatly modifying the views of persons hitherto strongly opposed to our
admission, and has secured many strong and ardent supporters to statehood."69 Catron wrote Hazledine, congratulating him upon the good work he had done in Washington,
but expressing the fear that "the cosmopolitan delegation
which went on, may undo what you have done."70 Whatever
their private fears, however, statehood supporters continued
to express confidence in the work of the delegation. In
describing the hearing before the house committee, the New
Mexican said: "The visitors made a good impression and
manifested no trace' of bickerings, which have heretofore
hindered the progress of the statehood movement."71 Having stated that "The whole matter is now in the hands of
the sub-committee," the paper added: "When this committee
was appointed several weeks ago, a majority was hostile to
the admission of New Mexico, but since receiving further
information on the subject, it is now quite probable the matter will be considered favorably." A few days later, the
New Mexican reported that the New Mexico people in Washington had "made a formidable showing before the senate
committee on territories, and the questions which the com68.
69.

70.

71.

New Mexican. Jan. 9. 1890.
New Mexican. April 26. 1890.
Catron to W. C. Hazledine. April 26.
New Mexican, May 2. 1890.
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mitteemen put were answered in such a frank and satisfactory manner as to make it certain New Mexico is making
friends for her statehood movement."72 In reviewing the
labors of the delegation after their return to the territory,
Governor Prince said "many opponents of statehood have
been transferred into friends. . . . ." He concluded: "I had
a long talk just before leaving with Judge Struble, of Iowa,
who is chairman of the house committee and has hitherto
been much prejudiced against us, and his views are greatly
changed."73
Meanwhile, however, all hopes of immediate action on
the part of congress had been blasted by the attitude of
Delegate Joseph. On May 1, the New Mexican had reported
that he "was working in harmony with the good citizens of
this territory in the matter of the admission of New Mexico." The following day the same paper said: "The Democratic would-be bosses and Ross et al. are hot under the
collar at Delegate Antonio Joseph because he has come out
openly in favor of statehood." It appeared later that, when
the question of a united push for statehood was discussed
by the delegation in Washington, Mr. Joseph had written
several prominent Democrats in New Mexico as to whether
the constitution drawn up by the Santa Fe convention was
acceptable, and that most of the replies he received were
unfavorable. Hence he felt it necessary to oppose the
movement, although personally he had been willing to cooperate to gain admission. C. H. Gildersleeve stood with him.
Headlines screaming "Democracy Afraid to .Face the Music
-A Clean Back Down" announced that New Mexicans were
still divided on statehood matters, and all hopes that the
lobby would push an enabling act through the Fifty-first
Congress were gone.
Several months earlier, the New Mexican had printed a
Washington despatch under the headlines: "The New States.
Bright for Two, but Sad for New Mexico." After referring
72.

73.

New Me"'ican, May 10, 1890.
New Me"'ican. May 22, 1890.
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to favorable committee reports which led to the admission of
Wyoming and Idaho, the despatch said:
It is thought that if the New Mexico people
had come forward united in support of a good constitution they would have had a better chance of
favorable action. The disagreement among the
politicians there has operated to keep the territory
out of the union. It is probable that congress will
take no favorable action on the question of the admission of New Mexico until the people of that territory succeed in healing their differences. 74

The fact that the constitution- of Wyoming had been
adopted by popular vote, and that this action was approved
in the committee report did not escape the attention of the
New Mexico delegation in Washington. Ex-Governor Axtell,
a member of the group, said later in a speech in the campaign that the. delegates were told in so many words to submit the constitution to the people for their ratification, after
which New Mexico would be admitted if the people approved the constitution. Consequently, the leaders reassembled the constitutional convention in Santa Fe for two days
in August, 1890. After making a few minor changes in the
document, the convention resolved to submit it to a popular
vote on Oetobe~ 7.
During the campaign that followed the leading Republican politicians of New Mexico held meetings in all parts of
the territory and urged the voters to support the constitution. They were assisted by the one Democratic member of
the constitutional convention-Lawrence S. Trimble, a former congressman from Kentucky who was practicing law in
74. New Mexican, Feb. 22, 1890. Cf. the following editorial comment from the
Denver Republican: "The people of the territory have themselves largely to bla;"e for
their failure to obtain a favorable answer to the petition for admission. All the
objections based upon the alleged ignorance of many of the inhabitants and the use
by a large number of them of a language foreign to the English could, in all probabiliity. have been done away with if the people had been united among themselveB. and
.if they had earnestly asked that they be let into the union. But local differences and
a· trivial question of party representation in the constitutional convention were
allowed to interfere, and as a result the New Mexicans see themselves left out
while Wyoming and Idaho are about to be admitted." Quoted from New Mexican, Feb.
22. 1890.
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Albuquerque. 75 Opposition speakers included W. B. Childers,
H. B. Fergusson, Felix Martinez, N. B. Field, C. H. Gildersleeve, J. H. Crist, N. B. Laughlin, Ex-Governor Ross and
others. Republican papers attacked them with vigor. The
San Marcial Reporter said:
The gentlemen who are now travelling
through the territory opposing statehood, two
years ago were howling for it. Then they thought
they would secure the loaves and fishes; now it's
the "other fellow" who stands the best show. Great
patriots these !76
Though few in number, results were to show that this
group were effective. In his report to the Secretary of the
Interior for 1891, Governor Prince said:
Public speakers traversed the territory in opposition, and easily excited prejudices. among the
large portion of the people who had never lived in
a State, knew but little of the results of State Government, and whose fears of the unknown were
thus aroused against any change from the system
with which they were familiar. 77
Considering the high percentage of illiteracy in the
territory, printer's ink was poured out very generously in
the campaign that followed. Copies of the constitution, a
defense of the same by a committee of fifteen, an appeal
from the Democratic convention at Silver City to reject the
document, and Republican circulars-all printed in English
and in Spanish-were distributed in large editions. The
opposition professed to believe that every copy of the constitution "placed in the hands of an intelligent man makes a
vote against it," but they were accused of distributing
"bogus constitutions" instead of the genuine article. 78 The
75. Trimble was a member or congress from 1865 to 1871. Having moved to AI.
buquerque in 1879; he practiced law there until his death in 1904. Biographical Dictionary of the American Congress, p. 1628.
76. San Marcial Reporter, Oct. 4, 1890.
77. Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interi<Jr, 1891
(Washington, Government Printing Office, 1891), Pp. 9-10.
78. Socorro h.dustri<Jl Advertiser, Sept. 13, 1890; Optic. Sept. 30, 1890.
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."tons of .literary documents against the constitution,"79
circulated throughout the territory were denounced as
"Sheer waste of printer's ink."80
Special efforts were made to reach the Spanish-American vote. While ten thousand copies of the constitution in
English were being distributed, the New Mexican stated th~t
twenty thousand in Spanish would be put into the hands of
the people the following week. 8! J. Francisco Chaves, one
of the most prominent leaders among the native people, who
had presided over the convention, served as the chairman of
the committee which issued "An Address to the People of,
New Mexico." While T. B. Catron drafted it himself, he
wrote Chaves:
I have prepared it, as you will observe, more
for the Mexican people than for the Americans.
They know less about the question of State than
the Americans, and I thought that it ought to be
more particularly directed to them. 82
He asked his. correspondent to tr~nslate the manifesto
into Spanish, so that Max Frost could· "strike off copies
enough to enable us to send it to every voter in the territory.", Catron. supplemented his broadside by sending
checks to some of the native people who were to work for
statehood. In writing to Nestor Montoya he added the argument:
If we are admitted, you will see good times.
Immigration and capital will come into New Mexico, and everyone will receive good wages. As long
as we are kept in the condition of a territory, foreign money will be excluded under the law of the
United States, and money from the States not having any competition, will not be brought here. We
will be forced to sell our property at a sacrifice,
and people will be without wages or with insufficient wages. There is nothing in the world which
79. Albuquerque Daily Citizen., Sept. 27, 1890.
80. Optic, Sept. 18, 1890.
81. New Meo:ican, Sept. 17, 1890.
82. T. B. Catron to J. Francisco Chaves, July 7, 1890.
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will be of such benefit to the laboring classes as an
influx of immigration and foreign capital. The immigrants who will come to this country will all
bring some means. Foreign capital is compelled
to employ labor iIi the mines and on the lands in
order to make it productive. You can readily see
the advantages and place them .before the people.
See that every vote for the state is turned out and
votes. 83
Statehood papers warned their readers that if a large
popular majority voted against the constitution, the nineteenth century would close on New Mexico as a territory,
and that immigration would go elsewhere. 84 This would
mean "business stagnation and retrogression . . . ."85
They were confident, however, that the cause was gaining
strength daily and that the constitution would be ratified.
Every effort was made to belittle the "anti's." Their meeting was described as "a flat failure" or "a fizzle," conducted
by "would-be statesmen" who drew small crowds and little
applause. A meeting in Albuquerque was said to have been
"a disgrace to the town," while in Las Vegas Governor
Prince was said to have "wiped the floor" with Childers.
"The gang," said to be "fighting the best interests of New
Mexico," was accused of all sorts of tricks to win the election. It was said that Democratic county commissioners had
been secretly instructed to send out none but anti-consti~
tution ballots, and to send them out "in the ballot boxes
wherever possible, and to'instruct the judges of election in
safely Democratic precincts to roll up a good vote against
the constitution, no matter if any such vote is cast or not."86
Three weeks before the election the New Mexican said:
The dark tricks, the buying up of votes, slandering the people, abusing political adversaries,
stuffing ballot boxes and the like shall and will be
left to the gang, that now runs the Democratic
83.
84.
85.
86.

Catron to Nestor Montoya, Sept. 20, 1890.
Citizen, Oct. 4, 1890.
Optic, Sept. 22, 1890.
New Mexican, Oct. 2, 1890.
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machine, the Joseph campaign and the anti-statehood fight. They are adepts in that line, but their
tricks will not succeed this time. 87

Opposition speeches were constantly ridiculed as "the
veriest bosh." Only occasional references by pro-statehood
speakers revealed the arguments which they were attempting to refute. Thus at a meeting in Santa Fe Major J. D.
Sena is reported to have said: "It is an insult to the descendends of Hidalgo, Morelos and Iturbide when the opponents
of statehood say 'we' are not fit to govern ourselves."88
The New Mexican, which was practically closed to the
reasonings of "the blatant anti-state soreheads" who "talk
of the pending constitution. as if it were a cast-iron document"89 impossible to amend, could hardly refer to Childers
without speaking of "his hot southern blood" and "his intense partisanship which left him angry and disgusted because forced to defend a losing cause."90 Fortunately, a
much fairer picture of the Democratic leader and of his line
of thought is found in a letter contributed to the Optic for
October 3, 1890. Its author, Frank Springer, who was one
of the most brilliant lawyers in New Mexico and the president of the bar association at the time, had been a member
of the constitutional convention. He now undertook to answer the arguments presented by Childers at a meeting in
Las Vegas. He described his opponent, who had come to
New Mexico about the same time that he had, as "one of
the ablest men in the democratic party in the southwest."
He said: "He is of keen and subtle mind, clear and incisive
in speech, full of resource in argument, and skillful in debate; in short, a trained and sagacious lawyer . . . . "
Passing on from the man to his address, Springer said:
He spoke upwards of an hour, and rapidly, as
is his habit. We learned at the outset that he was
not opposed to statehood, but that he and his party
87. New Mexican, Sept. 17, 1890.
88. New Mexican, Sept. 23, 1890.
89. Quoted from the New Mexican by Las Vegas Optic, Oct. 2, 1890.
90. New Mexican, Sept. 18, 1890.
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were in favor of it on general principles, and he
would not consume time arguing about it, but
would proceed at once to expose the iniquities of the
constitution, which he declared to be so "vicious"
that he was not willing to enter the union under it.
These objections were as follows:
First, That the constitution was compiled from
other constitutions.
Second, That state taxation is limited to one
per cent, and state debts to $500,000.
Third, That the provisions regarding taxation are framed to enable land grants to escape
taxation.
Fourth, That the judges of the supreme court
are to be appointed.
Fifth, That the constitution requires mines to
be taxed upon their gross output.
The Democratic convention, held at Silver City, had
advised its adherents to vote against the constitution on
about the same grounds. Two other objections, mentioned
in the platform adopted, may be summarized as .follows:
The governor may be suspended from office
during impeachment. The apportionment for the
election of members of the legislature practically
disfranchises opponents of the Rep~blican party.91
Springer criticized Childers' objections as "the veriest
bosh." Denouncing the third one as "humbug," the Republican leader added that its author knew that the members of
the convention were not "ready to commit political suicide,"
which, he said, they would surely do, if they attempted "to
foist such a scheme of boundless stupidity upon the people of
this Territory."92 He declared that the Democratic speaker
"would have us believe that the constitutional convention
was a nest of conspirators, from which all honest men had
been excluded and who counseled harmoniously together in
91. To the People. broadside issued by s. B. Axtell. chairman of the Territorial
Republican central committee. Copy found among the Catron Papers.
Las Vegas Optic. Oct. 3. 1890.

92.
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some dark scheme to defraud the people of their liberties."
Expressing regret that a man whose friendship he valued
should allow "partisan heat to carry him so far," Springer
concluded by declaring that the truth was
that the constitutional convention was the most
independent body of men ever assembled in New
Mexico. There were no bosses nor room for any.
Men who were together today on one proposition
would be found next day fighting each other most
energetically on another. Many of the most important provisions were adopted only after long and
earnest debate in which opposing theories were
thoroughly presented and advocated. 93
If there is only scanty evidence for the arguments of
the speakers for the opposition, it is much more abundant
for the position taken by the editors who opposed the constitution. It - is interesting to note that their editorials
seemed to feature economic reason for opposing the constitution. Possibly we may more easily introduce their point
of view by first referring to a speech which Delegate Joseph
made in congress on February -14, 1889.
A congressman from Iowa had just asked why he had
not introduced a bill providing for statehood for New
Mexico "until nearly the close of the session/'94 Joseph
replied: "It was not because our people did not want admission. There has been every manifestation by the people of
New Mexico, thoroughly irrespective 'of politics, favoring
the admission of New Mexico."95 He cited, however, only
one piece of evidence for this change of mind on the part of
"the people"-a memorial unanimously adopted by the territorial legislature in favor of -statehood. He suggested,
however, that certain economic problems helped to bring
about the change. He said:
New Mexico has more than 10,000,000 acres of
the best land in the world, the titles to which are
93.
94.
95.

Ibid.
Congressional Record, vol. 20, part 2, p. 1911.
Ibid.
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now clouded by either Spanish or Mexican land
grants. We have tried repeatedly upon the floor of.
this House to get legislation to adjucate these titles,
but have failed. We also have upwards of
$5,000,000 in the way of Indian depredation claims.
My people are getting overly anxious on seeing that
Congress has failed for more than forty years to
provide a remedy for those defective titles and to
grant an adjudication of these Indian depredation
claims, and they have come to the conclusion that
statehood is the only solution of our present difficulties. They now come and ask for admission into
the Union. 96
Joseph was one of the largest grant holders in New
Mexico himself. 97 Did he mean that certain "interests" in
the territory were behind the current "agitation" for statehood? Students of American history have been told that the
famous Philadelphia convention of 1787 which framed our
federal constitution was a rich man's convention, that its
members represented various kinds of wealth, and that in
providing for a strong central government, they were
creating conditions which would cause their slaves, western
lands and government securities to appreciate in value. 98
Were the leaders who drew up a constitution for the proposed state of New Mexico in 1890 likeminded with the
"fathers" who had met in Philadelphia one hundred and
three years earlier? Must one call in the economic interpretation of history in order to understand the statehood
movement of 1890?
The territorial editors who opposed the constitution of
1890 had never read An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution of the United States, but they had the point of view
which Charles A. Beard was to set forth twenty-three years
later. They declared that money was being used to promote
"the statehood boom," and they were convinced that they
96.
97.

Congressilmal Record. vol. 20, part 2. p. 1911.
New Mexican, Oct. 6, 1890.
98. Beard, Charles A., An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution of the
United States. (N. Y., 1913.)
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knew where it came from. 99 Their analysis of the economic
interests of the members of the convention was not as thorough as Beard's,' but it is very suggestive. They pointed
out that the fourteen most prominent men in the convention
were interested, either as owners or attorneys, in large land
grants, which amounted, all told, to 9,457,106 acres.
These leaders were named, with the grants in which
they were interested, and the acreage of each. The article"
which appeared under the title "Land Grants and the Constitution," concluded as follows:
The 14 gentlemen whose names are given virtually embrace the prominence, power, intelligence
and practicability of the convention framing the
convention. The other fellows wer,e in the roll
call, but in these 14 is found the convention. Take
out Catron, Otero, Springer, Clancy, Hazeldine and
Rynerson and what of brains or force would you
have left? Now let some Diogenes with his lantern
look for the clause in that constitution that would
hurt a land grant. 100
The opposition press also pointed out that the territory
was heavily in debt and that the expenses of a state government .would materially increase the rate of taxation.
Furthermore the burden would not be borne by all classes
of property and people alike. Through unscrupulous manipulation assessments on large land grants would be kept down
to one-tenth of their value. Furthermore, the constitution
provided that the rate should not exceed one per cent on
taxable property, but there was no limit as to "particular
articles" and occupations. Accordingly it was claimed that
the tax burden would be shifted to the shoulders of the poor
to such an extent that even steadfast Republicans were denouncing the constitution "as for the few and against the
interests of the mass of the people of New Mexico."lOl
99. Socorro Industrial Advertiser, Sept. 13, 1890.
100. Morning Democrat, quoted in Industrial Advertiser, Sept. 27, 1890.
101. Socorro Industrial Advertiser, Sept. 20, 1890.
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One way in which this aim would be achieved was
described by the Socorro Industrial Advertiser as follows:
The clause in the constitution empowering the
legislature to levy a tax upon unpatented mines was
inserted for the especial benefit of a few large land
grant holders.. Just at present Catron is worrying
over the miners who have settled on grants in
Santa Fe county. The mineral is not reserved for
the grants and therefore is open for location, so
several mining towns are now in existence on Catron's grants. As these mines cannot be patented he
has conceived the idea of running off the miners
by taxing the gross output of all unpatented mines,
which would work ruination to the poor miner and
clear the grants of miners. If the mining men of
New Mexico vote for the constitution they vote an
unlimited tax upon themselves in order that a few
land grabbers may clear all the grants of miners,
which cannot be done in any other way. The mineral belongs to the men who uncover it not to the
grant owners and the taxing of the output of unpatented mines is a scheme to defeat the objects of
the laws of the land by making it impossible to
work a mine on a grant by taxing it heavily.
It was charged that certain men who had bought up
hundreds of thousands of dollars' worth of fraudulent militia warrants for. almost nothing were scheming to get them
paid. Eastern capitalists had openly predicted that when
New Mexico was admitted to the union, these warrants
would be paid by the first state legislature. Mariano S.
Otero was said to hold several hundred thousand dollars'
worth of these warrants, while those held by T. B. Catron,
A. A. Staab and others "will more than make a million dollars." The first state legislature was sure to be Republican
under the apportionment made by the constitution adopted
by the convention at Santa Fe, and therefore under the control of "the ring." The new state having assumed the indebtedness of the territory, statehood would mean prosperity for the men who held these warrants. 102
102.

Ibid.• Sept. 13, 1890.
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While the opposition press laid great emphasis upon
economic objections to the constitution, it of course did riot
ignore party objections. Thus La Voz del Pueblo declared
that anyone who had the interest of New Mexico at heart
should vote against the proposed constitution, as it was designed to further the political ambitions of Catron, Otero
and Chaves. The Morning Democrat agreed, though it said
that the Las Vegas paper had omitted the name of the worst
one-"that mongrel, Max Frost."103 Some months earlier
the Democrat had commented bitterly on the political ambitions of Col. Chaves. '.'As for his going to congress," it said,
"a good deal depends on who controls the new state-the
Catron-Chaves-Perea gang or the decent people-whether
he goes to congress or the penitentiary."104
While Democratic speakers and editors elaborated on
the political and economic objections to the constitution,
religious and educational. objections were being used effectively by the Catholic clergy. Early in September, 1889,
while the constitutional convention was in session, the Most
Rev. J. B. Salpointe,.Archbiship of Santa Fe, contributed a
letter to the territorial press, which attracted wide attention.
The core of this communication was as follows:
. . . the Cathoiics of the territory demand of the
constitutional convention a fundamental school law
which shall be truly liberal, in the right sense of
this word, by recognizing the right of the parent to
educate his child according to the dictates of his
conscience. We demand a system of elementary
schools which will give the citizens of the territory,
of every shade of belief, equal facility to educate
their children in a manner they believe will conduce to bring about their happiness. 105
The Rio Grande Republican admitted editorially that
the archbishop's letter was "an adept argument in favor of
denominational schools, that is to say that the public school
103.
104.
106.

Morning Democrat; ·Sept. 1, 1890.
Ibid." o~i. 16, 1889.
Rio Grande Republican, Sept. 7, 1889.
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funds be divided· between the different religious denominations, or that the dominant church be permitted to select the
teacher."106 The editor, however, declared that this idea had
already been "the subject of frequent contentions in the
States," and had been "overwhelmingly rejected by the
American people." In conclusion, he predicted that any
constitution which embodied "the ideas contained in this
letter, will be overwhelmingly rejected by both the people
of New Mexico and the Congress of the United States."
The answer of th~ convention to Archbishop Salpointe's
appeal was given in the first section of article IX of the constitution, which is as follows:
Provision shall be made by law for the establishment and maintenance of a uniform system of
public schools, which shall be open to, and sufficient
for, the education of all the children in the state,
and shall be under the absolute control of the state,
and free from sectarian or church control; and no
other or different schools shall ever receive any aid
or support from public funds. No sectarian tenet,
creed or church doctrine shall be taught in the public schools. 107
The Rio Grande Republican for Oct. 26, 1889, said:
We understand tha,t Father Groom preached a
sermon last Sunday at Parkview, denouncing the
action of the constitutional convention in supporting non-sectarian schools, and abusing the members of the convention in the roundest terms.
The New Mexican declared seven months later that
. . . the article, as adopted, passed without a dissenting vote, after full discussion, and that not one
of the thirty or more members of the constitutional
convention, natives of New Mexico, of Spanish
blood and Roman Catholics in religion, opposed the

---106.

Ibid.

107. The Constituti<m of the State of New Merico Adopted by the C<mBtitutitmal
C<mvention, Held at Santa Fe, N. M., September 8-11, 1889; and Amended August
18-10. 1890 (Santa Fe), p. 28.
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provisions contained in the article or voted against

it, 108

The editorial alleged that the cry against the school provisions in the constitution was being made by the "Democratic would-be bosses and boodle sheets" with the hope of
setting "the people against the constitution, if possible."
Early in July a secret circular was mailed to Catholics
all over the territory. It was marked "confidential" and
bore .no signature, but was supposed to have come from high
authorities in the church. This interesting document is as
follows :109
IN CONFIDENCE

All faithful members of the Holy Catholic
Church, and especially all of our people of Mexican
blood, to whom this sign shall come, are invoked to
read with much care and to weigh well its contents.
We ask of you to respect all that is contained
in this paper as something told in strict confidence.
You are called on by this because we· believe you
are a faithful son of the church and we know that
you are a man of considerable influence. A convention to make a constitution of the new state of New
Mexico will be held in the town of Santa Fe, September 3rd. next. It'is the declared intention of the
enemies of our religion to send delegates to that
convention, who will so form the organic law as to
force you to deny your children all kinds of education excepting that of the world. The plan is to provide in that constitution that you be obliged to pay
taxes to sustain public schools, notwithstanding
you cannot on account of conscientious scruples
permit your children to be educated in said places.
No faithful son of the church, nor any man of the
Mexican caste, who understands what he owes to
himself and to the tradition of his fathers will submit to this. The struggle in our last legislature
proved that so great is the danger that this execrable, wicked education will be forced upon us.
The escape then was barely an escape on a board.
108. New Mexican, April 23, 1890.
109. Rio Grande Republican, July 13, 1889.
in the New York Tribune, July 14, 1889.

The circular appeared in part only
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Now we have it in our power to avoid this calamity, taking the matter in good time and working
well and hard for the right.
The election for delegate is ordered for the 5th
of August. We have to organize and work together
and untiringly so that our own people and men of
our faith shall govern in that convention. We
solicit you to join other friends who are in sympathy with our sentiments. Show them, in confidence one with another, this invocation: Work In
Silence! Choose faithful men to be nominated as
delegates-men on whom we can depend and who
will agree in secret to defend our church and our
people always against the spirit of sacrilege and
arrogance which now is threatening us. It is well
to do it at once but with care, keep the secret of our
own intentions. IDo not permit personal ambition,
or preference to cause difficulties one with another.
Ever have in view the design to defend our religion
and our people from the declared intention to
swindle and subject us.
What they call progress is progress to perdition. The boastful energy is what they are relying
on to take our houses and professions from us.
But by means of a united effort now, we can
secure the adoption of a constitution recognizing
.our most holy religion and having safegurrds [sic]
against the usurpations of these adventurers. Again
we say, keep all in secret, and work with vigilance.
Manage well your primary meetings and see that
the delegates to this convention are men who will
recogniie the demands of their religion and of the
Mexican caste.
Pro-statehood papers denied .that the Catholic authorities had anything to do with this secret circular. They declared that it was "a cowardly move" on the part of the
. pemocratic leaders. They admitted, however, that it and
the Democratic "pronunciamento" could "be depended upon
to do their work, and do it effectually, as they appeal to the
race prejudices of the ignorant masses."110
T. B. Catron, who was said by.some of the newspapers
110.

Silver City Enterprise, July 19, 1889; Albuquerque Citizen, July 19, 1891.
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to have been responsible for the defeat of the school bill
by the council early in 1889, was much concerned about the
line of attack taken by the opposition. He wrote' Senator
W. M. Stewart of Nevada: "Many of the priests of the
Catholic church have been delivering sermons against it
[the constitution] on account of the school clause which is
made irrevokable."lll Always full of bright ideas, he induced
his friend to introduce a bill which would require jurors in
the territories to read and write. He argued that if the
Associated Press sent out prompt word of this proposed law
it would furnish a practical argument for education which
would save "many thousand votes." He added: "I fear we
may lose the eleCtion if you do not help us; if we can get in,
I am sure of going to the Senate, and you will surely have
another friend to assist in our common measures,to aid the
West." Stewart accordingly introduced the bill "by request"
on the last day of the session and it was referred to the
committee on territories,!12 Catron was evidently disappointed with the results of this strategy. On the eve of the
election he wrote Stewart: "The Bill you introduced has
raised considerable fuss! I fear it was introduced too late
to do us much good as our election comes off tomorrow."
He added: "If it should be known that I requested it, it
might hurt me very seriously particularly as the whole
Catholic church would jump on me, and all the Mexicans
who cannot read and write also-I hope you will keep my
name entirely secret."113
The Democrats, however seem to have guessed the
truth. After Childers, chairman of the Democratic central
committee, had received a telegram from the secretary of the
senate confirming the fact that Senator Stewart had introduced the bill by request, the Morning Democrat stated that
it was not certain for whom the Nevada senator was acting
but that he and T. B. Catron were "fast political and per111.
112.
113.

Catron to Wm. M. Stewart, Sept. 24, 1890.
Congressional Record, vol. 21, part'l1. p. 10764.
Catron to Stewart, Oct. 6, 1890.
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sonal friends."114 The editorial denounced the bill itself as
"a mere trick to deceive voters. . . . . Every intelligent man
knows that it has no chance of passing and was not intended
to. It was introduced for the sole purpose of affecting the
election next Tuesday. Our Mexican fellow citizens will
not be deceived by so shallow a trick. The voters generally
should rebuke these schemes by an overwhelming vote
against the land grant constitution."115
Some of the Catholics of New Mexico gave strong support to the cause of statehood. Of the thirteen men listed by
Prince as having taken a prominent part in the speaking
campaign throughout the territory in favor of the constitution, no less than four were Catholics. All of these were uncompromising Republicans and were widely known throughout the territory. Three were native sons who had been
born under the Mexican flag. Three were veteran soldiers,
two having fought bravely against the Confederate invasion at Valverde. Doubtless a word or two regarding these
leaders will give the reader a better appreciation of the
value of their adherence to the statehood cause.
The oldest of the three Spanish-Americans and the most
powerful politically was Col. J. Francisco Chaves. He has
already been mentioned as the president o(the constitutional
convention and chairman of a committee to disseminate
literature in favor of the constitution. Five years prior to
the Mexican War, his father had told him: "The heretics
are going to overrun all this country. Go and learn their
language and come back prepared to defend your people."116
Thus admonished, the young Mexican had entered St. Louis
University. Later he had studied medicine in New York. A
very versatile man, after his return to New Mexico, he made
114.
115.

Albuquerque Morning Democrat, Oct. 5, 1890.
The authorship of the unpopular bill continued to be discussed after the
election. The New Mexican for October 11, 1890, said: "Mr. Joseph's supporters are
very busy teIling the Spanish speaking voters that he, Joseph, if re-elected will defeat
the Stewart bill; they are equally as busy telling the· English speaking voters that he,
Joseph, secretly and through personal friends induced Senator Stewart, to introduce
the bilI and if he, Joseph, is elected he will do his utmost to defeat it."
. 116. Twitchell, op. cit., p. 400.
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overland trips to California, fought the Navajos and Confederates, and took up the practice of law. An able politician, the colonel represented the territory in congress for
three terms following the Civil War. ll7 He was also president of the territorial council for eight sessions. A farmer
and stock-raiser, as well as a political leader, Chaves was a
man of many contacts and a wide influence. His home was
in Valencia County, and the results of the election suggest
that he must have done some good work with his own people. u8
Major Jose D. Sena of Santa Fe was four years ,younger
than Chaves. During the battle of Valverde, while other
companies refused to cross the Rio Grande, he had bravely
led his men across the river through a shower of bullets. At
the close of the war, he had been in charge of the rebuilding
of Ft. Marcy. After serving as sheriff of Santa Fe County
for a dozen years, he had been a skillful interpreter in the
courts for many years and then a successful criminal
lawyer. Major Sena not only spoke in favor of the constitution of 1890, but also published a manifesto in Spanish,
summarizing the reasons for statehood,119
The youngest of the three native leaders, Mariano S.
Otero had scarcely learned to walk before. the land of his
birth was ceded to the United States. He was a member of
one of the most prominent families in the territory, and was
educated at St. Louis University. Possessed of a natural
gift for politics, he served New Mexico as delegate to congress from 1879 to 1881.120 He received the Republican
nomination for that office in 1888 and again in 1890, but was
defeated by Antonio Joseph due to the fact that the schism
in the party had not yet healed. He was a large land grant
holder-a fact which did not escape the opposition editors,
as we have seen. One grant which he held contained 100,000

...

117.
118.
119.
vol. I, p.
120.

Biographical DictiO'nary of the American Congress, p. 805.
See election returns, below.
History of New Mexico (Pacific States Publishing Co., Los Angeles, 1907),
295; Prince, op. cit,. p. 54.
Biographical Dictionary of the American Congress, p. 1375.
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acres. He and his uncle, Miguel A. Otero I, together owned
the Jemez Hot Springs. 12l A stock raiser on a large scale,
Mariano Otero was usually present when "the cattle barons"
of southern Colorado and northern New Mexico met in Las
Vegas and staged the famous poker games described by his
cousin, Miguel A. Otero, II, in My Life on the Frontier. 122
Otero traded in wool and finally became a banker. "He
wielded great influence during his career," says Col. Twitchell, "was shrewd in business affairs, of progressive ideas and
in every sense a representative New Mexican."123
The remaining Catholic among these leaders was Alexander A. Morrison who had been born in Ireland a year
earlier than Chaves. Arriving in New York during the
Mexican War, he volunteered for military service, only to
arrive in New Mexico when the fighting was practically
over. While this was undoubtedly a supreme disappointment for an Irishman, he apparently harbored no prejudices
against the Southwest. After thirty odd years in the East
and Middle West-during a part of which time he served in
the Illinois legislature, he returned to New Mexico as a
"carpetbag politician." Through the goodwill of three Republican presidents, he served the territory in various capacities for fourteen years. All good posts, too: U. S.
marshall for New Mexico, register of the land office in
Santa Fe, and collector of internal revenue. Furthermore,
Morrison proved a good administrator, winning high praise
in official reports. 124
Some old timers speak of Colonel Chaves as an "aban"7
doned Catholic," and are doubtful as to whether Otero
could be considered a very good representative of the church.
Sena and Morrison, however, were strong churchmen. In
November, 1905, after the latter had left public omce, he
121.
122.

123.

124.
rol. II. p.

Otero. My Life on the Frontier, vol. I, p. 237 .
Ibid., I, PP. 156-57.
Twitchell, op. cit., vol. II, p. 407, note 332.
History of New Mexico (Pacific States Publishing Co., Los Angeles.

643.

1907).
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became one of the founders of the Western Catholic Review,
a monthly published in Prescott, Arizona. 125
These Catholic laymen took as prominent a part as any
of the leaders in the pro-statehood campaign. A few priests
also assisted, addressing their congregations in favor of the
constitution. There were also other priests who did not
attempt to influence the voting, one way or another. 126
There can be no doubt, however, that the strength of the
church was thrown against the constitution. On the day
before the election the New Mexican referred to reports that
"at the Catholic cathedral and San Miguel chapel yesterday
and at several other points throughout the territory strong
sermons were preached advising the people to vote against
the constitution and against statehood."127 Prominent laymen were bitterly opposed to the school clause. Pedro Perea
was one of the leading R.epublicans in New Mexico. 128 Three
times a member of the territorial council, he was twice (1889·
and 1897) a candidate for the governorship of the territory,
yet he did not support the constitution endorsed by his party.
His attitude was, however, not surprising. The Council
Journal shows that during the twenty-eighth legislative
session he had persistently opposed the Kistler school bill. 129
According to the press he had declared "I would rather see
all legislation fall to the ground than to have the word 'nonsectarian' go into that school bill."130 Nor was Perea the
only Catholic leader whose legislative record furnished· the
key to his opposition the following year. During the same
session Juan Jose Baca, a member of the council from
Socorro County, was also credited "with announcing in the
strongest possible language that he was opposed to any measure that favored a non-sectarian school."131
125.

Ibid.
Silver City Enterprise, Oct. 10, 1890; San Marcial Reporter, Oct. 18, 1890.
127. New Mexican, Oct. 6, 1890. See also Rio Grande Republican, Oct. 26, 1889.
128. Biographical Dictionary of the American Congress, p. 1401.
129. Proceedings of the Legislative Council of the Territory of New Mexico,
Twenty-eighth Session (Santa Fe, 1889) Pp. 337, 377, 378, 393, 413, 414, 423.
130. Rio Grande Republican, March 9, 1889.
131. Silver City Enterprise, March 3, 1889.

126.
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Possibly the church had other grounds for opposing
statehood. The higher officials may ha.ve feared the unsettling effects of the predicted influx of settlers and capital
into the territory. Such changes might mean a diminution
of the influence which they exerted over the faithful. This,
of course, is mere conjecture. Even if the leaders entertained such thoughts at times, we could hardly expect them
to record them for posterity.
As every student of New Mexico history knows, the
constitution was voted down on Oct. 7, 1890, by a vote of
16,180 to 7,493. Grant and Valencia were the only counties
to return a majority in favor of the constitution. The vote
by counties was as follows ;132
Counties

Bernalillo
Colfax
Dona Ana
Grant
Lincoln
Mora
Rio Arriba
San Juan
San Miguel
Santa Fe
Sierra
Socorro
Taos
Valencia
Total

For

Against

870
~
~__________
234
~____
669
699
~_______________ 379
265
428
87
~_
790
~
1,068
227
447
~
~__
212
~
1,118

2,073
651
1,010
544
710
1,536
1,272
182
3,211
1,549
717
1,068
1,227
430

7,493

16,180

It is, of course, impossible to say how many of the
16,180 voters who opposed the admission of New Mexico to
the union under the constitution of 1890 were opposed to
statehood itself. In his report to the Secretary of the Interior for 1891, Governor Prince, who was an ardent champion of statehood, confessed that "At first sight" the vote
against the constitution "might appear to indicate a disin132.

Report of the Governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of the Interi&r. 1891

(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1891). p. 9.
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cliriation on the part of the peopie to assume the condition
of statehood. This, however, is not the case," he explained.
"The circumstances were peculiar." In fact, the circum,;,
stances were so peculiar, that the governor discreetly mentioned only one of them: the determined opposition of the
Democrats on the ground that the apportionment of delegates to the convention was unjust to their party. He suggests, however, that prejudices were excited, and that "All
interests opposed to statehood, or to any particular provision of the constitution in question" worked through the
Democratic machine. What these "interests" were is quite
clear from our study of contemporary newspapers. Common people who owned little or no property felt that large
grant owners had cleverly drawn a constitution which would
throw the weight of taxation upon the shoulders of those
least able to pay. Catholics felt it their religious duty to
fight against the establishment of non-sectarian public
schools.
Dispatches from New Mexico to Eastern newspapers
after the election attempted "to lay the whole blame on the
Catholic Church." The Albuquerque Daily Citizen, however,
declared that this was "not just."133 As evidence, it declared
that 90 per cent of the whole population of Valencia County
were Catholics, although it had given "the constitution the
largest majority it received in any portion of the territory."
There can be little doubt that the role of the Catholics in
the election has been exaggerated, and that political and
economic objections to the constitution did much to swell the
adverse majority.
Gov. Prince concludes his analysis of the election results
as follows:
It should, be noted, however, that the political
orators and party leaders most active in their opposition all repudiated the idea that they were
opposed to statehood itself, and asserted that their
opposition was solely to the proposed constitution
188.

Albuquerque Dailll Citize.... Oct. 18, 1890.
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and the method Of its formation, and that on the
main question they were as progressive as those
they opposed.
This, of course, was the easiest course' for opponents
of statehood to take. With a constitution open to criticism
from several angles, it was safer to concentrate on objections to the document before the people. The newspapers
available that were published during the campaign give
practically no hint of any opposition to statehood itself.
Yet Governor Prince refers to "interests opposed to statehood," and T. B. Catron has left convincing evidence of the
existence' of such opposition. Referring to statehood in a
letter to Nestor Montoya, Sept. 20, 1890, he said: "The great
opposition amongst many is, that they are afraid of the
Mexican' people, and that they would control the State to the
injury of the Americans." He continued:
This you and I know is not true. The Mexicans have
always divided up the offices fairer with the Americans, and they are divided in politics j~st the same
as the Americans, it would be impossible for them
to get together to control the State exclusively in
their own interest and against the interests of the
• Americans. Besides, they have no disposition to
do so.
Evidently fear of "Mexican" domination was a factor
in the vote on the constitution of 1890. This of course meant
opposition to statehood itself, and not simply to certain
provisions of the instrument of government.

FEDERAL CONTROL OF THE WESTERN APACHES
1848-1886
By RALPH H. OGLE
CHAPTER V
THE CONTEST BETWEEN THE CIVIL AND THE MILITARY
AUTHORITIES
HE PEACE made at Camp Verde did not solve the problem of Apache control. Its consummation merely indicated that the military power had cleared the way for the
work of civilization. Moreover, the cessation of fighting
meant that, if events were allowed to come to a logical end,
the military would eventually be unnecessary and the management of the Apaches would become strictly a function of
the civil government~
General Crook undoubtedly envisaged such a future, but
he did not minimize the work or the time that would be
required to produce such a result. However, the general was
so sure the war was "virtually at an end," at the time of the
peace, that he immediately promulgated instructions designed to aid in the development of civil government. To
retain and strengthen his control over the surrendered
Indians, a small number of his former scouts were to be
selected from the various tribes to constitute the police force
of the reservation. They were to conform to regular discipline, but in order that they might "serve as a nucleus for
the establishment of civil government," they were to be
"required to cultivate the soil and perform the various industries prescribed by the Indian Department, the same as other
Indians."1
The commanding officers were to aid the "agents in
instructing the Indians in civil government in its simplest
form," so that the latter could gradually learn "its benefits

T

1. Crook to A. A. G., April 12, 1873, A. G. 0., 1882; Crook to A. G., Sept. 22,
1878, I. 0., I 355; Gen. Orders no. 13, April 8, 1873, Army War College. In the case
of the Office of Indian Affairs, the names Indian Office, Indian Bureau, Indian Department, Indian Service and Bureau were used by officials in their reports. These names
will henceforth appear variously and will be cited as I. O.
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as contrasted with their own barbarousforms'and customs."
The instruction was also to be gradually enlarged, with the
hope that the savages would eventually become good citizens
"capable of self-government." They were to be treated mildly
except for offenses of serious import, but always as "children in ignorance, not in innocence." Even more important,
the general earnestly enjoined the civil and military officers
to have "perfect harmony. in their official relations, and
directed them not to take action on any disputed question
until he had issued instructions. 2
But perfect harmony was very improbable as long as
Crook continued to reiterate his confidence in General Orders
no. 10 and their enforcement as a strict requirement. 3 A
portent of approaching conflict was further indicated by the
inspector general's recommendation that when the departments "do not work together the Indian Department mllst
succumb to the military to insure peace and prevent bloodshed." 4 Yet most of the field officers, both civil and military,
agreed that all promises made to the Indians should be faithfully ~ept, and that liberal financial outlays should be provided for their wards' maintenance. 5
Indian administration itself was sharply reorganized
just before Crook concluded his first campaign against the
Apaches. Early in February, 1873, congress, through the
efforts of Representative J amesA. Garfield, abolished several superintendencies, including that of Arizona. This
action was taken to simplify Indian management and to
increase and facilitate the efficiency of the respective
agencies. Each agency was to purchase its own supplies
and report directly to the Indian Office. To insure against
laxity on the part of the agents and to guarantee expert ad2. Ibid.
3. Crook to A. G., Sept. 22, 1873, op. cit.
4. Col. D. B. Sacket to A. A. G., July 1, 1873, A. G. 0., 3074. Schofield involved
himself with Secretary Delano by charging that the Modoc troubleS were caused
through the interference of the Oregon superintendent. Schofield to Hdqrs. of Army
May 5, 1873, A. G. 0., 1882; Walker to T. B. Odeneal, April 12, July '6, 1873, A. G. 0.,
2669.
5. Bendell to Walker, Jan. 14, 1873, I. 0., B 594; Crook to A. G., Sept. 22, 1873.
op. cit.; 42 Cong.• 3 sess., H. E. D. no. 105 Arizona Citizen, June 28,. 1873.
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vice, the president was empowered to appoint five Indian inspectors; who were authorized to visit and examine each
agency at least twice each year. They were to be held strictly
responsible to the secretary of the interior. 6
The building of a telegraph line to the Apache country
also worked a profound transformation in the administration of both the military and civil affairs. McCormick, with
the support of Garfield and Belknap, seized an opportunity to
amend the sundry civil appropriation bill on January 21,
1873, to include $50,000 for the construction of a line from
California to Arizona. The work started at San Diego on
August 23, and with a branch to Fort Whipple was completed at Tucson in slightly more than three months' time. 7
Thus, with instantaneous communication from Washington,
instead of a delay of twenty days when dependence had to be
placed on the telegraphic termini at Santa Fe and San Diego,
sufficient economies were effected in the letting of contracts
and in increasing the effectiveness of scouting parties, to pay
for the line in less than a year. 8
But the real problems of Apache control had to be met
at the reservations. These problems were to be solved, according to the "Peace Plan," by Christian civilian agents
nominated by the Dutch Reformed Church. Should their
peaceful methods fail, the military was to step in to
enforce obedience; and in the case of a complete breakdown
.of authority, an army officer was temporarily to assume the
duties of the agent. Naturally, a condition of chaos was to
6. Arizona Citizen, Mar. 22, June 21, 1873; Laws and Instructions Relating to the
Duties of Inspectors of the United States Indian Service (Washington. 1885), pp. 8.4.
Bendel! resigned on March 26, but stayed at his post until relieved by J. A. Tonner
on June 3. The superintendency ended on June 80, 1873. Comm. to Bendel!, Mar. 26,
1878, L. B. no. 112, p. 27. Dr. Bendel! returned to Albany, New York, where he
resumed his profession of medicine. He died November 14, 1932, at the age of 89.
New York Times, Nov. 15, 1932.
7. Arizona Citizen, April 12, Sept. 13, Dec. 6, 1873.
The first telegram over the line was sent by General Schofield, on October 29,
congratulating Crook upon his promotion to brigadier general. This promotion was
made by President Gran~ over the heads of thirty-four senior officers. Ibid., Nov. 15,
22, 1873.
8. 43 Cong.• 2 sess., H. E. D. no. I, vol. ii, p. 4.
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exist most of the time, with such a fertile field for the dElVel..:
opment of jealousies and personal animosities. 9
The church was handicapped from the start, due to the
few frontiersmen among her converts. The church officials
fully agreed with Governor Safford that an agent's religious
views had little to do with his ability to manage savage and
erratic Indians, but the officials also knew that their organization would be held accountable for their appointees' moral
conduct. They were therefore compelled to appoint eastern
men whose reputations were fully established. The church
was further handicapped because of the difficulties her
agents encountered in finding the right kind of employees,
especially at the low wages paid. 10
Regardless of difficulties, the problem of Apache management after the surrender at Camp Verde was essentially a
concern of the civilian agents. But almost all that could be
attempted at first was to ration the Indians and impose·mild
restraints upon them, designed to check their propensities
for roving. The Campe Verde Reservation presented an
especially difficult problem. The Indians had never craved
this region for a permanent home arid during the period of
hostilities none had remained there on their own accord. In
fact, when over one thousand came in at the time peace was
made, they did so because of sheer exhaustion. Fevers and
dietary troubles soon carried away more than three hundred
individuals; then the toll was greatly increased by whoopingcough and eye diseases. Sedentary life induced unsanitary
conditions, which, in turn, were made.worse by the Indians'
meager knowledge of cooking. With no medicines available,
9. The arrogance of the military was not lessened by Sherman's statement that
nearly all the civilizing and Christianizing of the Indians had been done under army
supervision. Arizona Citizen, May 10, 1873.
10. Safford to editor, Nov. 30, 1872, Arizona Citiz...., Dec. 7, 1872; R. B. 1. C.,
1870, p. 111, 1873. p. 126.
Superintendent L. E. Dudley, of New Mexico, in suggesting that the churches
should consider other traits besides piety, wrote that a "competent bad. man will in
the long run cost the Government less than an incompetent good man," Dudley to
Smith, Nov. 15, 1873, 43 Cong., 1 sess., H. E. D. no. 1, vol. iv, p. 638.
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except the little furnished by the military, the condition of
the savages grew rapidly worse.H
There was a great fluctuation in numbers during the
summer and fall of 1873. Certain renegades and several
straggling parties stayed in the mountains at the time of the
surrender, hoping to remain unnoticed, but numerous punitive expeditions during the following weeks forced them to
give up. And in May the number was further increased by
the addition of about five hundred Indians from Date
Creek. 12 This change endangered the already weak control
of the reserve, for the presence of many new squaws caused
much violence among the warriors. However, Agent Williams, now returned from Date Creek, diplomatically displaced the old chiefs with young men who could enforce
order. A better attitude was also induced, in August, when
the military forced' certain settlers to pay damages done to
the Indians' fields by roving stock. 13
All the field officials from the time of Colyer's visit
considered the Verde Reservation to be a permanent home
for the savages, and Agent Williams, who appears to have
had the Indians' welfare at heart, eagerly looked forward to
the inauguration of the methods of civilization. Unfortun11. !T. W. Williams to Bendell, April 28, 1873, 1. 0., Ariz. Misc.; Dr. L. Sanderson
to Smith, June 29, 1874, ibid.
When 1500 tribesmen became ill at one time, Crook's prompt action in increasing
the strength of the Verde post prevented a general hegira. Thus frustrated, and
egged on by jealous medicine men, the bands killed a number of "witches." Dr. W. H.
Corbusier, m8., B. E., PP. 13-16.
12. Although Agent Williams had no trouble at the Camp Date Creek agency
during the winter and spring of 1872-1873, Crook and Bendell decided in the following
April, 1873, that the bands while still cowed by the recent campaigns should be moved to
the Verde Reserve. The removal was made on May 1, unfortunately too late to plant
crops in the Verde Valley. Four hundred and twenty-five Indians were taken to the
Verde Reservation at the time, but despite the fact that Crook posted a strong force
of troops around Camp Date Creek two hundred and forty-four others escaped to the
mountains. The troops then pushed them to the Colorado Reserve, and later, on
June 18, Crook ordered 'their transference to the Verde Reservation. By September,
the Apache question in western Arizona had ceased to exist. Williams to BendeIl,
Feb. 24, 1873, I. 0., Ariz. Misc.; Crook to Bendell, April 9, 1873, I. 0., B 145; Bendell
to Comm., April 9, 1873, S. L. B., vol. ii, p. 202; Crook to A. G., Sept. 22, 1873, 1. 0.,
I 355.
13. A. G. Buttner to BendeIl, April 14, 1873, 1. 0., Ariz. Misc.; Lt. W·. S. Schuyler to A. A. G., Sept. I, 1873, A. G. 0., 5228.
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ately, his initial plans which were largely agricultural failed
due to the late date of the peace in April, 1873 (too late to
plant crops) and to the still later' removal of the Date Creek
Indians. Tools were not made available because of bureaucratic slowness, and the meager cultivation undertaken was
done with those implements lent by the military. He moved
his charges from near the post to a healthful region eighteen
miles away, where he expected to build an agency; but with
no funds available he found little work to do except to make
plans for the next year. 14
' .
Williams planned an irrigation ditch ten miles long that
would irrigate 2,000 acres. Such an area of cultivated land
to supplement the excellent grazing land of the reserve
caused him to contemplate the Indians as transformed into
peaceful farmers. Surprised to find that the Apaches were
not averse to labor, he asked for an advance of $5,000, to begin the canal so that the crops could be planted early in 1874.
But he was soon even more surprised, for his request was
refused upon the ground that the Indian Office had under
consideration a proposal to remove the Verde Indians to the
San Carlos Reservation. 15
Thus, unable to make fundamental plans, Dr. Williams
gave his attention to the Indians' health and comfort; and he
succeeded in winning the bands' confidence to a' high degree.
They improved their cooking, dressed better and built healthier huts; besides they effectively policed their camps and
many of them cut hay for the military. But sickness persisted to an alarming degree and a large number of individuals migrated to the ·highlands to escape the fevers of the
river valley. In fact, during November, 1873, out of the 2058
Indians registered on the agency books, only 992 were present for ration issues. Yet, Inspector William Vandever, who
visited the reservati9n in the early winter, reported to
Delano that despite the unsatisfactory condition the untiring
14.

Williams to Smith, Sept. 1, 1873, 43 Cong., 1 sess., H. E. D. no. 1, voL iv,

p. 655.

15. Williams to Smith, Sept. 15, 1873, I. 0., W 1237; Smith to Williams, Nov. 6,
1873, L. B. no. 113, p. 504.
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efforts of Williams indicated a bright future for the next
year. 16
The military had no difficulty with the Indians on the
Verde Reservation during the winter of 1873-1874, and
General Crook, after visiting them in early February, informed Commissioner of Indian Affairs E. P. Smith that
an outlay of $25,000 on an irrigation project would result
in the development of self-sufficiency, with an annual saving
of $50,000. The overburdened Indian Office was unable to
take such a constructive step, but the sudden insanity of
Dr. Williams practically gave full control to the military.
As a result, the military decided to direct all agency activities with the exception of keeping the records, which work
was to be continued by Oilver Chapman, the agency clerk,17
A dam was started on the Verde River at once~ Materials
were bought with money saved by buying hay from the
bands and by funds derived from the sale of beef hides that
were collected at the beef- issues. Bribes and excess ration
issues induced the Apache captains to persuade the Indians
to furnish the labor. Forty acres of excellent vegetables
were thus placed under cultivation, apparently to the great
satisfaction of both the military officers and the tribesmen.18
But divided authority at the agency quickly proved to
be a failure. Chapman criticized' the military methods of
issue and discipline, especially when the officers assumed
full credit for the successful work of the summer of 1874.
Disgusted because some of his mail had been opened by order
of Crook, and declaring he received no instructions from the
Indian Office, he prepared to leave for California. 19 In the
meantime, the commissioner of Indian affairs decided to
concentrate the Verdes on some other reservation, but he
had not decided when. However, the military was to have
16. Williams to Comm., Nov. 21, 1873, I. 0., W 1690; Vandever to Delano, Nov. 6,
1873, I. F., 1400. See the Commissioner of Indian Affairs' views in R. B. I. C., 1873.
p. 67.

17. Chapman to Smith, April 23, 1874, I. 0., C 346; Crook to Smith, April 24,
1874, I. 0., C 679.
18. Capt. J. W. Mason to Crook, April 23, 1874, I. 0 .. C 679.
19. Chapman to Smith, Aug. 12, 1874, I. 0., (n. f.).
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full control until the removal should be effected. Strangely,
poor Chapman first learned of the new arrangement when
an army lieutenant appeared and forcibly took over the
agencY,20
The military strongly opposed the bureau's plan to
remove the Indians of the Verde Valley. To Crook's view
these heterogeneous bands could only be controlled by a
continuous military threat. If removed to the White Mountain country, troop movements would be difficult, he said,
and there would be little arable land; while if removed to the
Colorado, the bands would be quickly exterminated by the
vicious inroads of social diseases. He also insisted that a
removal would violate his treaty of the preceding year. But
the commissioner of Indian affairs, supported by the board
of Indian commissioners and the Dutch Reformed people,
persisted in their plans for concentration. 21
Chapman was now restored as special agent through
the influence of the church. He assumed charge on November 13, 1874, but military hostility, insufficient supplies and
an atmosph~re of uncertainty about removal, made him reluctant to do any work of a constructive nature. Nevertheless, he prevented an outbreak when his supplies became exhausted by entering into a temporary contract with Arizona
dealers for 200,000 pounds of flour, 12,000 pounds of barley
and 10,000 pounds of corn. He also procured 500 blankets
that had been ordered the year before. 22 In December, the
wheels of officialdom moved, and in the interests of efficiency
and economy, a decision was made to move the Verde Indians
to San Carlos. 23
20. Comm. to Delano, May 23, 1874, R. B. no. 24,
24, 1874, 1. 0., C 490.
21. Crook to A. G., April 10, 1874, A. G. 0., 5228;
23, 1874, 1. 0., F 418; R. B. I. C., 1874, p. 107.
22. Chapman to Smith, Nov. 23, 1874, I. 0., C 1057.

p.

408;

Chapman to Smith,

June

J. M. Ferris to Smith, Sept.

According to Chapman, the military interfered in the work of the agency because
they were filled with "feelings of jealousy and chagrin at seeing so much accomplished without military coercion." Chapman to Smith, Dec. 1, 1874, 1. 0., C 1062,
Jan. 11, 1875, C 123.
23. Delano to Comm., Dec. 21, 1874, 1. 0., I 1516.
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Colonel L. E. Dudley, the former superintendent of New
Mexico, was selected to direct the removal. He arrived at the
reserve, early in February, 1875, only to find that interested
persons were protesting the removal through Territorial
Delegate McCormick, and that General Crook looked upon
the undertaking as an impossibility. However, the general
furnished him an escort and a packtrain of fifty-three animals. The Indians resisted the move in council, but due
to their severe punishment in 1873, they dared use. no
force to avoid their transfer. On February 27, Chapman
with a small escort led 1,400 individuals away from the
reservation that had been promised them forever, and upon
which had been constructed many permanent improvements
that pointed the way to a civilized life. 24 Seven days wererequiredto cover the distance of one hundred and eighty miles
to San Carlos, and en route a desperate factional fight resulted in the killing of seven Indians and the wounding of
seven others. Upon the arrival of the several bands, Agent
John P. Clum, the San Carlos agent, relieved the tension by
assigning the opposing groups different locations; then, a
few days later, he diplomatically induced them to give up
their arms. 25 The Verde removal, thus consummated, ended
the Apache question in west-central, Arizona from the geographical standpoint; but in concentrating the Verde bands
upon the San Carlos Reservation, the real problem of their
control was perhaps more difficult than ever before.26
The removal of the Verde bands-a sharp modification
of Apache management as originally planned by Colyer and
24. Dudley to Smith, April 3, 1875, I. 0., D 200; Gen. August V. Kautz to Col.
O. E. Babcock, Oct. 20, 1875, I. 0., P 518. (This letter was sent direct to President
Grant's secretary.)
A large 'wagon train, retained at an expense of $7200, hauled all the bulky property and the infirm Indians by way of Phoenix.
25. Chapman to Smith, Mar. 20, 1875, I. 0., 487; Clum to Smith, Mar. 28, 1875,
I. 0., C 484. Clum ignored Chapman as subagent. The commissioner therefore abolished the:'Verde subagen·cy. Courteously, he gave Chapman a leave of sixty days in
which to find work. Smith to Chapman, April 26, 1875, L. B. no. 124, p. 126, June 11,
1875, ibid., p. 445.
26. The Verde Reservation was abolished by an executive order of· April 23,
1875. See Executive Orders Relating to· Indian Reservations, p. 5.
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Howard-did not interrupt the constructive trend of the
regime initiated at Camp Apache among the Coytero bands
in 1871-1872. Dr. Soule, who became agent at the time of
Howard's second visit, was relieved early in December, 1872,
by James E. Roberts,· a nominee of the Dutch Reformed
group.27 Fortunately, the Indians reacted most favorably
to the change and they caused no trouble until several severe epidemics sharply reduced their numbers in the following February. Great numbers of the survivors then relieved
their distress by inebriation,and in the violence that naturally followed, many individuals were killed and numerous
attacks were made on citizens. Some of the braves, in trying
to conceal the criminals from the agent, also evinced a tendency towards insubordination. 28
Roberts, from the time of his arrival, felt that an increase in the tribesmen's private property would make them
less inclined to go to war~ For this reason he pressed and
succeeded in getting the fifteen head of cattle that President
Grant had promised Miguel at the time the chief visited
Washington with General Howard. In addition Commissioner Smith provided the Coyoteros with fourteen extra
heifers and one hundred sheep. The Indians were greatly
elated, and bestowed such care on the stock that Inspector
Vandever~ late in 1873, reported stockraising to be a civilizing influence which would soon make the Indians conservative, provided the Indian Bureau issued sufficient breeding
stock to take full advantage of the opportunity.29 Roberts
also maintained that the Indians would "become civilized
just as soon as they became lovers of money." And to get
the money he suggested that the commissary at the posts
27.

9, 1872,

9.

Bendel! to Roberts, Dec.
S. L. B. ~0I. ii, p.
Dr. Soule, as a military
Burgeon, was moved to the Department of California at his own request. Soule to
Walker, Nov.
1. 0., S
Roberts to Bendel!, Feb.
I. 0., Ariz. Misc. To prevent the making
of Utiswin" Roberts asked for meal in place of corn. He also requested soda instead of
the vast quantities of soap that were sent him. Roberts to Smith, July
1. 0.,
R
The Arizona Miner (June 2,
charged that soap was ordered for the.
reserves purely for graft.
Comm. to Roberts, Aug.
L. B. no.
p.
Vandever to Delano,
. Oct. 2,
I. F., 1404.

28, 1872,

28.

232.

29.

364.
28, 1873,

13, 1873,

1873)

1873,

15, 1873,

113,

90;
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purchase all the crops that the Indians niight raise. 30 The
military evidently shared the view, for the adjutant general
ordered that during 1874 all the hay and grain produced at
the various reserves should be bought, and that the contractors should be required to "purchase as much as practicable
from the Indians."31 But of greatest discomfiture to the
Arizona contractors was Roberts' action in suggesting that
contracts for goods be filled at Santa Fe. Supplies from this
point could be furnished at much less cost and delivered in
four months less time than those from San Francisco. This
fact, he thought, would be especially important in the case of
. tools, which, when heretofore ordered for spring use, had
always arrived in the falI.32
Roberts soon proved himself to be an excellent disci:'
plinarian. Not only were several recalcitrant Tonto bands
subjected to the regular agency routine of metal tags;
descriptive lists and frequent musters; but after Miguel's
band had become insubordinate several chiefs were arrested.
And Captain Chiquito, charged with harboring numerous
murderers and also with trading stolen stock to the Zunis,
was sent to the Yuma prison. Several other bands guilty of
inattention to their crops and stock had their liberty of roaming about withdrawn, while still others accused of theft were
punished by a cessation of ration issues until they returned
the stolen animals and brought in the uncontrolled "bad
men." After the bands. had come to respect the agent's
authority, he further cemented his position among them by
persuading the commissioner of Indian affairs to authorize
an issue of 1400 blankets. 33 In fact, Inspector Vandever in
October, 1873; delighted to find that the Coyoteros would
30.

14, 1873.

282.

Roberts to Smith, Aug.
1. 0.. R
With almost no tools the
Coyoteros were cultivating 283 acres of corn.
Gen. E. D. Townsend to· Schofield, Sept.
1. 0 .• W
The officials
thought that the plan would prevent the contractors from bringing .in Mexican laborers. who frequently sold ammunition and liquor to the Indians.
Ferris to Delano, April
1. 0., F
Roberts to Bendell, May
1. 0., B
Roberts to Smith. Sept.. 11.
1. 0., R
Sept.
1. 0 .• R
Smith to Roberts,' Oct.
L. B.
no.
p.

31.

32.
33.
1873.
113,

16, 1873,

372,
450.

11, 1873,
4, 1873,
20, 1873.
374;

6.

548;

1156.

28, 1873.
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have 6000 bushels of corn to sell, quickly confirmed Major
George M. Randall's report that they were "peaceable, well
.
disposed, and under better discipline than ever before."34
.The Indians maintained their cooperative attitude for
several months, and during the spring of 1874 Roberts induced them to dig five miles of irrigation ditches with
whfch three hundred acres of new land were made available
near the agency. This was a fortunate project, for it was
scarcely finished when Crook ordered that no farming would
be allowed except near the post. 35 But less fortunate for the
success of Roberts' regime was the faCt that the military began to interfere in the details of reservation administration.
In July, 1874, Major Randall ordered the punishment of all
Indians who carried passes issued. by the agent. 36
Roberts now reported to Commissioner Smith that the
reserve had been virtually operating under military control.
The officers, he said, were having secret councils with the
Indians, making new chiefs, interfering with farming and
breaking down the morale of the agency assistants. The Indians, led to believe that Crook alone had authority, were
naturally mystified at the intricacies of the white man's control. Furthermore, Roberts said he was unable to disarm
his charges, because of the whiskey that came to them
through the post trader. With the military looking upon him
as "nothing more or less than a commissary sergeant," he
held that the peace plan could never be successful so long
as the troops had their hold at Camp Apache. His views
appeared to be well-founded when in September, 1874, the
military began to supervise the issuance of rations. 37
But of greater misfortune to the integrity of the civil
34. Vandever to Delano, Oct. 2, 1873, I. F., 1414; Randall to A. A. G., Aug. 23.
1873, A. G. 0., 5228.
35. Roberts to Smith, April 7, 1874, 1. 0., R 299; Roberts to Smith, Aug. 31.
1874, 43 Cong., 2 sess., H. E. D. no. I, vol. I, p. 594.
36. P. A. to Roberts, July 2, 1874, 1. 0., R 450.
37. Roberts to Smith, July 6, 1874, I. 0., R 561; Ferris to Smith, Sept. 25, 1874,
I. 0., F 409.
In October, Inspector J. W. Daniels found that Roberts had issued cattle at eight
hundred pounds when their real weight was only six hundred pounds. Daniels to
Smith, Oct. 19, 1874, 1. 0., D 1173.
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authority than the opposition of the military was the part
Roberts played in the reduction of the White Mountain Reservation. Proposals for the reduction of the reserve had first
been made in 1873 when it became evident that the eastern
portion, near the present Clifton, Arizona, was rich in mineral deposits. 38 'Charles Lesinsky and later E. M. Pearce,
who declared they did not know their properties were on reservation territory, had brought in over one hundred' men,
expended perhaps as much as $75,000 for equipment and had
been taking out coppor ore since the summer of 1872. When
the true wealth of the region became obvious, Surveyor General John Wasson, Delegate McCormick and Governor Safford began attempts to have the coveted area returned to the
public domain. A petition from Lesinsky on December 10,
1873, started political manipulation between territorial and
federal officials, which soon enmeshed Agent Roberts. And
after a winter of varied and voluminous correspondence 39
from many sources, Commissioner Smith on April 20, 1874,
asked Roberts to reply by telegram regarding the desirability
of reduction. But instead of complying, Roberts compromised
himself during the next two months in a series of conferences he started at Tucson with territorial officials. 40 He
38. Arizona Citizen, Nov. 8, 22, 1873; Safford to Delano, Nov. 26, 1873, 1. 0.,
S 802.
39. The entire, correspondence of the episode is collected in one file. See I. O.
R 809.
40. L. C. Hughes, the territorial attorney general, appears to have been the chief
conspirator. Stating that considerable expense had been involved in the segregation
efforts, Hughes pressed Lesinsky to know how much could be paid to get the mine segregated. When Lesinsky wished to know further particulars, Hughes wrote that he
was "not at liberty to state who the parties are, what the expense is or has arisen
from, or who has paid it;" but saying that he wanted to know "what is the best you
can do," assured Lesinsky that "this whole matter will be conducted in good faith on
our part." A few'days later, Hughes told Lesinsky in'a personal conference that "all
United States business is conducted on basis of buy and sell." In 1. 0., R 809 file, see
especially: Hughes to Lesinsky, June 23, 1874. (Hughes had written Lesinsky an
earlier letter with no date.). Pearce to Wasson, July 13, 1874. (Pearce charged that
Hughes had made the same proposal to him.). Lesinsky to Wasson, July 13, 1874, and
Wasson to Smith, July 18, 1874. Openly charging extortion, Wasson exposed the
scandal in the press. See Arizona Citizen, July 25, 1874. Safford removed Hughes
from office on July 30, after'the local bar association had voted the attorney general
as being unethical. Ibid., Aug. 1, 1874. According to the commissioner of Indian
affairs, Hughes wanted $5,000 for the deal. Smith to Ferris. Oct. 27, 1874. L. B. no.
120, PP. 405-407.
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then tried to avoid his implication by recommending the
proposed reduction;41 but finding his reputation clouded, declared that he had been thrust into a plot designed to bring
about his removal,42 An investigation that followed in the
·fall revealed nothing new, although the commissioner of
Indian affairs did decide that the agent had been made the
unconscious victim' of a plot. 43
Conditions might have improved at the reservation,
, but in December Roberts, still in conflict with the military,
resorted to drunkenness and formed a liaison with a
Mexican strumpet. Lawlessness soon became so flagrant
that the military merely awaited an opportunity to seize
the agency. The occasion arose several weeks later when
Roberts arranged to hold a count of the bands on February
26, 1875. Immediately, the military announced that instead
they would count the Indians on the 27th, and they invited
the agent to act a witness. A prolonged snow storm kept
Roberts from making his count, but he kept the Indians
peaceable by continuing to make issues to them on a basis
of former records. There was some delay, however, and
when certain chiefs remonstrated, Captain F. D. Ogilby
seized the agency by force, ousted Roberts and declared that
a bloody outbreak had been narrowly averted. Much perplexed, Commissioner Smith solved the dilemma by transferring the Camp Apache Agency to Agent Clum.44 Thus,
as in the case of the Verde Indians, the problem of Coyotero
41. Roberts waited until in July before' taking this action. Instead of sending a
telegram direct from Tucson, he returned to Camp Apache and by mail Bent one, dated
July I, to Dr. R. A. Wilbur of Tucson, to transmit to Commissioner Smith. Wilbur did
not get the letter until July 16. Ordinarily letters from the post reached Tucson in two
, to four days. Smith to Ferris, Dec. 28, 1874, L. B. no. 122. p. 137.
42. Roberts to Smith, Aug. 6, 1874, 1. 0 .• R 510. John Titus, the former territorial'
chief justice, declared Roberts had been persecuted by three or four grafters controlled
by a knot of federal officials. Titus to Smith, Aug. 8, 1874, I. 0., T 593. Commissioner
Smith said that Titus encouraged Roberts to get extra pay for the segregation. Smith
to Ferris, Oct. 27, 1874, 01'. cit.
43. Ibid; Daniels to Smith, Dec. 2, 1874, 1. 0., D 1223. Commissioner Smith, in
December, declared that Roberts would be required to resign unless he explained his
delay in correspondence. Smith to Ferris, Dec. 28, 1874, L. B. no. 122, p. 138. Neither
Roberts nor the Bureau appear to have taken further action.
44. Roberts to Smith, Mar. 3, 1875, 1. 0., R 156; Ogilby to A. A. G., Mar. 11, 1875,
A. G. 0., 1677; Smith to Clum, Mar. 31, 1875, L. B. no. 124, P. 77.
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management was also merged with that of the San Carlos
bands.
The peace plan from the time of its inception among the
Verde and Coyotero bands was sharply modified by military
interference. But among the Chiricahuas, the experiment of
peace was to be shaped by civil hands throughout. In fact,
immediately after the peace with Cochise was made in 1872,
Agent Jeffords settled down without military aid to carry
out Howard's generous promises. He was not long in learning that little tangible support was to be expected from his
superiors. At first he was furnished sufficient beef, but
nothing else; and when he made some unauthorized purchases the superintendent reprimanded him. I; Later, in the
spring of 1873, the Indian Bureau sent him a consignment
of subsistence supplies valued at $4,069. 45
The agent was quite satisfied with the excellent conduct
of his charges who" to the disgust of "prophetic croakers,"
did not leave the reservation at the close of the winter. Cochise cooperated by, turning over all stolen animals and
Jeffords led an arduous life keeping the bands "straight."
Apparently no aid came to him during the summer of 1873;
neither was anything of an official nature done for the In,;.
dians. But by furnishing medicines at his own expense and
by exchanging his excess flour for trad'er's corn Jeffords
saved' the Chiricahuas from the usual epidemics of fevers
and dietary troubles. 46 Such irregular practices, of course,
brought him into disfavor with his superiors, but as a consequence they were led to consider his problems. In August,
1873, the Indian Bureau promised to pay the indebtedness
of $6200 owed by the Chiricahua Agency, and a few weeks
later when such "satisfactory results of the peace policy"
became apparent, the acting commissioner liberally supplied the Indians for the first time. 47
45. Jeffords to Smith; Aug. 31, 1873, 43 Cong., 1 sess., H. E. D. no. I, vol. iv, p.
659; Bendell to Jeffords, Jan. 2, 1873, S. L. B. vol. ii, p. 39; Jeffords to Bendell, April
15, 1873, 1. 0., B 229.
46. Jeffords to Howard, May 25, 1873, 1. 0., H 495; Jeffords to Smith, July 25,
1873, 1. 0., J 583.
47. Acting Comm. to Delano, Sept. 26, 1873, I. D.
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Unfortunately, conditions among the Chiricahuas were
not promising for the future. The warriors, well supplied
with guns and ammunition, preferred to hunt and make
"tiswin" rather than to take up the practices of sedentary
life. Cochise was also losing his influence with advancing
age; besides, there was little harmony among his bands.
Furthermore, Inspector Vandever reported that the very
inaccurate co:unt of over 1100 Indians probably included
four hundred disaffected and insubordinate -visitors who
were only too eager to encourage raids into Mexico. In
characterizing the Chiricahuas as a group of wild mountain
Indians adverse to civilization and instruction, he insisted
that they would never work as long as they could get a living
by any other method. Neither were the agent's methods encouraging: obedience was purely voluntary; the Indians
were never mustered; visiting braves were rationed; and
rations enough for whole bands were issued every fifteen
days to a few individuals who were supposed to represent
the larger groups. From Jeffords' viewpoint reform was
impracticable. 48
The problem of Chiricahua management was further
complicated, because the southern boundary of the reserve
was identical with fifty-five miles of the northern boundary
of Mexico. Crook's superiors had early characterized the
location of the Chiricahuas next to Mexico as a "breach of
good neighborhood," and there appeared to be much truth
to the assertion, especially when it was learned that the
most vicious Indians from the Tulerosa, San Carlos and
White Mountain Reservations gravitated toward the Chiricahua country, where they there joined the incorrigibles in
raids against the nearby Mexican settlements.49 Crook, fearing that embarrassing diplomatic difficulties might arise,
early in 1873 decided to enforce General Orders no. 10 among
the Chiricahuas. However the undertaking was immediately
48. Vandever to Delano, Oct. 18, 1873, 1. F., 1397; Jeffords to Smith, Aug. 81,
1873, op. cit., p. 660.
49. Schofield to A. G., Dec. 26, 1872, A. G. 0., 286; Crook to A. G., Feb. 11,
1873, A. G. 0., 831.
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dropped, for the general not only learned that Howard had
promised Cochise immunity from the military, but also that
the chief understood raids into Mexico were not to be considered as a violation of the peace. Howard was now pressed
for a definitive statement regarding the detailed provisions
of the treaty, but a voluminous and tiresome correspondence
throughout the summer merely tended to substantiate the
view that the Chiricahuas were to be managed without the
use of troops. 50
Meanwhile, Jeffords continued his paternal but loose
management of the Chiricahuas, and the fact that the tribe
failed to advance towards civilization was mainly caused by
factors beyond his control. In September, 1873, he removed
the bands from Sulphur Springs to the San Simon, where the
prospects for agriculture were brighter; but the unhealthful nature of the new location caused Inspector Vandever, in
November, to order them removed to Pinery Canyon, a
region where sedentary life was impossible. Requests for a
school now failed; the Indian Office even neglected to provide a sufficient amount of annuity goods for the winter of
1873-1874.51 The younger braves ~ere only deterred from
raiding by the most vigorous labor of Cochise and Jeffords,
and the reserve would have been deserted had not the agent
been able to issue a fairly regular supply of corn and beef.
As an added weight to his burdens, he felt compelled to feed
about four hundred visitors, who as recalcitrants at the
other Apache. reserves had taken refuge with the Chiricahuas. 52
.
.
Although the department of the interior was unwilling
to modify its civil policy as regards the Chiricahuas, the idea
of removing them to some other reservation was taking root.
Vandever's report in January, 1874, indicated that their
60. Ibid. See also, Sherman to Seety. of War (with an endorsement by Howard),
Feb. 28, 1873, I. 0., 783; Gov.!. Pesquira to Safford, Mar. 14, 1873, in Arizona Citizeon.,
. April 6; 1873; Smith to Howard, Sept. 19, 1873, 1. D.; Howard to Comm., Sept. 23,
1873, 1. D.
61. Jeffords to Smith; Sept. 1, 1874, 43 Cong., 2 sess., H. E. D. no. 1, vol. i, p. 696.
62. Ibid.; Vandever to Comm., Jan. 23, 1874, 1. D.
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reserve would always be a center for renegades, a source of
trouble with Mexico and a place devoid of the requisites for
the development of a civilized life. He was therefore in favor
of removing them to New Mexico, but Commissioner Smith
thought the proposal impossible. Nevertheless, in order to
) provide a future reservation, if needed, Canada Alamosa was
withdrawn from the public domain. 53
Superintendent Dudley Of New Mexico was now ordered
to sound the Chiricahuas regarding the possibility of their
removal. He reached their reserve late in May, 1874, only to
find Cochise at the point·of death ;54 but of more serious import, the attitude of the chief's bands convinced him,that they
would resist removal to the bitter end. However, he was
surprised to find that the two hundred and fifty Southern
Apache visitors were quite willing to return to Canada Alamosa. Thus, with the general situation so delicate, the superintendent decided against making any specific recommendations. 55
Jeffords reluctantly retained his position as agent,
largely as a matter of duty. Although he had no difficulty in
keeping his charges quiet, the evidence was plain that they
were making no progress towards civilization. Early in
September, lie reported that 930 individuals were under his
control, but two weeks later Inspector J. W. Daniels observed
that only 645 Indians were present for rations. Yet Daniels
strongly insisted that the results of Jeffords' civil control
were superior to those obtained at the other Apache reserves,
where the military played a prominentpart. 56
Many of Jeffords' troubles were due to the fact that the
Chiricahuas' close kinsmen, the Southern Apaches, had not
been reduced to satisfactory reservation control. In fact,
53. Delano to Secty. of War. Jan. 7, 1874, Land Division L. B. no. 14, p. 106;
Arizona Citizen. Feb. 7, 1874; Dudley to Smith, Mar. 28, 1874, I. 0., D 339.
54. Cochise
eldest son, to be
Citizen, June 13,
55. Dudley
1874, op. cit.
56. Daniels

died on June 8, 1874. The bands immediately chose Tahzay, Cochise's
their chief. Jeffords to Smith, June 10, 1874, I. 0., J 705; Arizona
1874.
to Smith, June 30, 1874, 1. 0., D 1002; Jeffords to Smith, Sept. I,
to Smith, Sept. 29, 1874, I. F., 121, Nov. 7, 1874, 1. 0., D 1163.
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a great portion of this group instead of moving from Canada'
Alamosa to Colyer's Tulerosa Reservation, either roamed
about their former haunts or took refuge with the Chiricahuas. Those bands that did move to Tulerosa quickly tired
of both the reserve and the agent and, in the hope of forcing
the government to return them to Canada Alamosa, attempted to intimidate the agency officials. But their new
agent, B. M. Thomas, from the time of his appointment in
January, 1873, maintained his control as far as.agencyman-·
agement was concerned. The military cooperated with
Thomas, and to prevent the usual spring exodus they kept
five companies of cavalry near the reserve limits. The command nonchalantly moved about a few· miles at day, but
always with no special objective in view. This unusual action
was quite· effective in restraining most of the warriors;
nevertheless, during the summer some scattered raids were
made against the Rio Grande settlements. Major W. R. Price
attempted to arrest the culprits on July 25, but the approach
of his three troops of cavalry was the signal for a general
flight; and en masse, the Southern Apaches fled towards
the Chiricahua country.57
The problem of their control now became more difficult
than ever before, for out of the six hundred individuals
rationed during the winter of 1872-1873, four hundred were
presumed to have taken refuge with Cochise. 58 The commissioner of Indian affairs ordered Jeffords to stop issues
to all visitors without permits and Inspector Vandever
insisted that all transients should be arrested. However,
th~ inspector was careful to state that more progress could
be accomplished with less military participation in the management of the reserves. Jeffords, faced with the actual
problem of managing the visitors, issued enough extra
rations to keep them.at peace. 59
57. Thomas to Dudley, Sept. 4, 1873, 48 Cong., 1 sess., H. E. D. no. I, vol. iv, p.
648; Vandever to Delano, Sept. 22, 1873, I. F., 1384; Price to A. A. G., July 80,.
A. G. 0., 3828.
.
58. Vandever to Delano, Oct. 18, 1873, I. F., 1397.
59. Smith to Jeffords, Nov. 21, 1878, L. B. no. 115, p. 42; Vandever to Comm.,
Jan. 28, 1874, I. D.
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Two hundred of the Southern Apaches returned to the
Tulerosa Reservation during the summer and fall of 1873.
But still yearning for their old homes at Canada Alamosa;
they remained with Agent Thomas only through fear of military punishment. Yet they proved to be docile, and during
the following winter sent some of their children to school,
handled agency stores for pay in merchandise and constructed a crude irrigation project. In the spring of 1874
they planted the new irrigated area to vegetables, but a kill':'
ing frost in June and rumors that the government intended
to transfer them back to Canada Alamosa, destroyed what
little interest they retained for the Tulerosa Reservation. 60
The Southern Apaches, in fact, perplexed the Indian
Office almost as much as the Chiricahuas. Colyer had moved
them to the Tulerosa Reservation in order to inaugurate the'
"Peace Plan," but now the officials believed that the Indians
would be less troublesome if returned to Canada Alamosa.
Telegraphic correspondence proved that Superintendent
Dudley had also changed his mind: He reported that a reestablishment of the agency at Canada Alamosa would satisfy
the citizens and Indians, induce a sedentary mode of life and
allow a successful concentration of the Chiricahuas at the
same point. 61 Then Commissioner Smith ordered further
investigation, but an executive order issued by President
Grant on April 9, 1874, which designated the area to be a
reservation, proved that a decision had already been made. 62
The decision to transfer the Southern Apaches to
Canada Alamosa was undoubtedly made in an effort to keep
them away from the Chiricahua Reservation. But even after
the removal Jeffords was authorized to feed visiting groups
so that they might be deterred from going on into Mexico. 63
Those bands that did move to Canada Alamosa refrained
from marauding upon the surrounding settlements, but a
Thomas to Smith, Aug. 31,1874,43 Cong., 2 sess., H. E. D. no. I, vol. i; p. 617.
Dudley to Smith, April 14, 1874, 1. 0., D 425.
Smith to Dudley, April 15, 1874, L. B. no. 118, P. 43; E",ecutive' Orders Relating to Indian ReseT'IJations, p. 120.
63. Comm. to Jeffords, June 30, 1874, L. B. no. 118, p. 394.
60.
61.
62.
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traffic in domestic animals that came from the Chiricahua
Reservation, indicated that the old association remained unbroken. ,Officials now realized that the Chiricahua and
Southern Apaches problem was far from a satisfactory solution; they were also aware that any acts of hostility by
either of the two groups would call for the most drastic
action on the part of the government. 64 .
Despite the fact that the affairs of the Chiricahuas and
the Southern Apaches were far· from a satisfactory state,
the evidence shows that the peace plan had proved immediately effective in reducing the difficulty of controlling these
two erratic Apache groups. A similar result had been attained in the case of the Verde bands. And even in the face
of a hostile military opposition at Camp Apache, the peace
plan had improved the government's relations with the
friendly Coyoteros. But at the Camp Grant Reservation the
plan failed to effect any decided change in the status of the
Arivaipa and Pinal groups. This single exception probably
occurred· because of General Howard's decision that it would
be necessary to remove them to the isolated San Carlos
Reservation and also because of the difficulty in finding a
competent agent for the bands.
The difficulty in finding a satisfactory agent for the
Camp Grant Indians is shrouded in deep mystery-it
appears that the territorial politicians were having great
influence in the management of· the reserve at the time.
George H. Stevens, whom Howard made temporary agent in
August, 1872, was replaced on December 20, by Charles F.
Larrabee of Maine. Since several weeks were required for
Larrabee to reach his post, Stevens was apparently not notified of the change. 65 During the interval the Indians appeared to be satisfied, arid although the agent conducted
64. Capt. A. B. Kauffman to A. A. G., Sept. 25, 1874, A. G. 0., 4188; Dudley to
Smith, Oct. 27, 1874, 43 Cong., 2 sess., H. E. D. no. 1, vol. i, p. 610.
65. Walker to Larrabee, Dec. 20, 1872, L. B. no. 110, p. 231.
A malicious sergeant of the First Cavalry wrote a scurrilous letter against Howard,
which, posed as a work of Stevens, led to the latter's replacement. Walker to Howard,
Dec. 21, 1872, L. B. no. 110, P. 231; Stevens to McCormick, Sept. 6, 1873, 1. 0., M 127.
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affairs smoothly the superintendent vaguely accused him of
"bad management" and "official corruption." But evidently
certain political machinations were occurring, for Dr. R. A.
Wilbur of Tucson was placed in temporary charge on February 9, 1873. 66
The next day, General Crook, while holding a conference with the chiefs, learned that the bands were eager to
remove to San Carlos at once. He quickly persuaded Wilbur
to take action, and giving complete military cooperation, had
the satisfaction of seeing the entire group of 1,500 Indians
transferred during the next five days to their new home. 67
The change in locationnaaturally produced a temporary
relaxation of discipline among the bands, with the result
that disruptive conflicts for leadership broke out. The Indians also irked by the presence of two companies of cavalry
threatened war if the troops were not removed atonce. 68
Just at this most inopportune moment Larrabee arrived
and assumed his duties as agent, relieving Dr. Wilbur. But
Wilbur had probably contemplated to stay much longer
and "being· thus immediately ousted, did all that a
thoroughly bad man could do." He fomented opposition
against the new agent in the hope that the Indians would
either. kill or drive him from the reservation. Should this
occur, Wilbur felt he would be retained in office and thus be
in a position to control the purchase of the reservation supplies to his own and his friends' advantage. 69
The Indians probably would have eliminated Larrabee
within a short time had not rivalry among the bands made
it expedient to use him as a gO-between. As a result, he became an important figure in their councils, and by promising
them liberal supplies succeeded in getting the bands to start
an irrigation ditch and to plant sixty acres of coin. But
66. Bendell to Walker, Feb. I, 1873, S. L. 8., vol. ii, p. 91; 43 Cong., 1 sess.,
·H. E. D. no. I, vol. iv, p. 657.
.
67. Wilbur to Smith, Mar. 3, 1873, I. 0., Ariz. Mise; Larabee to Comm., Mar.
29, 1873, ibUi.
.
68. Larrabee to Comm., April 30, 1873, ibid.
69. Larrabee to Bendell, Feb. 23, 1873, ibUi.; Titus to Smith, July 25, 1878, I. O.
L 208.
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unfortunately the long-standing leadership of Eskiminzin
and Chiquito was challenged by two aggressive warriors,
Chuntzand Cochinay. Even worse, the favorite wife of
Chiquito was seduced by one of Chuntz's followers; and al:most as if compensation were governing, one of the latter's
headmen was shot dead by a partisan of Eskiminzin. Several days of intense excitement followed these occurrences,
and Larrabee, realizing the impractiCability of managing
the Apaches without the aid of the military, requested that
a company of cavalry be posted at the agency.70
The immediate arrival of the troops probably prevented
a general stampede of the Indians, but the proximity of the
military offered no check to the nefarious plotting of Dr.
Wilbur. 71 Larrabee's control weakened meanwhile, and on
a ration day near the last of May, 1873, Sheshet, a notorious
warrior belonging to Cochinay's band, attempted to assassinate him. In the resultant melee, Lieutenant Jacob Almy, in
temporary. chp.rge of the troops was brutally murdered.
Larrabee now gave the military full control and deciding
a few days later that his influence was completely destroyed
sent in his resignation with a recommendation that a military man be named as agent. 72 ·
The military, of course, seized the opportunity to lash
with fury at the. incompetence of the civil administration.
Captain W. H. Brown informed Crook that "it is not disputed that this reservation has been rotten to the core. The
Indians have been tampered· with, the agents have been
rascals and knaves, the Interpreters have been liars and
thieves. . ." 73 The general even charged that the "criminal
conduct of Dr. Wilbur;" which he now "virtually confessed,"
70; Larrabee to Comm., Mar. 29, 1873, I. 0., L 53; RepOTt, Board of Investigation on Lt. Jacob Almy's Death, A. G. 0., 2933.
71. By liberal gifts Wilbur won the confidence of both Eskiminzin and the
agency interpreter. Wilbur wanted the agency beef to be delivered on hoof (graft
was easy by this method), while Larrabee insisted that it be furnished on the block.
When Wilbur saw that he could not "put a head" on Larrabee, he was ready to sac·
rifice life "to gain his purpose." Ibid.
72. Ibid.; Larrabee to Capt. W. H. Brown, June I, 1873, I. 0., B 586; Larrabee
to Smith, June 30, 1873, I. 0" L 208.
73.. Brown to A. A. G., June 15, 1873, A. G. 0., 2933.
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was merely "the outcropping of the old rottenness at Camp
Grant." 74
Fully determined to put a stop to the "weak and vacil-.
lating policy" as administered by the Indian Office, Crook
instructed Brown to inaugurate a "firm and decided" policy
of "impartial justice to all who do well, the olive branch to
all who desire to be at peace, but certain punishment to the
wrongdoers."75 Brown had evidently anticipated the in,.
structions and by a series of daily counts found that there
were only 1,200 Indians on the rolls instead of the 1,500
reported by Larrabee. More important his rigid discipline
and exact rationing not only reduced drunkenness but also
. brought order and obedience. 76
A constant interest in the growing crops was maintained by many of the Indians-especially by the chiefs and
headmen. Thus convinced that farming would rapidly expand, Brown continued the work upon Larabee's irrigation
ditch. The Indians also showed great interest in the eightythree head of stock cattle that were sent them during the
summer, and Brown, noting that their sense of ownership
was greatly heightened, reported that "their industry only
needs the proper direction to make it permanent and profitable." 77 Because of Brown's careful efforts, the Indians
were soon willing to conform to the 'wishes of the government. ,But the civil authority was not content to allow this
important position to remain in military hands. The commissioner of Indian affairs, therefore, in late October,
ordered the captain to turnover the San Carlos Indians to
Agent Roberts of the Camp Apache Agency.78
74.

3;1873,

75.
76.
77.

3, 1873,
15, 1873,
7, 1873,

Crook to A. A. G., July
ibid. Wilbur acknowledged that his conduct
had been "wrong" and "indiscreet." He wrote Larrabee that he was willing to
make "proper amends for the past." Copy of letter of June
1. 0., L
A. A. G. to Brown, July
A. G. 0.,
Brown to A. A. G., June
op. cit.
Brown to Comm., July
1. 0., B
July
B
Brown
thought that if the contracts were let in Washington the consequent removal of
"local prejudices" would render the Up osition of the Agent more free from embarrassment." Brown to Comm., Aug.
1. 0., B
Vandever to Delano, Oct.
1873~ I. F.,
Comm. to Brown and Roberts,
Oct.
L. B. no. 114, p.

78.
29, 1873,

31, 1873,
13,
365.

2933.

640,

820.
1390;

30, 1873,

31, 1873,
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However, this bureaucratic move appears to have had
no effect on the hold of the military, for Major Randall, who
replaced Captain Brown as commandant of the. agency
guard, assumed at once a dominant role in agency affairs. 79
Much to the Indians~ displeasure, he initiated a very harsh
scheme of discipline, and later, on January 1, 1874, either
through fear or malevolent designs arrested Chief Eskiminzin. 80 Three days afterward the chief escaped only to be
followed into the mountains by seven sympathetic bands.
Most of them returned within a short time, but because of the·
severe weather conditions that prevailed they were allowed
to erect their lodges on the high ground across the Gila from
the agency. While they were thus encamped, a heavy flood
cut off their communication with the agency officials. Chuntz
and his' fellow conspirators now seized this propitious opportunity to again establish themselves as leaders, and on
January 31 while the Gila was still impassable, induced a
band of inebriated warriors to attack a party of freighters
who had been forced to encamp near the Indian village. This
outrage convinced the mass of the Indians that they would
be punished for the crime of a few; therefore, leaving behind
nearly all their possessions, they fled in pandemonium from
the scene of the attack. 8! '
Most of the Indians kept within the limits of the reservation, but some fifty vicious braves raided through to Old
Camp Grant and on to Tempe, killing six persons and destroying much property.82 In conformity with the "Peace Policy"
all the Indians absent from the agency now became objects
79. Roberts, ·on December 9, 1873, assigned the San Carlos Age';cy to Dr. John B.
White, the agency physician. White to Smith, Aug. 9, 1874, 43 Cong., 2 sess., B. E.
D. no. I, vol. i, ,p. 597.
80. Daniels to Smith, Oct. 17, 1874, I. F., 122. Crook fully supported Brown'.
action. Crook to A. G., April 10, 1874, A. G. 0., 1562.
81. White to Roberts, Feb. 1, 1874, r. 0., W 349; Arizona Citizen, Feb. 7, 1874.
Crook in explaining that a "temporizing policy" was considered "expedient" at
San Carlos, substantiates, to a great degree, Clum's later charge that civil-military
conflict, lack of discipline and failure to arrest renegades, caused the outbreak. Crook
to A. G., April 10,·1874, op. cit.; John P. Clum, The Truth About the Apaches (Los
Angeles, 1931), p. 3.
82. Arizona·Citizen, Feb. 14, 28, 1874.
o
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of military management, and troops immediately organized
to pursue them were directed to "take no prisoners." This
action indicated that the military was bent on a policy· of
ruthless extermination. Fortunately for the Apaches, only
a few commands were available for pursuit and these were
kept practically inactive due to raging floods. But after a
short period of terrific hardships, the Indians, fully realizing the folly of their ilHldvised flight, fairly begged to surrender. And when Crook gave them this privilege in April
all the bands returned much crestfallen and with a most
cooperative attitude. 83
During the next three months the penitents proved by
their conduct that they were susceptible of civilization. They
now not only furnished scouts to run down the numerous
criminals and renegades among their bands, but also, by
promptly punishing all fellow members guilty of an .outrage,
proved that they had come to regard discipline as an absolute necessity. Moreover, they successfully cultivated two
hundred and sixty acres of vegetables and grain. Dr. John
B. White, the nominal agent, had little difficulty in persuading them to adopt r~volutionary changes in sanitation. They
built more healthful lodges, used less eye paint, avoided
tainted foods, changed their bathing habits to avoid fevers,
·and the medicine men took up Dr. White's medicinal practices as far as possible. Much impressed with the changed
attitude of his charges, White wrote Commissioner Smith a
long and sanguine letter'ori August 5, 1874, in which ,he suggested that "honesty of purpose" would bring "substantial
improvement" to the Apaches.84 . This suggestion indicated
that Apache control needed a revitalization. And, in fact,
a new order for the San Carlos bands was close at hand, for
six days later John· P. Clum, their new civilian agent, determinedly assumed charge of the San Carlos Agency.85
83.

Clum, lCEskiminzin." in N. Me:r:: BistoT~al RetJiew, vol. iii, p. 408, et seq.:

Arizona Citizen. Feb. 28, 1874.
84.

White to Smith, Aug. 6, 1874, in Arizona Citizen. Dec. 6, 1874. See also White

to Smith, Aug. 9, 1874, op. cit.; Crook to A. A. G., Aug. 31, 1874, 43 Cong., 2 BeSB.,
H. E. D. no. I, vol. ii, p. 61.

86.

Clum to Smith, Aug. 11, 1874, 1. 0., C 704.
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VI

P. CLUM AND THE TRIUMPH OF CIVIL CONTROL
HE ARRIVAL of John P. Clum at San Carlos on August 8,
18741 marked the beginning of a new era in Apache affairs. Appointed as agent on the recommendation of the
Dutch'Reformed Church, he was especially well fitted for the
difficult task that awaited him. 2 In addition to superior education and frontier experience, he possessed extraordinary
energy and tenacity of purpose; furthermore, he had a
natural bent for journalistic controversy-a valuable asset
for any official on the frontier.
Even before Clum assumed his duties he began to suspect that most of the Apache troubles emanated from a,
deadly mixture of civil and military control known to prevail at the reservation. Accordingly, he made a careful study
of the tribe, confirmed' his suspicions and determined to
eliminate the interference of the military in all Indian matters of a purely civil nature. 3
He had likewise decided that the best way to eliminate
the military was to ignore it; therefore, three days after his
arrival, and without the aid of a military officer, he success'"
fully inspected' the villages and counseled with the chiefs.
This bold start made. him very aggressive, and in hastep.ing
to inform the commissioner of the Indians' intelligent, pacific and cooperative attitude, he let it be known that he was
formulating recommendations designed to further curtail
the prerogatives of the military groUp.4
But the military was not content to be so easily ousted.
Lieutenant J. B. Babcock, in command at San Carlos, informed Clum that the military had controlled Apache affairs
since the January outbreak, not to usurp the agent's control,
JOHN

T

1.
2.
3.
4.

Clum to Smith. Aug, 8. 1874, 1. 0., C 682.
Delano to Comm., Mar. 2, 1874, 1. 0., I 227.
Clum to Comm., Aug. 31, ~874, 43 Cong., 2 BeSB., H. E. D. no. 1, vol. i, p. 297.
Clum to Comm., Aug. 11. 1874, I. 0., C 704.
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but merely to obtain a permanent peace. He suggested that
all future councils with the Indians should be held jointly to
promote harmony and that the military was willing to sustain the civil authority if the agent would endorse orders
given under General Crook's instructions. 5 Clum, of course,
agreed that harmony was very essential, but his decisive
reply settled the question that in all non-military matters he
intended to exercise sole control. 6
Despite this rebuff, Babcock still insisted upon cooperation "where duties touch closely at the edges." He immediately had a friendly conference with Clum, and then
informed Crook that although the agent resented the "slightest touch" of military control, he nevertheless saw the sense
of military supervision of passes and counts. He· also reported that Clum was in full accord with the military policy
"to punish wrongdoers, to keep out outlaws and to make the
Indians work."7 But Crook did not waver, and on August 20
.he instructed Babcock to disregard the agent's wishes if they
became an impediment to the safety of the reservation. Thus
fortified, Babcock resolved to retai~ the advantages the
military had gained "with or without permission" of the
agent. 8 But that very day the agent withdrew the right to
make counts and issue passes, stating moreover, that all
facts of record would be available for inspection at the
agency office. 9
Crook now faced a dilemma, and after inviting instructions,IO sent Major Randall from Fort Apache to iron out the
difficulty. Even this move failed, for Clum announced that
all coercive measures would be reported dfrectly to the secretary of the interior. Randall therefore decided against
interference although in making this decision he was
6. Babcock to Clum, Aug. 16, 1874. A. G. 0., 4008.
6. Clum to Babcock, Aug. 16. 1874, I. 0 .• C 789.
7. Babcock to A. A. G., Aug. 18. 1874, A. G. 0 .• 4008.
8. Crook to Babcock. Aug. 20, 1874. ibid; Babcock to A. A. G.• Aug. 29, 1874. ibid.
9. Clum to Babcock. Aug. 29. 1874. I. 0 .• C 789.
10. Crook to A. A. G., Sept. 8, 1874. I. 0 .• W 1664. The general was no doubt
sincere in believing that lack of proper surveillance might result in another Camp
Grant Massacre affair.
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prompted by the thought that the inexperienced agent would
soon be glad to call in the help of the military.u
During the time of the short and decisive controversy
Clum's time had not been sufficiently monopolized to interfere with his regular agency duties. He first won the Indians' confidence, and then inaugurated a simple plan of
self-government whereby t}J.e bands were to be policed by
four bucks of their own choice. The plan demonstrated its
immediate efficacy, for the bands not only submitted to disarmament, but they also gave up the manufacture of
tiswin. 12
'
With equal energy, he struck at the lack of proper
agency facilities by starting a building program within ten
days after his arrival. He requested $5,000 for the work,
but got $12,000.13 Thus encouraged, and more convinced
than ever that labor was one of the most effective ways to
civilize the Indians, he employed them to as great an extent
as possible. An office and quarters for· the personnel were·
first started; then he elaborated his plans with the aim of
making the work last for several years. The Indian's responded eagerly and were willing to do any kind of work at
fifty cents per day. Clum suggested to the commissioner,
however, that payment in goods would have a greater civilizing effect upon them than money wages alone. 14
He also included in his plans a reorganized farm program. Each of the ten bands w·as to be given an equal allotment of land from the agency farm, and they were to remove
their villages close to the scene of their work. He asked for
11. CIum to Smith, Sept. 8, 1874, I. 0., C 789.
A little later when Clum learned that the Indian Office was elated with the outcome
of the controversy, he grew much bolder, announced that the military was the chief
obstacle to the consummation of the peace policy, and requested that all the troops be
withdrawn beyond the limits of the reservation. Smith to Clum, Oct. 6, 1874, L. B.
no. 120, p. 265; Clum to Comm., Oct. 16, 1874, I. 0., C 887.
12. Clu'.", Apache Agent, p. 134, et seq.
The idea· of Indian police was not new in Arizona. A force had been used successfully on tbe Navajo reservation in 1872. See R. C. 1. A., 1872, p. 296. The Dutch Reformed officials advocated a police force in 1873. See R. B. 1. C., 1873, p. 180.
13. Smith to Clum, Sept. 14. 1874, L. B. no. 119, P. 464.
14. CIum to Comm., Aug. 22, 1874, I. 0., C 707.
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scales, blacksmith and carpenter tools, harness, oils, wagons,
mule shoes and several teams of mules. If supported in his
program and furnished necessary equipment, he predicted
that within a year he could show the Indian Office unexpected results. 15
The Indians readily adjusted themselves to the new administration. The men were counted daily and the women
and children every Saturday. With the aid of an "Apache
court" the enforcement of discipline practically ceased to be
a problem. Rations were issued on a weekly basis, each
individual receiving the same amount. Frequently, friendly
groups pooled their quotas in order to receive a full sack of
flour or a whole beef. 16
When Inspector Daniels visited the agency in October,
he was struck with the changed attitude of happiness and
satisfaction noticeable among all the bands. It was obvious
to him that their success in agriculture had already placed
them far ahead of any of the other Apaches in his district,
and he urged the introduction of sheep as an added incentive
to keep them near home and out of the mountains. The
agent received praise for his initial success and he was moreover strongly supported in his contention that the civil
authority should have sole control over reserve affairs,17
Of even greater importance, the inspector learned
about military interference at first hand. In a council with
the chiefs 18 he was asked to return certain San Carlos Indians who had been held captive at Fort Apache since the
15. Clum to Comm., Aug. 31, 1874, op. cit., p. 298.
Although he had been at San Carlos only a short time, he was nevertheless very
severe on the military in his annual report. Their tardiness in arresting drunken
renegades, he believed, had been the cause of most of the late disasters. He did think,
bowever, that the recent campaign had demonstrated that outlaws would be captured,
and that bands could be prevented from leaving and returning at their own pleasure.
Ibid.
16. Clum to Comm., Aug. 26, 1784, I. 0., C 753. A weekly ration for each one
hundred Indians consisted of: 300 lbs. of beef, 50 lbs. of flour, 8 lbs. of sugar, 4 lbs; of
coffee, 1 lb. of salt and 2 bars of soap. Clum, Apache Agent, p. 148. .
17. Daniels to Smith, Oct. 17, 1874, I. F., 122.
18. Eskiminzin was once again headchief. He 'had recently been released from
Fort Grant through the efforts of the new agent. Clum, "Eskiminzin," in N. Me.,. H.
Rev., iv (Jan., 1929), 4.
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Januaryoutbreak. He agreed to try, and, after reaching the
fort secured the release of twenty-nine prisoners from Agent
Roberts. Within a short time after they had been started
for San Carlos, a troop of cavalry under the command of
Major Ogilby, arrested the Indians and hurried them back
to the post. Although the major admitted that his action
was partly motivated by his personal feelings towards Roberts, yet he insisted that it was in conformity with General
Orders No. 10.19
Such action naturally won. the enmity of the Dutch Reformed officials. They denounced military interference with
the work of their agents and threatened to cease their cooperation if the Indian Office failed to. render the proper
support. 20
Evidently the commissioner was impressed, for he informed Secretary Delano that the Indians at San Carlos and
Camp Apache were sufficiently under civil control to warrant the removal of the military for "quite" a distance and
that their permanent removal at an early date would have a
beneficial effect on all agency administrationP
No action followed, but for several months after the
departure of the inspector, affairs at San Carlos became
more routine. The agent' fed his Indians well, made them
labor for everything they received, induced them to sow one
hundred acres of cereals, and won the hearty approval of
the press. Even the governor spoke felicitously of agency
management to the legislature. 22
The Indians appeared very happy with the new regime;
only thirty-two recalcitrants were taken during the winter,
19. Clum to Comm., Oct. 18, 1874, 1. 0., C 906.
20. FerriB to Smith, Sept. 25, 1874, 1. 0., F409; FerriB to Smith, Oct. 17, 1874,
I. 0., F 468.
21, Smith'to Secty., Nov. I, 1874, 43 Cong., 2 BeBB., H. E. D. no. I, voL i, p. 869.
The board of. Indian commiBBionerB also demanded BUpport for the agent against
the military. R. B. I. C., 1874, p. 107.
22. Arizona Citizen, Dec. 19, 1874; Journals' of Eighth LegiBl4tifJe ABBemblll,
1875, p. 87.
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and by February not a renegade could be found in their
former haunts. 23
By the use of 2500 pounds of soap every three months
and immunization against smallpox, the health of the Indians was greatly improved. Already the agent noted a
decided increase in the birth rate. 24 With plentiful funds,25
he rapidly pushed his building program and planned its
extension. In March when he received congratulations for
his "progress" and "success" from the commissioner, it appeared that he had conquered all obstacles at his agency.26
Events and policies 27 elsewhere, however, were to bring
a profound transformation in the complexion of affairs at
San Carlos. The arrival and addition of the Verdes in
March, 1875, occasioned such a change. 28 Naturally, the
move greatly increased Clum's responsibilities, but after a
brief period of uncertainty he subjected the new charges to
his regular system of discipline. As soon as they started
building houses he admitted them to his scheme of self-gov-ernment by appointing four of their own men as police. The
Verde group then realized that they were an integral part
of the San Carlos organization. 29
Just at the time of the removal of the Verdes, an open
rupture in the civil-military controversy at Fort Apache
resulted in a military coup. The agency was seized, Agent
Roberts deposed and the Rev. J. M. Mickly appointed as
temporaryagent. 30 Commissioner Smith weighed the situation for a brief time and determined to hold on to his legitimate rights at all hazards. He therefore ordered Clum to
23. Arizona Citizen. Jan. 23, 1875; Capt. Brayton to A. A. G., Feb. 6, 1876,
A. G. 0., 1123.
24. Clum to Comm., Mar. I, 1875, I. 0., C 406.
25. He had already been furnished $26,187 for agency expenses. Clum to Comm.,
Jan. I, 1875, I. 0., C 100.
26. Smith to Clum, Mar. 16, 1875, L. B. no. 123, P. 445.
27. The policy of placing smaller bands upon the larger reserves, and sometimes
the shifting of larger groups to new locations had been added to the peace plan. Dunn,
Massacres of the Mountains, p. 19. It appears that the idea of a general concentration
of all the western bands was as yet unformed.
28. Cf. supra, p. 194, et seq.
29. Clum to Editor, Sept. 1, 1875, Arizona Citizen, Sept. 18, 1875.
30. Cf. supra, p.

201.
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take charge at Camp Apache until a permanent agent could
be selected. 31 With fifty dependable San Carlos Indians,
Clum proceeded to Camp Apache, receipted for the agency
to Roberts; and arrested the Rev. Mickly for opening Roberts' mail. Then, following a few' days of counseling in
which the Indians came to understand that all orders were
to come from him, he counted them. 32
As this was the first count that had been held at Fort
Apache without military supervision, the commander, Major
F. D. Ogilby, became much excited. Clum was informed that
the military would maintain its control, and count the In'dians the next day even if an attack had to be made on him
and his Indians at a ration issue that had been set for the
same time. But MajorOgilby realized that it was dangerous'
to his commission to:fight peaceable Indians, and when Clum
went ahead with his plans, the major desisted, dismissed his
Indian scouts and stopped resistance to the new agent's
program.33
Military efforts to wreck the civil administration now
took a different form. Since the arrival of the Verdes at
San Carlos, the agent had found it necessary to arrest numerous recalcitrant troublemakers. These were turned over
to the commanding officer, who confined them in the military,
gu~rdhouse. Likewise; the·samearrangement had prevailed
at Fort Apache. Angered at the outcome of his first bout
with the new agent, Major Ogilby quickly perceived that the
recent changes had strained agency discipline to the break- ,
ing point. As a result, he ordered the release of all prisoners held at the two points, and directed that no more should
be received. 34 In desperation, Clum requested to be ordered
to Washington where it might be finally decided whether he,
or the officers who were trying to overthrow him, should
exercise control. 35
31. Smith to Clum, Mar. 31, 1875, L. B. no. 124, p. 77.
32. Clum to Smith, April 16, 1876, I. 0., C 600.
. 33. Clum to Smith, April 24, 1876, I. 0., C 686; Clum to Vandever, May 27, 1877,
1. F., 1660; Clum to Comm., Sept. I, 1876, R. C. 1. A .• p. 216.
34. Post Adjutant to Lt. Ward" April 22, 1876, T. F., 1660.
36. Clum to Smith, May I, 1876, 1. 0., C 686.
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On May '1, when another general count was held at
Camp Apache, it was apparent by the tiswin brawls and
fighting around the camps that the situation was dangerous.
When Clum requested to know if he could rely on military
aid if it should be needed in bringing about order and subordination, he was told that the military would neither "interfere" with the Indians, nor guard any prisoners. He
also learned that the commanding general had issued instructions which only authorized protection to government
property and citizens located at the agencies. As the officers
had already given this information to the Indians, Clum
charged them as being "instigators of insubordination and
hostility."36
By this time the commissioner had decided to end the
deadlock, and the agent was ordered to report at Washington. 37 At the commissioner's office Clum insisted that the
military post at Camp Apache should be removed beyond
the limits of the reservation. This, the commissioner decided was too difficult an undertaking, but he suggested that
it might be feasible to remove the Coyoteros to San Carlos.
Almost at once General Schofield informed the war department that the military had the Coyotero troubles solvedthat a removal to San Carlos would merely undo the success
already made. , The Dutch Reformed Ch~rch supported the
commissioner, and thus encouraged, he advised the secretary
of the interior on June 9, that the 'successful removal of the
Verdes to San Carlos fully justified a similar removal of the
Coyoteros. There, he believed, in an accessible agricultural
region, they would rapidly advance towards civilization. 38
On June 16, Clum was ordered back to Arizona to effect the'
removal at once. 39 '
36. Clum to Capt. Worth, May 2, 1875, I. F., 1660; Worth to Clum, May 2, 1876,
ibid; Clum to Comm., Sept. I, 1875, op. cit.
37. Smith to Clum, ,May 14, 1875, L. B. no. 124, p. 307.
38. Clum, Apache Agent, p. 161; Schofield to A. G., June 2, 1875, I. 0., W 1032;
Ferris to Smith. June 9, 1875, I. 0., F 258; Smith to Secty. of Interior, June 9, 1876,
R. B. no. 26, pp. 265-266.
39. Acting Secty. to Comm., June 16, 1876, I. 0., I 764.
While Clum was in Washington, he received word from Acting Agent Sweeney
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When Clum reached San Carlos, he prepared for the
removal by selecting former agent George H. Stevens and
Chief Eskiminzin with sixty braves to assist him. As all
these Indians were very friendly with· the Coyoteros, he
counted on them to do most of the diplomatic work. Clum
and his assistants reached Camp Apache on July 22, and
immediately began a series of powwows. It was found impossible to move three bands of about four hundred Indians
. because their chiefs and leading men were serving as scouts
for the military. But among the remaining fourteen hundred, about five hundred who had formerly lived near old Camp Goodwin were eager for the change. Many of the
others hesitated to move until their crops were harvested;
and some of them resisted the plan because of the promises
made by General Howard in 1872. A great manY,no doubt,
were deterred by military rumors that they would eventually
be taken to a distant county and killed. Nevertheless, after
Clum had worked out a plan by which six hundred were to
remain on passes at Camp Apache. to harvest their crops,
the remaining eight hundred were started towards San
Carlos on July 26. The cavalcade reached its destination on
July 29, and two days later rations were issued at a general
count. At first all the bands were located near the agency,
but after they had become adjusted to the change, some four
hundred and fifty Indians were allowed to move twenty
miles up the Gila to the site of their former home. 40 '
40. Clum to· Comm., July 1 (?), 1875, I. D. The agent was perhaps suffering
from enthusiasm in this report when he wrote, "Thus about 1400 Indians were then
and there virtually transferred to the San Carlos without trouble, notwithstanding the
strong opposition." See also, Ogilby to A. A. ·G., July 25, 1875; A. G. 0., 4730; Clum
to Comm., Sept. I, 1875, op. cit., p. 215. Clum informed t!:le commanding general that
700 were removed. Clum to Gen. Kautz, July 26,1875, A. G. 0., 4730.
When Maj. Ogilby was asked for his cooperation in making the removal a success,
(Clum to Ogilby, July 20, 1875, I. F., 1660), he replied that he could not "interfere"
as long as the Indians were at peace. Ogilby to Clum, July 20, 1876, ibid. Two weeks
after the removal was made the com;"'anding general ordered Ogilby to furnish Clum an
escort for his personal protection during the removal! The troops, however, were to
compel no Indian to remove. A. A. G. to .Clum, Aug. 14, 1876, ibid.
that Maior Ogilby had ordered Lieutenant Ward "to take no action whatever," in case
of an outbreak, "but to allow the Indians to proceed at pleasure," and that after the
order became known, all Indians arr~sted showed a· tendency to resist. Clum to Smith.
June 17, 1875, ibid., (n. f.).
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The removal of the Coyoteros, although official, was far
from complete. Less than half of them were actually removed, and recent developments at Washington threatened
to undo all the work that had been done. Agent Clum must
have had an inkling of the trouble, for hastening to Tucson,
he wired the comissioner of the removal, and requested that
the Coyoteros be left in his hands to save disorganization
and dissatisfactionY Nevertheless, he was quite surprised
to meet "Colonel" W. E. Morford, who had just arrived
from New York as agent for the Camp Apache Reservation.
Morford, it developed, had been appointed through the
vagaries of politics on July 2, only two weeks after Clum
had been ordered back to Arizona to move the Coyoteros
away from Camp Apache. 42 Clum was greatly humiliated
by this apparent lack of support and confidence on the part
of his superiors, but he determined to resist Morford's claim
to the position on the grounds that the position no longer
existed. Morford was therefore informed that the agency
buildings at Camp Apache had been destroyed by a fire
almost at the time the Indians were removed. 43
But Morford was not to be so easily baffled. He barraged the commissioner with telegrams and letters, and his
friend, Rufus Ingalls, quartermaster general of the army,
interceded for him. 44 As a result, the commissioner ordered
Clum to "turn over the Camp Apache Indians to Agent Mor41. Clum to Comm., Aug. 4, 1875, 1. 0., C 1014.
42. Smith to Morford, July 2, 1875, L. B. no. 124, PP. 537-539.
43. When the fire was discovered, evidence showed that the seven buildings had
been fired simultaneously. It was also observed that L. C. Jenkins, the sub-agent, and
his party left for ,San Carlos about time the buildings started to burn. Lt. C. W. Bailey
to Ogilby, Aug. 14, 1875, A. G. 0., 4730.
A communication signed uJenks,'" and in Jenkins handwriting was pic~d up and
sent to the commanding general. It apparently compromised Jenkins and Clum, carry..
ing the news that the Coyoteros interpreted the "burning rightly," as' "the death of
affairs connected with them and a change of base." It also said, "Now that we have
conquered . . . I will father all that is done that you do not want to ..." Kautz to
A. A. G., Aug. 14, 1875, ibid. In 1877, Clum admitted that the "useless buildings" were
destroyed. Clum to Smith, July 21, 1877, 1. D.
44. Morford to Ingalls, Aug. 5, 1875, 1. 0., M 666; Morford to Smith, Aug. 9,
1875, I. 0., M 724; 'Morford to Smith, Aug. 10, 1875, 1. 0., M 662.
In these communications, Morford said that Clum while at Washington learned
about the probability of his appointment, and that he should have protested then.
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ford. There is no other way for the present." 45 As soon as
the two agents reached San Carlos, Morford learned that
nine hundred Indians were still at Camp Apache. He instantly decided to establish himself at that point, but Clum
now refused to transfer the Indians, saying his instructions
only required -the transfer of the remaining agency prop,..
erty.46 In the next move, when Morford suggested that the
reservation be again divided into two jurisdictions, the commissioner compromised, telling Morford to complete the
removal and then take charge, but to leave Clum in control
during the interim.H
'
But Morford, with ideas of his own, went on to Fort
Apache, formed an alliance with the military, and opened an
agency, And again the fight over removal was, reopened,
perhaps with more vehemence than before. Morford reported that affairs were in great confusion with two-thirds
of the Indians unremoved, and many returning from San
Carlos. Charging Clum with deceit and falsity, he said the
only reason removal had been attempted was to displace the
contractors of New Mexico with those of Tucson and San
Francisco.48 Such a verbal barrage appears to have left
Clum nonplussed for a time, 'but Inspector Kemble came to
his defense by declaring Morford insincere, insubordinate
and untrustworthy; and he 'characterized Morford's argument of Fort Apache being a better home for the Coyoteros
than San Carlos, as a "weak echo" of the military.49
45. Smith to Clum, Aug. 14, 1875, ibid.
46. Morford to Smith, Aug. 12, 1875, 1. 0., M 682.
Clum's refusal to transfer the Indians would indicate that he actually had received
the commissioner's earlier instructio·ns regarding Morford's appointment. For in..
structions, see, 'Smith to Clum, July 2, 1875, L. B. no. 124, p. 537.
47. Smith to Morford, Aug. 30, 1875, ibid., p. 218. Both of the agents were to
execute the order Ufaithfully in spirit as well as in letter."
48. Morford to Smith, Aug. 19, 1875, 1. 0., (n. f.) ; Clum to Smith, Aug. 23,
1875, 1. 0., C 1049; Morford to Ingalls, Oct. 12, 1875, I. D.
Clum reported that two hundred Coyoteros were allowed to return to Camp Apache
to gather corn. Arizona Citizen, Oct. 2, 1775.
'
49. E. C. Kemble to Smith, Jan. 18, 1876, 1. F., 719.
Clum also received strong support from the Arizo"", Citizen. No doubt his belief
that removal would divert the Indian trade from New Mexico to Arizona, "where it
properly belongs," was the deciding factor in his gaining this aid. Clum to Comm.,
Sept. I, 1875, op. cit., p.' 218. In addition to publishing his news reports, the paper
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The military, of course, seized the opportunity to aid
Morford, hoping thereby to undo Clum's work by preventing the completion of his removal plans. They advanced
arguments to show that his success was merely the fruition
of their own early efforts and that their help would be necessary to continue it, but that after all, no harmony could be
expected unless the department of the interior sent out an
agent of a more docile type.. Moreover, the new department
.commander insisted that a continuation of the concentration plan would necessitate the building· of an expensive
four-company post at San Carlos it' control were to be retained over so many diverse hands. 50 In this view he was
supported by General Schofield, who now said that, although
he had formerly been in favor of civil control, the present
predicament convinced him that the Indian bureau should be
turned over to the department of war so the purer servr~e
of the military could eliminate the graft of the civil officeh.
While he was willing to carry out the peace policy, he .declared his troops would not be allowed to war against
"peaceable Indians upon the demand of an Indian Agent." 51
In the meantime, Agent Morford conducted his pseudoagency on an independent basis with aid and supplies furnished by the military. Evidently everything worked to his
ends, for the chiefs, representing 1,003 Coyoteros, soon informed him that they would make their bands self-sufficient
within six years if allowed .to remain where they were. Fortified with this proposal, he informed the commissioner the
agency should be rebuilt at Camp Apache to avoid the desperate resistance sure to follow any attempt at removal. 52
50. Gen. August V. Kautz to A. A. G., Aug. 31, 1875, 44 Cong., 1 sess., H. E. D.
no. I, vol. ii, p. 133; Kautz to A. A. G., (n. d.), A. G. 0., 1834. Kautz had assumed
command on Mar. 22, 1875, when Crook was transferred to the department of the
Platte.
51. Sehofield to A. G., Sept. 20, 1875, 44 Cong., 1 sess., H. E. D. no. I, vol. ii,
p. 122; Sehofield to A. G., Jan. 5, 1875. A. G. 0., 804.
52. Morford to Smith, Sept. 6, 1875, 1. 0., M. 768.
began to earry praiseworthy artieles about his administrative polieies. The editor
also wrote the commissioner numerous personal letters in his support. Wasson to
Smith, Aug. 12,1875,1. 0., W 1426; Wasson to Smith, Aug. 26, 1875,1. 0., (n. f.).
See also, Smith to Gov. Safford, Oet. 18, 1875, in ArizO'na Citizen., Oet. 30, 1875.
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The commissioner, however, detected the intrigue and wired
him immediately, that a continuance of his perversity would
necessitate the abolition of his office. 53 But Morford now
hewed to the letter of his orders and asked for military' aid
to remove the 1,400 Coyoteros who he thought would not go
in peace; this, as expected, the military refused to furnish. 54
Within a short time, when it became obvious that the agent
was resisting removal to keep his son in as his chief clerk and
to get his .daughter appointed. as teacher, the department of
the interior acted, and by order of the president, the Camp
Apache Agency was discontinued, and the Indians placed in
.
charge of the San Carlos agent. 55
Nevertl).eless, Morford was not done. In an apologetic
letter he explained how his troubles had largely resulted
from a confusion of instructions; and also, how easily the,
Indians could be removed to San Carlos if they were.allowed
to remain at Camp Apache until cold weather made them
"tractable as lambs." More important, M:0rford had political
influence. This was soon shown when the commissioner not
only informed him his letters explained everything, but also
appointed him as agent to fill a'. vacancy at the Colorado River
Reservation. 56
During this time there had been other developments of
note. In September, Agent Clum in reply to a questionnaire
which really suggested the answer, boldly stated to the board
. of Indian commissioners that an Indian police force entirely
superseded the necessity of the military on a reservation. 57
Naturally, General Kautz was moved to action by this show
of hostility emanating from men in high positions of honor
and trust. He knew that the Clum-Morford fight had left the
63. Smith to Morford. Sept. 7, 1875, L. B. no. 126, p. 277.
54. Morford to Ogilby, Sept. 10, 1875. I. 0., M 83; Ogilby to Morford, Sept. 11,
1875, ibid.
55. Morford to Smith, Sept. 16, 1875, I. 0 .• M 863; Acting Secty. to Comm., Sept•
. 22, 1875, I. 0 .• I 1251.
.
56. Morford to Smith. Oct. 2. 1876. I. 0., M 948; Smith to Morford. (n. d.),
L. B. no. 126. p. 624. The commissioner deleted the "Morford Affair" from CIum's
annual report for 1875. See R. C. 1. A., 1875, p. 218.
67. Clum to Bd. of Ind. Comms., Sept. 18. 1875, R. B. 1. C., 1875, p. 95.
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Indians throughout the reservation more insubordinate and
unsettled than at any time since Clum took charge; there-fore, he seized the opportunity to ask the agent if he wished
the troops removed from San· Carlos. If Clum refused, he
would open himself to' ridicule; if he agreed, the general
hoped that subsequent events would require the recall of the
troops and thereby prove the inefficacy of civil control. But
the troops were removed on October 27 at the agent's request, and· thus for the first time he had an opportunity to
conduct a program of purely civil control at his main
agency.58
This concession, however, did not apply to the Camp
Apache Reservation from which several hundred Indians
. were yet to be removed. Clum knew that as long as' Kautz
retained the forty Indian scouts in his service, it would be
impossible to remove at least two hundred other Indians who
were members of their families. He therefore requested
Kautz to discharge them. In refusing to comply, Kautz expressed his fear that the agent would soon lose control of the
Indians, whereupon, the military would again need the services of the scouts. Kautz also told Clum that the retention
of the scouts would not prevent a complete removal of the
others if they were "not opposed to removal" and that if fivesixths of them were already removed, as reported, then the
removal was practically effected. But he agreed to discharge
certain chiefs who might facilitate the work. 59
When Clum went to Camp Apache a few days later to
close' the agency, he made no especial efforts to bring the
remaining Coyoteros to the Gila, but he reported that they
had sold their crops and were returning to San Carlos. 60
This visit evidently convinced Kautz that Clum was
58. Lt. G. S. Anderson to Clum, Oct. 9, 1875, I. F., 1660: Clum to Kautz, Oct. 9,
1875, ibid.
Clum's bitter letter (Clum to Editor, Sept. I, 1875, in Arizona Citizen, Sept~ 18,
1875) against the military also influenced Kautz to make the concession. Kautz to
Babcock, Oct. 20, 1875. op. cit.
59. Clum to Kautz, Oct. 9, 1875, I. F., 1660; A. A. G. to Clum, Oct. 19, 1875,
I. F.; 713.
60. Clum to Smith, Oct. 16, 1875, 1. 0., (n. f.).
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about to be successful, for he again took up the cause· against
removal, this time directly to President Grant. Informing
General Babcock, the president's secretary, that he anticipated trouble "if the present Indian Policy is carried out,"
he struck at the commissioner's action in breaking Howard's
promi~e as "not accidental but premeditated." Concentration, he believed; was unwise in a thinly populated region like
the Southwest, but if persisted in, it should take place in the
isolated White Mountain country instead of the valuable and
accessible region near San Carlos which he felt would soon
by encroached upon by miners and settlers. When this'
should occur, he predicted it would necessitate the presence
of several companies to preserve peace, as well as the maintenance of posts at Verde, Apache and Grant to command
"the country to which the disco,ntented Indians' will flee."
Furthermore, he was sure that Tucson and California contractors were engineering the removal because they found it
impossible to compete with New Mexican contractors in
supplying Camp Apache. Not half of the Indians had actually been removed, he said, and none wished to live at San
Carlos, except one band that'wished to be near their kinsmen, the troublesome Chiricahuas. Basing his final conclusion on the crops the Coyoteros had raised at Camp Apache
during the summer, he predicted they would soon be selfsustaining if allowed to remain. 61 No official instructions
came back to him, but it is very probable that his communications aroused enough sympathy in high circles to prevent
the consummation Of a complete removal.
The Indian Bureau, still convinced that military opposition was 'the sO,le cause for the Indians' failure to remove,
now sent ,Inspector Kemble to investigate. He reached Camp
Apache the last of November, just a short time after the
scout company had been re-enlisted. A careful check of the
seven bands revealed that although 881 Indians had not
removed, a considerable number were on their way to San
61. Kautz to Babcock, Oct. 20, 1875, op. cit. Kautz sent a similar report to
division headquarters. Kautz to A. A. G., Oct. 20, 1875, A. G. 0., 5770.
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Carlos. All the others would go, he believed, if the military
did not interfere, with the exception of nearly three hundred,
who would never remove until the scouts were dismissed.
The imprudence of Clum and the schemes of the army officers at Fort Apache, he maintained, had produced a civilmilitary impasse that would have to be settled at Washington. 62
It was evident by this time that the civil-military conflict had greatly retarded the agent's civilization program;
yet, despite impediments, substantial improvement had been
made. To civilize Indians, Clum felt they should do regular
work, engage in agriculture and help to enforce their own
discipline. Fortunately, his building program, the necessity
of clearing new land, preparing it for irrigation, and the
digging of the requir~d ditches, furnished a vast amount of
work, and this gave him an opportunity to provide his Indians with an incentive to work. He paid them fifty cents a
day in script of different denominations, redeemable at the
agency in annuity goods. As the Indians received much
greater quantities of goods than could be bought at the
Indian trader's store at the same cost, Clum usually had
more Indians willing to work than he could employ.63
The Indian work in agriculture was especially satisfactory during the year, although the agent failed to increase
the amount of land under cultivation over that of 1874. But
a virtual increase resulted, for after two hundred acres of
early crops were· harvested, one hundred and seventy-five
acres of corn were planted as a second crop. Disalin and
Eskiniinzin took their bands to spots somewhat removed
from the agency, cleared and irrigated new land, and began
farming on a private basis with commendable success. In his
annual report the commissioner enthusiastically reported
that the San Carlos Indians had harvested 625 bushels of
62. Kemble to Smith, Dec. 1, 1875, Jan. 3, 5, 7, 1876, I. F., 713.
Wnen the Indians came to San Carlos and in exactly what numbers, remains indefinite. After the chiefs were dismissed, Clum said "the Indians were gradually
brought to San Carlos." (Clum to Comm.• Oct. (?), 1876, R. C. I. A., P. 10.)" The·
Arizona Citizen, Feb. 12, 1876, reported that 1600 were removed.
63. Clum to Comm., Sept. 1, 1875, R. C. I. A., 1875. P. 220.
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wheat, 2,000 bushels of corn, 625 bushels of. barley and
9,200 bushels of potatoes. As the agency paid cash for much
of the grain raised, many of the Indians became eager for
small individual farms. 64
Clum's greatest success during the same period was in
the field of order and discipline, and his ability to maintain
and enforce these was, no doubt, the most important factor
in his success as an Indian agent. Believing that Indians
should be "compelled to control themselves" through their
own officers, he appointed a small police force at-the time of
his arrival. Later, when the Verdes were brought to San
Carlos, he increased his force to eight, and when the Indians
at Camp Apache were placed in his charge, he increased the
number of twenty-five. Armed with the latest type Springfield needle guns, they effectually maintained order among
the bands, enforced prohibition, arrested white iQ.truders
and upheld the authority of the agent. Much of their success was due to their captain; Clay Beauford, who had seen
several years experience as scout and guide in the Indian
country. Clum believed that in return for subsistence and
protection his Indians should readily submit to regulations
that were "neither numerous nor unreasonable." This view
was soon law on the reservation, and from then on every
symptom of insubordination was "speedily controlled and
suppressed." When he encountered the opposition of the
military, he asked for the removal of the troops, insisting
that the effectiveness of his policy guaranteed the safety
of the reservation. Even after the troops had been removed
and special emergencies had required the appointment of
additional temporary police, he still insisted his police were
superior to the troops as disciplinarians. Evidently he was
correct, for nearly all visitors and travellers to San Carlos
reported the law and order of the reservation fully equal to
that found in any civilized community on the frontier. 65
64. Clum to Comm., Sept. 1, 1875, op. cit., p. 218; Smith to Secty., Nov. 1, 1875,
R.• C. 1. A., 1875, p. 187.
65. Arizona Citizen, June 26, 1875; Clum to Smith, July 31, 1875, 1. D., Clum to
Comm., Sept. I, 1875, R. C. 1. A., 1875, p. 215. See also, John P. Clum, "Victorio," in
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When Inspector Kemble visited the reserve in December, 1875, he was amazed by the cheerfulness, obedience and
satisfaction evident among the bands. To him this was not,
only a complete vindication of Clum's administration but
also a sound example of the constructive nature of the peace
policy. A bit of criticism could not be avoided, however, for
Clum at times had assumed authority at the expense of the
more orthodox methods. Some of his disbursements were
unauthorized, and he had paid a teacher who only nominally
fulfilled the office. There were inaccurate records as well as
deficiencies in certain supplies. The inspector also regretted
that Clum had sought the press. Nevertheless, he recommended strong moral and financial support to prevent the
agent from resigning. 66
For several months after the winter inspection the even
course of events at San Carlos was characterized by the
agent as a period of "peace and good fellowship."67 No difficulties developed, and the Indians continued to work industriously. They were greatly encouraged in January by the
distribution of 4,000 sheep which the commissioner hoped
would tend to check their nomadism. 68
Near the end of February, the agent again tested his
police when he sent fifteen of them under Captain Beauford
to run down a band of renegades in the Tonto Basin. Their
success was complete, and after killing sixteen, they returned
with twenty-two captives. 69
Regardless of the success of his administration, Clum
66.

Kemble to Smith, Jan. 5, 1876, I. F., 713.
The agent's brother, G. A. Clum, conducted a school for a few weeks during the
summer. Clum to Smith, Oct. I, 1875, I. 0., C 1333; G. A. Clum, "Our Advent into the
Great Southwest:~ Arizona Historical Review, Oct. 1929, pp. 83-84.
67. Clum, Apache Agent, p. 170.
68. Clum to Comm., Oct. (1), 1876, R. C. I. A., 1876, p. 12.
69. Clum to Comm., Mar. 18, 1876, I. 0., C 247.

1929), 114;

N. Me",. Hist. Rev., iv (Apr.,
Clum. "The San Carlos Apache Police,"
ibid., iv (July,
H. E. Dunlap, "Clay Beauford-Welford C. Bridwell,"
Ariz. Hist. Rev., Oct.,
p. 14 et seq.
The reliability of the police was put to a severe test in December when Chief
Disalin tried to kill the whites at the agency. The police did their duty without orders,
and Disalin fell dead pierced by several .bullets, some of them fired' by Tauelc1yse, his
brother. Clum to Kemble, Dec.
I. F., 720.

1929), 203-210;
1930,

21, 1875,
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was still disheartened over the Morford affair. He also feared
that the "injudicious economy" of the Bureau threatened his
future work. Thus, somewhat disgruntled, he resigned on
February 26, and a month later the commissioner decided to
release him as soon as a successor could be named. 70 But a
slidden outbreak of the Chiricahuas disrupted the plans, and
instead of being relieved Clum was asked to remove the tribe
to San Carlos. It will therefore be necessary to review the
Chiricahuan affairs during the year preceding the outbreak.
During 1874 the Chiricahuas had remained peaceable,
but they had made little progress towards civilization. Nevertheless, Inspector Daniels preferred Jeffords' loose civil
control to the military management he had witnessed elsewhere,71 Jeffords in dealing with Indians was essentially a
realist, and as such he refrained from any innovations that
might drive. his suspicious charges from their reserve. He
maintained order with his personal influence, but reliance
was also placed on a small police force whose personnel he
frequently changed. By this scheme he attempted to avoid
the development of factions. 72 His Indians were allowed to
keep their arms arid ponies, and they enjoyed perfect liberty
to go where they wished. The counts were as irregular as
the issues were unsystematic, for the clerk, convinced that
he knew every face and the number in each family, dealt out
rations "with a rapidity and a power of ready reckoning
that surpassed the lightning calculator." 73
Visitors from other reserves were a great. source of
worry to the agent, and on the average he rationed two hundred of them per month. This was done in an attempt to prevent them from leading his young men away on raids. Frequently, however, the visitors merely passed through the reserve with their plunder, but in any case aIL the depredations
were attributed to the Chiricahuas. Although the worst
70. Secty. of Interior to Comm., Mar. 18, 1876, 1. 0., I 278; Clum to Comm.,
Mar. 25, 1876, 1. 0., C 335.
71. Cf. supra, p. 204, et seq.
72. Jeffords to Bd. of Ind. Comms., Sept. 11, 1875, R. B. I. C., 1875, p. 93.
73. Kemble to Smith, Dec. 30, 1875, I. F., 718.
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offenders came from the Warm Springs Reservation, the
Coyoteros from San Carlos also caused complications. In
fact, after their removal from Fort Apache, over two hundred were reported in the vicinity of Fort Bowie. These
visitors frequently had passes "to gather their crops" but
many of them claimed they could not live at San Carlos because of feuds among the bands. Their visitations continued
until December, when a series of tiswin fights resulted in the
death of a prominent Chiricahua. After this the vengeance
of the aggrieved tribe acted as a powerful deterrent against
the use of their reservation as a refuge for the disaffected
I
ones. 74
That raiding into Mexico was greatly diminished during 1875 is shown by the paucity of complaints from Mexican officials. Some raiding went on, however, but most of
it was doubtless done by Indians other than the Chiricahuas.
One G. H. Howard, who travelled through Sonora in April,
reported that the constant raids had so alarmed the citizens_
that they had abandoned many of their mines and much of
their agricultural land. As he left Sonora, he followed the
outgoing trail of a band of forty raiders almost to the Chiricahua agency.75
H. C. Hodge, an important observer of the time, after
visiting the Chiricahuas, also reported numerous raids, but
he concluded that the raiders consisted of portions of the
Chiricahua bands that made Mexico their home. He believed that they frequently escaped danger by fleeing to the
Chiricahua Reservation where they sold and traded their
stolen property to Jeffords' Indians. 76
In July, the prefect of Magdalena charged that a large
number of mules had been taken to the Chiricahua Reservation. Jeffords failed to locate them and attributed this and
other thefts to visiting Indians. But he admitted that he had
some men who could not be held in check and who joined the
74.
Oct. 20,
75.
76.

Jeffords to Comm., Aug. 21. 1875, R. C. I. A., 1875, p. 711; Kautz to Babcock,
1875, op. cit.: Jeffords ta Carom., Oct. 3, 1876, R. C. I. A., 1876, p. 407.
Howard to Wasson, April 29, 1875, in Arizona Citizen, May 8, 1875.
Hodge to Wasson, May 10, 1875; Arizona Citizen," May 22, 1875.
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raiders. General Kautz tersely insisted that most of the
raiders were Chiricahuas who raided undetected because of
Jeffords' imperfect counts. He believed that a rigid system
of counting would end the devastations. 77
Jeffords might have inaugurated a more rigid system of
control, <but after Cochise's death he could find no Indian
with sufficient leadership to be of much help. Without such
aid, he believed any attempt at rigidity would be followed by
an outbreak in which the frontier would be ravished. Nevertheless, he exerted himself strenuously to help the Indians
while he protected the interests of the whites. His success in
restoring stolen animals to their rightful, owners won the
acclaim of the citizens; moreover, it acted as an effective
check against the Indians bartering in them. But a new
problem arose: a great :many freighting and' immigrant
parties passed through the Apache Pass, which was within
easy access of the agency at' Pinery Canyon, and here the
more restless bucks soon learned that the travellers were
only too willing to trade whiskey for horses. Jeffords perceived at once that the trade would have to be checked if
raids on both American and' Mexican ranches were to be
prevented. He, therefore, asked permission to move his
agency to Apache Pass where he could exercise proper surveillance. 78
Commissioner Smith, however, was now fully convinced
that the Chiricahuas should be removed to Hot Springs
where their management would be more economical and
"vastly simplified." 79
He accordingly directed Superintendent Dudley to gain
77. Placido R. Aragon to Gov. of Ariz•• July 27. 1875, Arizona Citize.... Aug. 21.,
1875'; Jeffords, to Comm.• Aug. 21. 1875. 011. cit.• p. 712; Kautz to A. A. G.• Aug. 81.
1875. op. cit.• P. 132.
78. Jeffords to Smith, Jan. 2, 1875. 1. 0 .• J 89; Arizo...a Citize.... Jan. 16. Mar. 6.
1875; Jeffords to Bd. Ind. Comms.• Nov. 27, 1875. R. B. I. C.• 1875, p. 103.
79. Smith to Delano, Nov. 1, 1874, 43 Congo 2 sess., H. E. D. no. 1, vol. i, p. 62.
, No doubt he was partly influenced to makie this decision by Delegate Elkins, Governor,Giddings and Superintendent Dudley of New Mexico. These politicians worked for
this removal in o'rder to benefit New' Mexican contractors. See, Dudley to Elkins,
April 14, 1874, I. 0., E 50; Giddings to Dudley, April 14, 1874, I. 0., D 425; Smith to
Dudley, April 15, 1874, L. B. no. 118. P. 43. '
,
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their consent. 80 Dudley counseled with them on April 16,
and again the Indians threatened war if· molested. The
commissioner then relented and allowed Jeffords to establish
himself at Apache Pass. 81 Apparently this move solved the
difficulty, for the Indians committed no outrages during the
summer. They remained obedient and well behaved, but
they made no advance towards civilization. In fact, their
inferiority in the arts prevented the agent from sending any
collection to the Centennial Committee. When Inspector
Kemble made his winter visit, he saw little hope for their
progress as long as they remained under Jeffords' control.
A different agent, he believed, might disarm and prepare
them for removal to a betterplace. 82
Up to this time, Jeffords had kept his Indians well rationed, but so many visitors had drawn from his supplies
that he faced a shortage. Besides, the Bureau had cut his
beef quota from 889,000 pounds to 650,000 pounds. 83 In February the beef supply became so scanty that he allowed some
of his bands to move to the Dragoon Mountains to hunt for
game; Within a short ti:rl1e a quarrel arose among them resuIting in the killing of three Indians, one of whom was a
grandson of Cochise. Chief Tahzay returned imrllediately to
the agency with most. of the Indians, but Skinyea, with
twelve men and their families remained in the Dragoons.!f4
In March, a few men from this party joined some Coyoteros on a raid into Sonora and returned with $100 in precious metals.. Soon they obtained whiskey from one Rogers
,who owned a trading post on the reservation, and Pionsenay,
a brother of Skinyea, .while inebriated, killed his two sisters.
A few days later he did penance by killing Rogers and a
cook named Spence. When other restless bucks joined with
him, a series of devastations followed in the San P,edro
80. Smith to Dudley, Dec. 19, 1874; L. B. no; 122, P. ·106•.
81. Jeffords to Comm., Aug. 21, 1875, op. cit.
82. Jeffords to Comm., Dec. 17, 1875, 1. 0., J. 1; Kemble to Smith. Dec. 30, 1875,
1. F. 718.
83. Jeffords to Smith, Jan. 19, 1876, I. 0., J 122.
84. M. J. O'Brien to Safford, April 21, 1876, I. 0., M 297; Jeffords to Smith,
April 27, 1876, 1. 0., J 476.
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Valley, culminating in the murder of two prominent ranchmen. 85 These events frightened all the Chiricahuas and a
general outbreak was threatened, especially when troops
from Fort Bowie pursued the marauders into the San Jose
Mountains. Jeffords and Tahzay, however, by assuring the
bands that no punitive action was intended against peaceable
Indians, quieted them sufficiently to prevent a catastrophe.
During the next m,onth the innocent Indians under Skinyea
were allowed to come in while Pionsenay, undisturbed by
. the military, was allowed to move nearer the agency into the
Chiricahua Mountains. 86
'
In the meantime, events moved rapidly elsewhere, for
Governor Safford and the Arizona Citizen had already begun
a terrible tirade against Jeffords and the Chiricahuas. 87
Safford, on April 19 wired John Wasson at Washington
that the reserve should be abandoned and the Indians moved
to San Carlos or Hot Springs and that no one but Agent
Clum had the "nerve, ability and confidence to do it. H88
Washington officials were evidently alarmed over the situation, for the next day Congress provided· funds for the removal. On May 3, Clum was ordered to suspend Jeffords,
and if "practicable" to remove the Chiricahuas to San
Carlos. 89 He refused to act, however, until a sufficient military force was in the field for any emergency. After a delay
of three weeks iIi which pressure was placed on the war department, General Kautz personally moved into the field
with twelve ,companies of cavalry and two of Indian scouts. 90
85. Jeffords to Smith. May 12. 1876, I. 0., J 524.
86. Jeffords to Comm., Oct. 3, 1876, R. C. I. A., 1876, pp. 407-408.
87. " •.. the kind of war needed for the Chiricahua Apaches, is steady unrelenting,
hopeless, and undiscriminating war, slaying men, women and children, .... until every
valley and crest and crag and fastness shall send to high heaven the grateful incense
of festering and.rotting Chiricahuas.'· Arizona Citiztm, April 15, 1876. See also issues
of May 20, 1876, and Mar. 24, 1877.
88. Safford to Wasson, April 19, 1876, I. 0., W 467. Clum had already talked to
Safford and offered the services of 235 San Carlos special police. Clum to Safford, April
14, 1876, I. 0" C 388.
89. Smith to Clum, May 3, 1876, L. B. no. 183, p. 92.
90. Safford to Smith, May 6, 1876, I. 0., S 351; Sherman to Schofield. May 22,
1876, I. 0., W 571; Kautz to Secty. of War, Sept. 15, 1876, 44 Cong., 2 sess., H. E. D.
no. 1, vol. ii, p. 98.
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At Clum's request he agreed to move his force near the
reservation. 91 When the troops and Clum with his bodyguard of fifty-four Indian police approached the reserve on
June 4, the Chiricahuas realized that a crisis had arrived in
their affairs. That night a council was held to decide the
question of war or peace. Skinyea and Pionsenay were
unable to prevail against the peaceable counsels of Tahzay
and his brother Nachee, and a purge of the war leaders followed in which Skinyea and five of his leading men were
killed;92
The next day when Clum reached the agency, the chiefs
and headmen readily consented to removal. Another closely
related band reputed to belong in Mexico, and led by Geronimo, Juh and Nolgee; also wanted to be included in the
removal. Clum agreed, and gave the chiefs three days in
which to collect their followers. But the astute chiefs merely
wanted time to effect their escape. They therefore fled head- .
long with their bands across the border into the Sierra
Madre, safely eluding the strong force of cavalry that pursued them. 93
On June 12, three hundred and twenty-five Chiricahuas
were started to Sari Carlos, where they arrived and were
safely located six days later. Thus, in Glum's over-sanguine
words: "The terrible shade of that tribe's dreaded name had
passed away, and the imaginary army of four or five hundred formidable warriors had dwindled to the modest number of sixty half-armed and less clothed savages." 94
91. Clum to Kautz. June 8. 1876. I. 0 .• C 540.
92. Jeffords to Smith. June 5, 1876. I. 0 .• J 587. Pionsenay. though seriously
wounded, escaped. He was arrested four days later. but shortly· after Clum turned him
over to the territorial officers. he again escaped. For this and ·other details,· see. Clum,
"Geronimo," N. Me",. Hist. Rev., iii (Jan.• 1928), pp. 8 at seq.
93. Jeffords to Comm.• Oct. 3, 1876, op. cit.
94. Clum to Comm., Oct. (1), 1876, op. cit., p. 10.
The ';umber that evaded removal was never satisfactorily determined. Clum
thought that about one hundred went to Sonora and Hot Springs. Clum to Comm.,
Oct. (1), 1876, op. cit. Jeffords, however. insisted that 140 went to Hot Springs and
that 400 continued to roam at large. Jeffords to Comm., Oct. S, 1876, op.· cit. General
Kautz believed that Jeffords overestimated the number to protect himself from charges
of graft in raiioning. He also thought that the Indians refused exact counts to appear
more formidable by an exaggeration of their numbers. Kautz to A. A. G.• June· SO.
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The supervision of the Chiricahua Reservation was
transferred to General Kautz on June 13, with the request
that he treat as hostile any Indians found thereon. 95 No devastations occurred for a month, but on July 14, the murder
of two miners near Forth Bowie brought orders for the
troops to run the murderers down. 96 Although ·they frequently found trails that led towards Mexico, they accomplished nothing. Within two months the toll had mounted
to twenty persoris killed and over one hundred .animals
stolen. In contrast to the impotent Arizona troops, those in
New Mexico trailed a band of Arizona marauders into the
Florida Mountains, fought them there, and killed twenty
bucks. 97 This inflamed the territorial officers against Kautz,
and despite the fact that he established a new post in the
troubled region,98 they attributed the continued devastations
to his inactivity. Safford asked the secretary of war for five
.hundred guns and threatened to call out the militia.99
The threat of competition stirred Kautz into action
again, and he ordered Captain T. C. Tupper with a command
of fifty cavalrymen, and a company of Indian scouts to scour
the region. After an extended search the -captain reported
the area the "safest country' against Indians that he had
ever scouted thr0l.;1gh." 100 Kautz now attributed the killings
to renegade whites from Mexico and suggested that prominent Arizonians exaggerated the disorders so more soldiers
would be sent to the region. 101 But when it was suggested
95. R. C. I. A., 1876, p. 396. The reservation
Executive Orders Relating to Indian Reservations, p. 6.
96. Kautz to A. A. G., Sept. 15, 1876, op. cit.

boundary lines.

was abolished. Oct. 80. 1876.
Officers were to disregard all

97. Arizona Citizen, Sept. 23, Oct. 7, 1876.
98. Camp Thomas was established Aug. 12, 1876, near the present Fort Thomas.
Arizona. Barnes, Arizona Place Names, p. 442.
99. Safford to Kautz, Sept. 25, 1876. in Arizona Citize... Sept. 30, 1876.
100. Kautz to A. A. G., Aug. 15, 1877, 45 Cong., 2 sess., H. E. D. no. I, vol. ii,
p.134.
101. A caustic battle was waged in the newspapers between Kautz and Safford in
the spring of 1877. See their letters in Arizona Citizen. Feb. 14, and Mar. 17, 1877.
Also, in Arizona Miner, Mar. 9, 1877.

1876, A. G. 0., 4028. During 1877, Safford charged that 200 were not removed because
of Kautz's negligence. Safford in Arizona Citizen. Feb. 17. 1877.
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that a change of commanders would bring results, Kautz
decided that recent thefts near Old Camp Crittenden were
real, and a vigorous scout under Lieutenant J. A. Rucker
followed. Rucker's command of fifty-two men and thirtyfour Indian scouts pursued the marauders' trail 230 miles
east into the Liedendorf Mountains of New Mexico. Here,
in a surprise attack on a sixteen-lodge village, they k.illed ten
hostiles and captured the Indians' property consisting of
forty-six horses and a large amount of supplies that had
come from the Chiricahua Reservation. The lieutenant reported the region overrun with hostiles.l0 2
Kautz now decided that the Chiricahuas were at large in
greater numbers than he at first supposed, and that they
were probably being reinforced by restless bucks from the·
Hot Springs Reservation. When Dr. Whitney, the acting
agent at Ojo Caliente, confirmed this view, Lieutenant Austin Henely was sent to the Rio Grande to investigate. l03
In the meantime, Arizona suffered a "reign of terror."
During the first half of February, fifteen men were killed
and over one hundred animals were stolen in the Sonoita
region alone. l04 Troops dispatched to the scene from Forts
Apache arid Bowie merely caused most of the hostiles to melt
away untouched into Sonora. One band, however, was intercepted by Lieutenant Rucker and pushed into New Mexico,
but despite the fact they made straight for Ojo Caliente, he
failed to overtake them.lOS
Naturally, such results further inflamed the already
seething citizens against the military, and Governor Safford, reflecting this attitude, wrote a scathing denunciation
of Kautz's tactics, charging that a continuation of his methods would require the services of the entire army for the
next twenty years to reduce the marauders. l06 Opposition
102.
captured.
103.
104.
105.
106.
expressed

Rucker to P. A., Jan. 14, 1877, A. G. 0., 1005.

A nephew of Geronimo was

Kautz to A. A. G., Aug. 15. op. cit., p. 135.
Arizona Citize.., Feb. 10, 17, 1877.
Rucker to P. A., Mar. 11, 1877, A. G. O. (n. f.).
Safford to editor, Mar. 17, 1877, in Arizona Citizen, Mar. 24, 1877. Kautz
himself in the Arizo.... Miner, see issue of Mar. 9, 1877. Kautz was con-
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against Kautz also took a more direct form when, on February 8, the legislature at the governor's request, appropriated
$10,000 to put a company of friendly Indian scouts into the
field 107 to be armed with rifles made available by order of the
secretary of war. 108 By the last of February, Captain Beauford with a command of forty-five scouts equipped to stay in
the field for two months, was out on the hunt of the hostiles.10 9
It was evident by this time that a great deal of the
troubles in Arizona was due to causes emanating f~om the
Hot Springs Reservation on the Rio Grande. Indeed, little
except failure had resulted since its reestablishment as a
reserve three years before,11° The change appears to have
satisfied the Indians,. but even though the agent received
.strong military support from Fort McRae,11l his reports for
1875, were pessimistic in tone. In language laudatory to his
effor.ts, he explained that as long as his charges received
plentiful rations they remained peaceable more from "selfinterest" than from any moral changes. Only a few, he said,
could be induced to farm and ditch, and he predicted the in.troduction of a regular system of labor would have to be
very gradual. In the case of liquor sellers and intruders he
found his control threatened ~t every hand, but he cautioned
the commissioner that his charges were too wild for the
creation of a police force,112
Even with these hazards the agent had no trouble during the winter of 1875-1876. Early the next spring, however,
he suddenly reported that a shortage of rations endangered
the peace of the region, and for that reason he requested permission to exchange his surplus sugar for extra flour and
107. Arizona Citizen, Feb. 10, 1877.
108. ATkona Citizen, Feb. 24, 1877.
109. IbU!. See N. Me",. HiBt. Rev., iii (Jan.,
plished nothing. ATkona Citizen, June 16, 1877.
110.

111.
112.

Cf. 8upTa, p.

1928), 12-26.

Tbe command accom.

207.

Special Orders no. 117, Nov. 11, 1875, A. G. 0., 4145.
J. M. Shaw to Smith, Sept. I, 1875, R. C. I. A., 1875, p.
Ind. Comms., Sept. 30. 1875, R. B. I. C., 1875, p. 96.

836;

Shaw to Bd.

vinced Safford was connected with Tucson contractors who wanted more .troops to
feed. Kautz to A. A. G., Aug. 15, 1877, op. cit., pp. 188-140.
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beef held by the military. The commissioner refused to
authorize such an irregular procedure, insinuating in his
refusal, that a new agent might be needed unless greater
economy was effected. Shaw immediately enlisted the aid
of Stephen B. Elkins, territorial delegate from New Mexico,
who appears to have used his influence in getting a suffici- .
ency of supplies for the reserve.H s
Nevertheless, some Indians did go out on raids, but
when a force of cavalry w~s placed west of the reserve ageneraI exodus was prevented. Even then the visiting with the
Chiricahuas was kept up, and number of young insubordinate Chiricahuas that came to Hot Springs to make their
permanent homes greatly increased the discipline problem
of the agent.H 4
.
In order to ascertain the exact condition of affairs at
Hot Springs,' Inspector Kemble scrutinized the agency in
May. The deplorable condition of affairs was reflected in the
outright graft that existed' in the issuance of supplies.
Where only 330 Indians had been rationed just before Shaw
took charge, 1,150-1,300 were now supposed to receive subsistence. The agent had neither counts nor issue tickets, but
he sent in grossly exaggerated false returns, and only onefourth of the hay issued was consumed by the animals at the
agency. The fact that government blankets could be found
in every home along the Rio Grande supported the report
that surplus supplies were exchanged for whiskey at Canada
Alamosa. Kemble believed that the 600-700 Indians actually
on the reservation were masters of the agent, controlling his
issues at their pleasure. For these reasons he suggested the
immediate removal of Shaw if a bloody outbreak were to be
avoided. 1l5
Despite the unfavorable outlook, the vigorous activity
of the New Mexican troops in connection with the Chiricahua outbreak prevented the Southern Apaches from exten-

a

lIS.
114.
115.

For correspondence, see, 44 Cong., 1 sess., S. M. D. no. 91.
Shaw to Comm., Sept. 1, 1876, R. C. I. A., 1876, p. 516.
Kemble to Comm., May 17, 1876, I. F., 783.
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~ive maraudering. Nevertheless, twenty animals were stolen
at the Clifton mines on one raid.. The situation looked much
worse, however, when about one hundred Chiricahuas under
Chief Gordo at the time their reserve was abolished took '
refuge at Hot Springs. ll6 On August 10, James Davis replaced Shaw as agent. Davis appears to have been a constructive agent, and he worked hard during his short term to
improve his charges' condition. He assured them a more
adequate food supply by replacing the issues of beef on hoof
which they usually bartered away, with beef on the block. He
also cut off their supply of corn, and thus reduced the source
of their whiskey. By the time Lieutenant Henely reached
the reservation on March 17; Davis had induced some of
them to start farming and ditching. ll7
. Lieutenant Henely arrived none too soon, however, for
he not only learned that the Warm Springs Indians were
joining the renegade Chiricahuas on their raids, but also
that many of the renegade· Chiricahuas were using Hot
Springs as a rendezvous for rest and rations. He was quite
surprised to find that Geronimo who had just returned with
one hundred stolen horses "was very indignant because he
could not draw rations for the time he was out." 118 No time
was lost in making1 a decision, for the department of the interior was thoroughly aroused over its failure to solve the
Chiricahua-Southern Apache problem. On March 20 the
commissioner wired Agent Clum to arrest and hold the renegades on charges of murder and robbery. He was to remove
them to San Carlos, and his police force was to aid in the
undertaking. 119
Clum hesitated for a short time, sent in his resignation,
and then proceeded with plans for removaJ.120 Governor Saf116. Gen. Hatch to A. A. G., July 14, 1876; I. D.; Kautz to A. A. G.• Sept. 16,
1876, op. cit., p. 99.
117. Davis to Comm., Aug. 10, 1877, 46 Cong., 2 sess., H. E. D. no. 1. vol. viii,
p.688.,
118. Safford to Comm., Mar. 18, 1877, I. 0., A 131; Kautz to A. A. G•• Aug. 16,
1877,'op. cit., p. 135.
.
119. Smith to Clum, Mar. 20, 1877, L. B. no. 132, p. 663. J. Q. Smith had recently
replaced Edward P. Smith as commissioner.
120. Clum, The Truth about the Apaches, p. 28 et seq,
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ford returned the Indian police to agency service, but General Kautz avoided cooperation, pointing out that the Indians were in the District of New Mexico. l21 General John
Pope, commanding the Division of the Missouri, ordered
General Edward Hatch to render full aid, and nine companies of troops were ordered to Hot Springs.122
Without delay, Clum with forty additional police joined
Captain Beauford's scouts at Silver City, and the combined
force of over one hundred men set out for the Rio Grande.
A march of four hundred miles brought the command on
April 20 to an obscure point within striking distance of the
reservation. Learning that Geronimo and his followers
were encamped near the agency, Clum took twenty-two
scouts and moved into Ojo Caliente to reconnoitre. Here he
learned the troops were two days away, and, fearing that a .
delay would hazard his plans, he decided to arrest the renegades forthwith. During the night Captain Beauford's
reserves were brought up and secreted in a large commissary
building near the main agency building. Early the next
morning Geronimo and the other chiefs came fora talk, convinced they could easily overawe the small force that had
arrived the evening before. Within a few minutes Geronimo's arrogant and bellicose attitude. brought the conference to an impasse. Calling on his hidden reserves,' Clum
was successful in taking into custody Geronimo, 'Gordo,
Ponce, Francisco and thirteen other noted renegade leaders.
Unfortunately, Pionsenay and Nolgee were away raiding in
Sonora and Arizona, and already reports of, their bloody
deeds had reached the agency. In the hope that these renegades might be intercepted, Captain Beauford and seventyfive ·of his scouts were ordered back to Arizona by way of
the Dos Cabezas Mountains. 123
121. Clum, "Geronimo." N. Me.,. Hist. Re"., iii (Jan., 1928). P. 27; Kautz to
Clum, Mar. 31, 1877, A. G. 0., 3063.
.
122. Clum to A. A. G.• April 2, 1877, A. G. 0 .• 2265; Pope to C. 0., April 8.
'.
1877, ibid.
123. Clum to Comm., Mar. 29, 1877, 1. 0., S 201; Clum to Mai. J. F. Wade, April
22, 1877, 1. 0., S 398; Clum to Editor, April 24, 1877, in Arizona Citize.... May 5, 1877:
Clum to Comm., Sept. 18, 1877, R. C. I. A., 1877, p. 32. '
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Now convinced that even more drastic changes were
needed, the commissioner ordered the removal of all the
Warm Springs Indians to San Carlos. 124 Victorio, the chief
of the Warm Springs Indians and his followers readily
assented to removal, and the first count showed a total of
434 Indians. At the next count the number had dropped to
175 due to a drunken spree which Clum learned had inclined
most of the tribe to wander away. Major James F. Wade,
however, by immediately making an energetic .demonstration so frightened the recalcitrants, that at the following
counts they were all present, unarmed and unmounted. 125
Within a week all arrangements for the removal were
completed. The war department ordered General Hatch to
cooperate throughout, and "more out of compliment than
necessity," Clum asked for a small escort entirely to San
Carlos. 126 On May 1, M. A. Sweeney with the aid of the escort started by trail-with 453 Indians, while Clum and his
police took the renegades in wagons and joined the cavalcade
at Silver City.127 From here the procession pushed on without incident, reaching San Carlos on May 20. The prisoners
were placed in the guardhouse, and the authorities notified,
124. Smith to Clum, April 17, 1877, L. B. no. 136, p. 77.
125. Clum to Wade, April 24, 1877, I. 0., S 398; Gen. Hatch to A. A. G., April
27, 1877, '\. G. 0., 2554.
126. Gen. Sherman to Gen. Sheridan, May 1, 1877, A •. G. 0., 2420; Clum to
Smith, July 28, 1877, op. cit.
A controversy over the escort followed. Hatch requested Kautz to relieve him at
the' Arizona-New Mexico line, but when an escort was proffered, Clum declined it,
wiring Kautz that "no escort has been asked from Arizona and ,none will be accepted!'
The war department considered this action a "breach of personal and official courtesy,"
and when' General Sherman endorsed the telegram, he strongly denounced Clum saying
he had no business" to refuse Kautz's escort. In explanation, Clum wrote that General Sherman had H no business" to interfere with "his business.'" This correspondence
is collected in, A. G. 0., 3063; also in Arizona Citizen, Aug. 18, 1877.
Clum no doubt, was incensed over Kautz's refusal to furnish an escort at the
beginning. Kautz explained, however, that Clum had refused to allow a recruiting
officer to enlist a company of scouts at San Carlos at the time the request was made
and that the delay that followed in getting Hualpai scouts prevented the sending of an
escort. Kautz to A,. G., April 12, 1877, A. G. O. 2308.
127. Clum to Comm., May I, 1877, 1. 0., S 369.
The reserve was transferred to' Major Wade with instructions to treat all remaining
Indians as hostiles. CIum to Wade, May I, 1877, I. 0., S 553. Population figures at
Hot Spring. were indefinite, but it is probable that nearly 200 avoided removal. See.
Whitney to Clum, April 23, 1877. ibid.
H
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but the main body of the Indians was given the sameprivileges which other San Carlos bands enjoyed. 128
Beiinning with the removal of the Chiricahuas and continuing up until his return with the Warm Springs Indians,
Clum's frequent and extended absences from San Carlos had
left him little time for agency management. Besides much
of his remaining time was consumed in· bitter controversies
with the military. After the Chiricahuas were satisfactorily
settled at San Carlos in June, 1876, no event of importance
disturbed the agency routine for the rest of the year. In
fact, affairs appeared so hopeful in July that the agent carried out a dramatic project he had long anticipated-that of
taking a group of Apaches to the East. 129
While Clum was in Washington, the commissioner persuaded him to withdraw his pending resignation on the promise of more pay, full support against the military and the
assignment of no duties that would require him to leave the
reservation. Thus reassured, he returned to his post, with
high hopes for the future. 130
But he was soon again embroiled with the military.
About March 1, 1877, three bucks killed an old Indian woman
near Fort Apache. No report was made of the affair, and a
little later when Clum heard the murderers had gone unscathed, he decided the military was deliberately shielding
them, thereby hoping to undermine his authority as agent.
Without hesitation he sent a company of scouts to the scene
to arrest the murderers or kill them. The scouts proceeded
as directed, and on March 11 killed one of the murderers, but
128. Clum to Comm., May 28, 1877, ibid.
For details of removal, see Clum, "Geronimo," N. MfW. Rist. Rev., iii (Jan., 1928),
PP. 26 et seq.; Clum, "Victorio," ibid., iv (Apr., 1929), pp. 107 et seq.; Clum, Apache
Agent, chapt~. xxviii-xxxiii.
129. Clum to Comm., Sept. 18, 1877, R. C. 1. A., 1877, p. 34.
The trip was partly finauced by "Wild Apache" shows in the larger cities along the
route. Unfortunately, Chief Tahzay died at Washington. He was buried in the Congressional Cemetery. After visiting the Centennial Exposition, the Indians were conducted back to the reserve by Marijildo Grijalba, the interpreter. Clum th~n took a
sixty days leave, returning to San Carlos January 1. See, Apache Agent, pp. 185, et
seq.; Clum, "Apaches as Thespians in'1876," N. Me.,. Hist. Rev., vi (Jan., 1930), pp.
76-99.
130. Clum, The Truth About the Apaches, P. 29.
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in doing so fired upon an Indian soldier. Major Ogilby now
sent out a detachment of troops and chased the police a long
distance, disregarding the fact that they were within the
limits of the Indian reservation.I 31
Chim immediately reported Major Ogilby's conduct to
General Kautz, charging also that the military kept the favor
of the few Indians remaining at Camp Apache with liquor,
guns and ammunition. He furthermore asked that Major
W. S. Worth be court-martialed for buying an Apache squaw
from her relatives and forcing her to remain in his quarters. 132
General Kautz countercharged that Clum's "raid" was
merely an attempt to drive the non-combatants of Chief"
Pedro's band to San Carlos while Pedro's men were away
scouting against renegade Chiricahuas. Declaring that
Clum's actions had created a very dangerous situation at
Fort Apache, Kautz ordered the scouts back to the post. 133
Clum retorted that Kautz was guilty of "criminal inactivity"
in leaving southern Arizona exposed to the renegades; nevertheless he had the satisfaction of getting Captain Worth's
conduct investigated. 134
While this imbroglio was taking place, Clum learned
that General Kautz had already made gross insinuations
against his management at San Carlos, but he did not know
that the adjutant general had been notified on February 12,
that many unreported renegades had strayed away because
of bad treatment and lack of food and that the resultant
saving of rations probably accrued to "those who issue
them." 135 When he heard of these latter charges, he was
131. Clum to Marijildo Griialba, Mar. 7, 1877, I. F., 1660; Clum to A. A. G.,
Mar. 17, 1877, ibid.
132. Ibid.
133. Kautz to A. G., April 12, 1877, A. G. 0., 2308.
. 134. Clum to Comm., April 21, 1877, I. 0., S 360.
The court of inquiry practically exonerated Worth. Clum, however, was accused
of preferring charges against Worth in an effort to draw attention from his agency
mismanagement. Kautz to Comm., June 7, 1877, I. 0., K 183.
135. Kautz to A. G., Feb. 12, 1877, A. G. 0., 1190. Kaut:< also wrote that most
of the troop's labors were "provided by the inability or inefficiency, tq say nothing of
the reputed criminality of the agents . . ." Kautz's letter was published in the Arizo....
Citizen, May 19, 1877, at Clum's request.
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just ready to start for Hot Springs to arrest the renegades.
At first he threatened to quit, but when the commissioner
promised an investigation, he went on with his taskyi6 As
no formal charges were sent to the interior department, the
commissioner directed Inspector Vandever, who was on his
way tothe agency, to review the case. In due time Vandever
reported the charges of Kautz as strictly "vague and malicious." 137
But Clum did not let the matter rest. Assailing Kautz
through the press, he violated rules of common courtesy by
publishing answers to the general's official communication of
February 12. His answers took the form of a diatribe
against the general's entire administration of the Department of Arizona by comparing the activity and success of
the troops with that of the agency police. Evidence was arranged to show that the police had killed and captured 159
Indians, including many noted renegades while the troops
had only killed and captured 120, including none of note, in"'
stead of 186 as reported by the general. 138
Kautz now evidently decided he could not usurp the
agent's authority directly. He therefore informed his superiors that they treated him unfairly in expecting him to pursue and punish recalcitrants when he had neither means of
gaining information regarding conditions at the reserve,
nor troops present to exercise control when needed. 139 In
April he requested them to authorize the stationing of an
officer at San Carlos to watch the movements of the Indians
and to inspect their supplies. 140 Political influence was
doubtless brought into play, for on April 28 the secretary of
the interior requested that such officers be stationed at the
agencies in general. 141
136. Comm. to Clum, April .9, 1877, L. B. no. 136, po, 56.
137. Vandever to Comm., May 31, 1877, I. F., 1646.
138. Clum to Editor, June 11, 1877, in Arizona Citizen, June 23, 1877; Clum at
Vandever's request, had already written an official letter covering the same subjects.
Clum to Vandever, May 24, 1877, I. F., 1660.
139. Kautz to A. G., Feb. 12, 1877, op. cit.
140. Kautz to A. G., April 9; 1877, A. G. 0., 2304.
141. Secty. of Int. to Secty. of War, April 28, 1877, I. D., L. B. no. 18, p. 154.
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When Clum returned from Hot Springs with the Southern Apaches, he was greatly incensed to find that an officer
with an escort had already arrived for inspection duty..Feeling that he lacked the "pledged" support of the commissioner, and that his success in removal "had actually been
penalized," he decided to quit rather than become a party to
political schemes which he believed would be certain to
result in confusion and disaster. 142 He therefore asked to be
relieved· at once unless the commissioner would allow him
more pay and two extra companies of police, in which case he
agreed to control all the Apaches in Arizona without military aid. 143
The officials of the Indian Office were naturally unprepared for such a radical proposal aI\d they peremptorily
refused to accept it. Clum, equally inflexible, and. always
headstrong and self-righteous, was never more certain of his
ground than· now. Determined not to. yield an iota to his
superiors, he at last made good his threat of resignation. On
July 1 he regretfully rode away from San Carlos and the bewildered Apaches.144
142. CIum. The Truth About the Apaches. pp..34 et seq;. CIum, "Geronimo," 10".
cit., P. 124.
At the time, Clum was not so philosophical, merely saying that· military inspection
Uto insure purity and justice" ,was an "insult.to the' honor, integrity and· manh~od of
an agent." Clum to Smith, June 6, 1877. I. 0 .• S 606.
143. Clum to Smith, June 9. 1877, I. 0., S 626.
144. Smith to Clum, June 9, 1877; L. B. no. 186. p. 809; Clum to Comm.• June 19.
1877, I. 0., S 667; Schurz to Comm., Aug. 16, 1877, I. 0 .• I 683.
CIum's resignation had already been accepted pending the appointment of a suc·
cessor.. Schurz to Comm., April 18, 1877, I. 0 .• I 888.
'
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